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Laundry Refuses To Employ Counter Girls
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A request made by civic leaders
in the Binghampton area for Negro counter girls in the branch
office of the Spic 'N' Soap laundry located at Tillman st. and
Johnson ave., was turned down
last week by one of the co-owners.
C. R. Sisson.
The decision not to hire Negro
girls at the store whose patronage
is more than 70 per cent Negro
came 90 days after a group composed of 0. Z. Evers, of 3018 Cry**
tal pl.; Mrs. W. S. Larkins, of
557 Lipford at., chairman of the
East Memphis Improvement club;
and Rev. J. C. Richardson, of sort
Autumn ave.; called upon the
owners and asked them to hire
Negro girls at the store.
Mr. Sisson asked the group be
give him 30 days to make up his
mind about the matter.
Mr. Evers said that the MD
young
a
by
called him late last week and 'old
A 79-year-old man was robbed last week
him that he had decided not t•
thug who spat on him and then rifled his pockets while he
hire Negro counter girls at the
apologized and pretended to wipe the spit off of the elderly
store, but that he might consider
employing one as a helper in the
victim's shift front with a handkerchief.
store staffed by two white women,
Fleeced out of $42 of his monthly pension was Lacey
slEs
veSrF
SATI
zdr.E
NOT
lives
vile,
his
with
Stinnett, who
aid that he to
D
Sigma
the
of
care
takes
In and
Mr. Stinnett said, that he discov
the man that such a move would
Gamma Rho sorority house at 803 ered that his money was missing.
A Negro youth, James Carter, IS of 2571 Select et., not be at all satisfactory to the
Saxon at.
He said that his rent money was
was arrested last Friday night for hitting a white teen- people in the community. The reaMr. Stinnett said that he was included in that which was taken
son given by Mr. Sisson for sot
returning home after having cash. by the pickpocket.
ager, and carried to Barksdale station, where he said of
hiring Negro girls at the establishAfter robbing him, Mr. Stinnet•
beat and kicked him intermittently for about 15 min- ment was that his 30 per cent
said that he saw the men wall
white trade would desert him. He
utes.
away together in the direction
said that Mr. Sisson told him that
The Carter youth explained that
of Miss. blvd., on Saxon it.
he was standing on the corner of and that he said that he did not, he did not believe that he would
The incident was not reported
Airways ave. and Park it., wait. thinking that they might leave him lose that amount of patronage
until some time later, and when
among Negroes if he continued his
ing for a friend to pick him up in along.
police came they took the olderly
present hiring policy.
a car. He said that two white boys
In spite of that, he said that
victim and drove him around in
him
asked
and
When the group called upon Mr.
nearby
sitting
were
tha
said
he
by
he
the
but
was
struck
again
neighborhood,
the
for cigarettes, which he gave officers. He said that another of Sisson last month, he told them
he would not be able to identify
them.
the boys, Willie Carter, no re- that he had at one time considerthem even if he- saw them again.
He said that he and the boys lation, was also beaten by the po ed hiring Negro girls for the
ANOTHER VICTIM
chatted for quite a while, and lice. Three other boys who were place, but that he was afraid that
Police came again the next day
that when the car came by to in the car, he said, were not "boys would hang around like
him
told
and
said,
Mr. Stinnett
pick him up he extended his hand molested by the officers.
flies," and that he needed somethe
used
had
men
of
pair
a
that
to one of the boys, and when he FINED $102
one who would keep the customsecond grade after finishing
man to assist her across the
IN NASHVILLE, Linda Mcsame trick on a white citizen, and
refused to accept it he punched
s
erA
her first year in an integrated
street. Linda was passed le the
Klaley waits in front of Fehr
on
into
city
court
Brought
had taken %O.
him in the stomach and left.
nomth
oevrinrge.ason which he gave for
school. UPI Telephoto
school for school boy patrolwas
youth
the
Carter
Saturday,
Mr. Stinnett, who will have his
later
minutes
It was around 45
hiring Negro girls in that ca.
Judge Beverly not
by
$102
fined
80th birthday in September, said
stopped
was
car
the
that
he said,
pacity was that no other "reof disorderly
that it was the Yirst time
by policemen and he was arrest- Boushe on charges
putable establishment" hired them
and
robbed
battery,
assault
and
been
his life that he had
ed on a complaint made by the conduct
such contact with the public.
and held to the state for starting for
on the street, and that he had
boy, Leroy Mabry.
Mr. Evers said that he told
such
using
affray.
a
anyone
public
of
heard
never
LACEY STINNETT
Carter said that he was surthe man that he would attempt
a disgusting trick to get money.
Charges of disorderly conduct by "every legal means" to get
prised that the Mabry youth filed
ed his check and purchased some
placed
battery
and
assault
and
"because
the charges against him,
him to change his position in the
groceries, when all of a sudden
against Aaron Hackett, 18, of 1547 subject, but Mr. Sisson accused
we were just jiving areund."
a tall light-skinned Negro man
Cella at., and Bobby Dillon, m him of being a "rabble rouser."
WAS KICKED
dressed in khaki outfit walked by
At the Station, he said, police 2548 Deadrick at., were dismissed,
Mrs. Irene Hamilton, of 1822 Keltner circle, told the
him and deliberately spat on his
surrounded him, as others said, while the driver, Larry Julien, 19,
manager
Ross,
shirt.
Tri-State Defender last week that Robert
"This Is the nigger that hit a of 781 Dallas at., was fined for
As the man began rubbing his
white boy," and that every few having defective brakes.
of the Katz Drug store in the shopping center on Lamar
Negroes can vote freely in only
Willie Carter was fined $51 for
4 shirt and apologizing, Mr. StM.
minutes one.would hit him. As he
82
counties,
the
six of Mississippi's
ave., cursed at her last week when she asked him over
nett said that another man came
was taken from one plate to an- disorderly conduct.
are
Negroes"
"favored
gofew
a
and
tip and asked him what was
James Carter was recently gradother, he said, some officer would
phone why medicine she had been paying $6.34 for had
permitted to vote in 43.
ing on, and that he told him that
uated from Melrose High school,
kick him.
28.40.
to
increased
been
at
know.
This was revealed recently
be did not
He said that one asked him if and said that he planned to go to
wKNo
She said that Mr. Ross told
VICTIM UPSET
the registration and voting meet- he thought he was "good enough California end enter Pasadena colher,!If
the damn mediyou don't want'
"
LeadChristian
"The way that fellow came up
Southern
the
of
ing
to shake hands with a white man," lege.
Mayor Edmund Orgill, a candi- cine, come on up here and get
and spat on me upset me so much
ership Conference in Clarksdale,
date for the office of governor
"
Ill i ss.
that I could not think," Mr. Stin- of the state of Tennessee, said the prescriptions.
Mrs. Hamilton said that the man
reprisals,
economic
nett said. "Beware of this spitting
Despite
recently that he entered politics had sent a cab to her home to
thug."
threats of bodily injury and death
Rev. Martin Luther King, jr..
freedom."
"individual
preserve
to
that
and
up
the
pick
prescriptions,
home,
got
he
It was not until
which are used to deny Negroes
president of the Southern Christian
The Memphis mayor said that when he returned, Mr. Ross called
access to the ballot, delegates to
Leadership Conference, has askhe was particularly interested in her and told her what the cost
the conference pledged to use every
preserving that type of freedom would be, and that when she askPresident Eisenhower to grant
ed
on
Negroes
legal means to get
which is "set out in our Declara- ed him to explain why it had gone
an immediate conference to Nsregistration rolls in the state.
tion of Independence and in the up, he became abusive.
gro leaders in order to prevent
Of 190 delegates who attended
Constitution of the United States." She said that she went around
Certificates of honor were given
cities
violence from flaring up when cerThe gubernatorial candidate to the store, but that he had fon( to 145 volunteer teachers who have the meet, 130 were from 24
tain schools are ordered to depromised to find some method for away. Asked if Mr. Ross had been assisted student taking the stream. and communities in Mississippi.
encouraging industry to come profane and abusive on other oc- lined reading programs sponsord Alabama and Louisiana were repsegregate this Fall.
delegates each.
the state and stop young people casions, Mrs. Hamilton said that by WKNO - TV, in a special cere- resented with 15
to
NEW YORK — As a result of ored People last week added Mrs
among
were
In the telegram, the young NeFour Memphians
deleemployment
of
memories
the
Fresh in
having to seek
mony at the Vance ave branch
the refusal of parents of the nine Bates' name with those of the gro minister said that it is time
he had not.
the 630 seniors who graduated from
meet
country.
the
atteneded
the
who
of
other sections
Negro children who entered Little children.
A call was made to Mr. Ross of the Memphis public library last gates
for a "heart to heart talk" in
from Howard university on June 6. in
were the names of Rev. G. Lee, Rock's Central High school to ac- This announcement was made
voters show their confidence at the store, and he said, "Irene Thursday evening.
which they can inform him of the
They are : Miss Anne C. Barth- If
office,
death
to
to
him
shot
was
electing
who
Belzoni,
of
honor.
by
this
for
the
program
for
him
cept the Spingarn Medal
last week by Roy Wilkins, the difficult plight of democracy In the
is entirely wrong. I did not curse Speaker
olomew, of 1085 S. Bellevue blvd., in
that he would
said
Orgill
Bates,
Daisy
Mayor
.Mrs.
year unless
executive secretary of the organi- South today.
See FREELY, page 2
ahrho received the B. A. degree;
See WKNO, page 2
his program of "progress" See WOMEN, page 2
president of the Arkansas State zation. Earlier he had announced
Bettye J. Coe, of 858 Alaska put
Such a conference Is necessary
"industrial
ending
by
action
branches
NAACP
into
of
unofficially that the award would today, Dr. King said. "because
Conference
at., B. A. degree; Edward E. Mc- stagnation" with an industrial deAssoNational
to
be
the
the
given
only
children.
included,
was
A.,
B.
Daniel, of 1388 Austin at.,
the present climate of lawleu development program which would
ciation for the Advancement of Col- The disclosure that the children fiance threatens to produce Met.
and Miss Lena A. Wright. of 2667
jobs for persons who are
furnish
the
received
to
wro
the
accept
Spinhad
refused
Scottswood ave.,
dents that will shame America et
now forced to migrate.
garn Medal was disclosed for the home and abroad when school
bachelor of science degree.
mmoutoonotoommonomoui
m000nomonoomo
the
group
as
in
Chicago,
first
time
opens in September.*
ommomoonntonnomeouonommoomounoom
prepared to leave the city after
The telegram sent to the PMhaving received the Robert S. Abident was unanimously approved
bott memorial award from the
by persons attending the Southern
Chicago Defender.
Christian Leadership conference at
Bates
Roy Wilkins phoned Mrs.
Tennessee would rate
Clarksdale. Miss., recently. Couat Little Rock and informed her
Every informed Negro voter in
rageous and forthright action now,
former Governor
over
high
selecthad
space
been
the
children
that
Senator Albert Gore
they said, could result in the precandidate for the Senate seat
ed for the honor, but they refused
Prentice Cooper as a suitable
vention of lawlessness In the feture.
already occupied by Senator Gore.
See AWARD, page
Cooper
Mr.
Tennessee
in
A teaching career of 38 years
All through his official life
ability
and
limited in outlook
came to an end for Mrs. Ruth
has shown himself much too
Payne at the Weaver Elementary
to the welfare of all the citizens
In matters of vital concern
school recently, and during an asof Tennessee.
sembly period she was honored
widely - publicized
Negroes have never forgotten his
with a program entitled "This Is
Tennessee, that "This
statement, when he was Governor of
Your Day."
viith an accompanying diatribe
Mrs. Payne was unaware that
Is a white man's country,"
Negro.
the
of
she was going to be honored unagainst the progress
must look askance
til she walked into the hall at
And all intelligent Tennessee voters
the invitation of Mrs. D. B. Scott,
who brazenly accuses a rival of
office
for
candidate
a
Mirunon
S
the eighth grade teacher, and a
when at that
disinterest in the welfare of his community,
loud and sustained burst of apheadlines with
national
making
is
rival
the
moment
very
plause greeted her. Written in
welfare of that very
the valiant efforts he is making for
large letters on a placard atMr.
up
point
to
seems
only
tached to the lectern was the
community. Such a statement
for
penchant
apparent
message, "Mrs. Payne, This Is
Cooper's narrowness, bigotry, and
Your Day."
political chicanery.
After the veteran teacher had
the CitiWe have been advised that some members of
taken her seat, words of praise
the race
using
with
accord
in
not
are
Prorrese
zens For
and tokens of appreciation were
The ItToun reissue as a Political football at this time.
given to her by representatives of
Gore's
Senator
for
bid
all classes. A presentation on becently endorsed Mr. Cooper in his
sense.
half of the faculty was given to
post. If that la tree it reflects trooti common
hardher by Mrs. D. B. Scott. Mrs.
Evidence a plenty there is that Mr. Gore is a
Payne was honored also by the
May IT. At right is Dr. Li.
working realist.
NEW OFFICERS at CeMas
Weaver School PTA, with Mrs.
land Atkins, who was eluted.
Chapel hospital were elected
Tennessee Voters should decide to "Go Ahead With
president
the
Bessie Nathaniel,
vice president. Dr. B. F. Mum
last week. Dr. G. W. Stanley
the principal,
with
Scott,
B.
retired
Gore."
she
when
honored
was
presentation
Stand
the
making
Cleave, not ahown, was DUNS
MRS. PSYNE'S DAY —
Ish, jr., (left) was named presProf. T. J. Toney at 'right.
recently at the Weaver EleIt's time to cease fanning the flame* of race hatred
Mrs, Payne expressed her apsecretary. All are practicing
Mg behind the lectern !s Mrs.
ident of the medical staff, fillall of its
surrounded by some of
is
She
she
where
school
mentary
38
remembered
who
all
to
of
preciation
veteran
and strive to make Tennessee an ideal state for
a
physicians and well known ki
Ruth Payne,
ing the position held by Dr.
progress.
her pupils.
taught for the past 17 years.
the community.
itirS in the classroom, who
citizens — an example of all around growth and
S. Martin, who died..
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3
page
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(Continued from page 1)
when he attempted to register;
and'Gus Courts, who was almost
murdered when he refused to take
his name from registration rolls
in the same city.
PRAISE PREACHER
High praise was given by the
conference to Rev. H. D. Herby,
of Prentiss, whose pending suit is
now challenging registration rolls
in Mississippi,
Established at the latest conference was a citations committee
to give appropriate recognition to
persons who had rendered "outstanding and meritorious service" in the crusade for first-class
citizenship.
"In the light of the nature of
the civil rights struggle in the
South;" the conference delegates
said, "recognition must be consid.
ered for those who face intimidation, threats and even death in
the pursuit of the ballot."
TWELVE CITED
Twelve living persons honored
for such work in their respective
NO EMPLOYMENT PROBcommunities were Dr. E. W
LEMS were faced by these 15
Bashful, of Tallahassee, Fla.; John
students who graduated from
Butler, of Houston; M. M. ColeTennessee A and I State uniman, of Minden, La.; W. C. Day,
versity's School of Engineering
PrenDarby,
D.
Rev.
H.
Houston;
Browley
eral awards were given to both
In September. Joseph
pal on the left, are members
EIGHTH GRADE GRADS —
last week. They had all been
ShreveDorsey,
Rev.
Miss.;
tiss,
highest
scholastic
graduating
avteachers
and
had the
students during
of the eighth grade
Flanked by Mrs. Daisy Scott,
tapped by industrial organiza•
port; Rufus Lewis, Montgomery.
the program.
erage in the class, with Eve•
class of Weaver High school
their advisor on the right, and
tions. Among the group was
Ala.; Rev. Robert W. Norsworthy,
lyn Ayers placing second. Sevwho are ready for high school
Prof. T. J. Toney, the princeone Memphian, James StewMemphis; Rev. T. J. Patterson,
art. Seen on front row, from
BirPatton,
C.
W.
Laurel, Miss.:
vestr
mingham; and 0. C. Taylor, of
Shreveport..
During the recent conference, it
was decided that two such meet(Continued from page 1)
ings a year should be held, and
next sessions will be held in
her. and I have witnesses to prove the
(Continued from page 1)
Norfolk, Va., on Oct. 1 and 2.
it.
Aaron Henry, a member of to accept it when they found that
Dr.
"I don't know what was wrong
executive board of the confer- she was not
with her the other night. I thought the
included.
was responsible for entertain- PROTEST LETTER
that perhaps she had been drink- ence
the delegates who attended
A letter was then drafted by the
ing. When she started the fuss ing
WORKSHOPS HELD
parents, and among other things,
about the medicine, I told her that
Leaders of workshop sessions said: "Failure to include her
only wanted her to pay what
president of
Patton,
C.
were
W.
it costs"
with the Little Rock Nine in the
Coordinating
Mr. Ross said that both Mrs. the Alabama State
Spingarn medal would be more
and
Registration
for
Association
Hamilton and her mother required
than a personal injustice. This is
of the
considerable medicine, and that ev- Voting; Albert T. Powell,
particularly true since this award
en though it was against the Progressive Voters League of Mis- is given by the NAACP, the orstore's policy, he has not always sissippi; James T. McCain, field ganization leading the fight in Litrequired the money at the time secretary of the Congress of Ra- tle Rock."
that the medicine was delivered. cial Equality; Amzie Moore, presIn selecting Mrs. Bates along
ident of the Cleveland, Miss , with the six girls and three boys,
MANY FAVORS
Missisand
NAACP
the
branch
of
He said that he had done Mrs.
the Spingarn Award committee
fourth from right. Special guest
teachers and other workers
L
KLONDIKE'S ANNU
Hamilton favors on numerous oc- sippi State NAACP secretary, Med- broke two precedents. For the
Cal.
Mrs.
was
occasion
excellent
the
Evers.
for
to
an
gra
sear
treated
successful
were
FEAST — A
casions, although she always
first time the award, regarded as
Also Rufus Lewis, chairman of
lie Lsnch, of New York City.
luncheon by the principal.
paid him for what she received
at the Klondike school was
the most coveted in the field, is
Miss Jim Ella Cotton, seated
at the store. He said that it was the Montgomery Improvement As- being given to a group rather
completed last week, and
his personal policy never to turn sociation; Dr. C. 0. Simkins, pres- than an individual. Also for the
down a person who needed medi. ident of the United Christian Move- first time minors were selected
cine simply because he or she ment, inc., Shreveport, La.; and to receive the award.
staff members, Rev. John C. Tilldid not have the money.
The children and Mrs. Bates
Mr. Ross said that at the time ey and Miss Ella J. Baker.
are cited for "their courageous
M.
John
speakers
were
Other
when Mrs. Hamilton's prescripself-restraint in the face of extreme
tion arrived, it was ;Arcady past Brooks, of Richmond, Va., Dr. M. provocation and peril," and for
(Continued from page 1)
his working hours at the store, L. King. jr., the president of the
"their exemplary conduct in upand that he was told the next day conference, and Rev. F. L. Shutjug the teachers who worked withholding the American ideals of libthat she had come to the store tlesworth, the corresponding secreout pay at 22 reading centers was
erty and Justice,"
and put on "quite a performance" tary.
Lee Thompson, assistant to the
Their role in the Little Rock
at the drug counter after he had
superintendent of the Memphis
crisis, the citation continues, "encity school system.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The NAACP said Friday gone.
titles them to the gratitude of
Mr. Roy gave Dr. Julian KelThe streamlined reading pro- night that Clennon King, 38, who tried to enter the Univerevery American who believes in
so's name as a reference regardgram was sponsored in Memphis
law and order, equality of rights,
by the National Council of Jew- sity of Mississippi formerly had campaigned in behalf of ing himself, and when asked
and human decency."
about
the
Katz's
manager
he
said
ish Women, and was presented segregation.
The young people entered Centhat
most
of
his
dealings
with
him
three times a week, with ,a retral High school last September in
NAACP made the statement in a telegram to Cov. had been over the phone, but that
The
peat lesson on one other evening.
compliance with a federal district
P. Coleman of Mississippi
he had always been polite.
It was produced for 100 evenings. J.
court order. They were at first
which protested the treatment giv- ted, but not before ejecting from
He said that Mr. ROSS frequent
260 persons registered for the
denied admittance by Ark. Nathe courtroom his Negro attorney, ly went to considerable pains to
en King.
course.
tional guardsmen under the orders
"No question was raised as to Sidney Tharp of Jackson. Robert- obtain
medicine for patients
Other speakers on hand for the Professor King's mentality when son said that Tharp was "inter- which was
of Gov. Orval Faubus, but were
not kept at the store.
occasion were Mrs. Pearl Oates, he advocated segregation and at- fering with the examination of and for which there
later admitted under the protecwere very
chief librarian at the Vance ave. tacked this association and the Clennon King white "under the few calls.
tion of federal troops dispatched
Alofsin, Supreme Court of the United influence of alcohol or eoofballs
branch;
Mrs. Fred
to the city by 'President Eisen.
Mr. Ross said that he had been
streamlined English chairman for States in a series of newspaper
hower to prevent interference with
King was ruled insane but was in the drug business for 28 years.
the National Council of Jewish articles in Mississippi which was ordered held at the hospital for and that the incident which was
the court order.
Women; and Miss Pat Cook, as- syndicated to many southern daily a thorough examination.
reported to the Tri-State Defender
sistant director of the stations' papers," said the NAACP,
Even as King was being exam- was the first complaint registered
New Rotary President
fundametal
education
departThe Association called upon ined in another building, Gov. J. against him since he entered the
DALLAS, Texas — (UPI) —
ment.
Coleman to Mock the alleged at- P. Coleman held a press confer profession.
Clifford A Randall, of Milwaukee,
Present from Ann Arbor, Mich. tempt of Mississippi officials to ence at the capitol at which he
TO MEXICO — Aljah L. Stokes, Wis., took office yesterday as preswas Franklin R. Hoff, field rep- have King declared mentally in- said that state police spirited King
teacher of Spanish at Booker T. ident of Rotary International at
resentative for Dr. Laubach, the competent.
away from the university campus
Washington, Jr., high school, Mo- the first plenary session of the orChief
Executrust
that
as
"We
from
fear
of
trouble
at
Oxford
for
originator of the series.
bile, Ala., will study at the Uni- ganization's 1,958 international conwill
not
perstate
you
tive
of
the
crowds.
' Others present for the program
versity of Guadalajada, Jalisco, vention
were Miss Elizabeth Dunn, Mrs. mit this obvious injustice to a cal- "Maybe some reckless and irreMexico, in a summer session which
have
yen
who
has
sought
peaceably
and
could
individuals
,aponsible
Doris Cote, Mrs. Gladys Reese,
SALISBURY, N. C. — Bishop begins June 30. Stokes will visit One-half of the chronically ill
legally to enjoy a right declared really started something if they
and Mrs. Olive S. Hoff.
W. J. Weill, presiding prelate Mexico City and Vera Cruz before people n the U. S. arc under age
to be his by. the Supreme Court had known where King was held,"
first episcopal district, A. M. E returning to the U. S.
45
of our country,' it said.
the Governor said.
speaker for the dedication of new
The NAACP plea was made after
Coleman said that King either
pews
at
the
Southern City A. H.
a Mississippi court ordered King would be confined as a mental
CAN YOU USE
sent to a mental hospital after case or tried for disturbing the Zion Church, was the guest
pews
at
the
Southern City A. M.
holding him incommunicado for peace and resisting arrest for his
E. Zion church at East Spencer
MORE
20 hours.
conduct at Oxford Thursday.
on Sunday.
King shouted, "they aren't doing
King, a lone wolf opponent of
The church is pastored y the
me right," as he was led away this state's rigid segregation patRev. P. E. McGuire and the dedisobbing by police.
tern, was held in jail Thursday cation of the
pews is part of an
Two doctors examined King be- night in Jackson. Coleman said.
GROUND FLOOR
fore Chancellor Stokes Robertson, "AS a matter of courtesy," extensive program, promoted by
the
church
for
a wider service to
STLRICK BUILDING
jr., and gave the opinion he should Coleman said, the state is filing
welfgr fOlKS UK( YOU
be committed to the state mental full details of Thursday's develop- the community.
Gil PRIFIRINHAI
hospital at Whitfield for examina- ments at Oxford and the state's
SCIRViCt
tion.
actions with the U. S. Justice DeRobertson ordered King commit- partment.
We aren't trying to hide any"HOME OF THE RAMBLER"
thing from the federal government," Coleman said. "King's
(Continued from page 1)
civil rights have not been violether, and was moved to tears as
ed."
those who had worked with her
The highway patrol carried King
through the years recounted their
off bodily from Oxford after he
experiences with her
was rejected as an applicant to
All of Mrs. Pavne's 38 years of
study for a Ph D. State officers
80 VALUABLE _PRIZES!
teaching were given to the boys
said they took the Negro away
girls of Shelby county, and
after he refused to leave the uni- and
1st Prize — Vocation For Two In Mexico City
versity administration building. 17 of these were scent at the
was
2nd Prize — Edsel Citation 2 Door Sedan
The secrecy that carried through Weaver school, where she
Thursday night and part of Friday highly respected and loved both
fellow
teachers.
pupils
and
her
by
was imposed, the governor said,
Three 3rd Prizes — 5- piece Lloyd patio furniture sets
Presiding at the program which
because "we didn't want the pos100w SO PROOF DISTILLED 15061 100SGRAIN NEUTRAL
approximately
was
attended
sibility of crowds gathering."
Ten 4th Prizes — Complete Waltco Spin-fishing sets
SPIRITS • PRODUCT OF U SO.• CLEAR SPRING
DISTILLING Cs.therm of JAMES 0 BEAM DISTILLING
King recently
was dismissed 500 persons was prof. T. J. Toney,
Five 5th Prizes — World Iambus lielbros watches for men
CO, CLERMONT, KENTUCKY.
from the faculty of a Negro col- who expressed his appreciation
lege because of his attacks on the to the teacher for her cooperation
Twenty-Five
6th Prizes — Ilandsome Platt 21" orlon-nylon
the
and
National Association for the Ad- in serving the community
companion cases.
s ancement of Colored People. Ife school.
went to the university campus at
Ten 7th Prizes — Sunbeam Electric t‘ty Pans
Oxford Thursday on his own with talked with King," he said.
the avowed purpose of becoming
King was held at the state high.
Twenty-five 8th Prizes — Useful 2-gallon Skotch Koolers
the first Negro to enter a white way patrol substation, from which
school in Mississippi.
angry troopers during the night
GET YOUR FREE ENTRY BLANKS WHEREVER YOU
Highway patrolmen carried him chased away reporters who sueBUY STAG BEER
bodily from the school's admin- peeled that was where he was.
fStops Attacks in Minutes...Relief Lasts for Hours!
istration building and drove away
Coleman revealed that a plainNew Teel,R. T.(ssissisi)-The asthma
Primatene opens bronchial tubes,
with him. Later in the day Chan- clothesman boarded a bus witt
formula prescribed more than any loosens mucous congestion, relieves
cery Clerk J. D. Howell reported King at Gulfport for his 300-mile
ether by doctors for their private taut nervous tension. All this withat Oxford he had issued a petition ride to Oxford and that a earlosd
patients is now available to asthma out taking painful injections.
'offerers without prescription.
The secretis-Primatenecombines
for a Lunacy examination, but of officers followed the bus ''to
Medical tests proved this formula 3 medicine, (in full prescription
authorities would not disclose take can* of any unexpected
strepreasthma attacks in minntes and strength) found most effective in
where Ring wan being held.
gives hours of freedom from recur- combination for asthma distress.
event.'
ring* of painful asthma spasms. Each performs • special purpose.
A news service claimed to have
The governor accused King,
This formula is so effective that it
So look forward to sleep at night
interviewed King in the cell, but seeking to become the (hit Negro
th• physician? leading asthma and freedom from asthma spasms
the Governor emphatically denied, enrolled at any public white school
pnaerlptlen- so safe that new it can ...get Primatene, at any drugstore.
IS.aold-ww,,,,,t prescription - in Only 98a-money-back-guarantee.
that any access to the prisoner, in the state, of forging recommen•
ow tablets galled Priniatinsa.
rims wisissa rsowia
had been granted. -I assure you dations from white alumni in his
It is not true that any newsmen application.

iWoman

WKNO

Award

Tried To Enroll
At Miss. School

Bishop Speaks At
Pew Dedication

left, are Willie T. Brumfield,
Vidalia, Ga•; Sam Bone, jr..
Huntsville, Ala.; Alfred J.
Taylor, Baytown, Tex.; Charles
pyersburg,
Roberson,
F.
Tenn.; Bobby Gene Crocker,
Louisville, Ky. On second row
are Lawrence E. Porter, Chattanooga; Lewis E. Jones,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr. Stew.

art and Alcide de Jean King,
New Orleans. Pictured on the
third row, same order, are
William N. Pulley, Red Bank,
N. J.; R. A. Brown, Portsmouth, Va.; Robert W. Mc.
Adory, Nashville; Edward B.
Grimes, Arlington, Tenn.; and
Albert Johnson and Claude P.
Malone, Nashville.

Blame 100'Tools'
For Central Rows
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Fireworks in the form of accusations
and spirited testimony loomed today as the U.S. district court
hearing on Little Rock school
board's petition to de-integrate
Central High school until 1961 entered its second day.
School Supt. Virgil T. Blossom
was scheduled to appear as a
school board witness. He estimated
Tuesday the hearing might take
"another day, anyway."
J. 0. Powell, Central H i g h's
vice pencipal for boys, testified
Tuesday that 1.00 boys, acting as
"tools of outside adult interests,"
stirred up eight months of "chaos.
bedlam and turmoil" after the
school was integrated at bayonet
point.
25 REPEATERS
trouble -r ak ing
Powell aaid
could be pin-pointed even closer
than 100 boys. He said 25 "repeaters" in interracial incidents were
among the 100 "and most of our
problems, in my opinion, would
have been solved if five to 10. . .
ringleaders had been espelled."
Powell and other witnesses told
about a continuation of fear, tension and incidents. Powell said 25
students were suspended and four
expelled. One of the expelled stn.

dents was a Negro.
0. W. Romine, Little Rock
school system director of plant
services, said he organized 10-man
parties 43 times to search 2,hia)
lockers in Central High because
of reports that bombs had been
planted.
He said locks had to be cut from
many lockers and after one search
the destroyed locks filled a busheliii.
basket.
Bonnie said search parties found
fires in locked lockers "at least
50 times. He said the only thing
they ever found resembling a
bomb was a stick of unfused dy•
namite.
He said students fouled hot air
Reports of incidents at Central
—there have been at least two ex.
pulsions—had leaked out, hat this
was the first time the school's integration troubles had been so
frankly discussed in public.
The school board centends that
strife, provoked by integration,
makes it impossible to instruct students properly.
After a riot Sept. 23, President
Eisenhower ordered 1,000 troops of
the elite 101st Airborne Division to
Little Rock. Nine Negroes inte.
grated Central High under their.
protection Sept. 25.
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ARE YOU HAVING

AIR CONDITION TROUBLES?
Keep Cool—Call

BAKER'S Electrical

CO.
1209 So. Parkway East
WH. 8-8513

IF YOU'RE LONGING FOR
A LONG VACATION —

BRING YOUR RAMBLER
OR NASH HOME

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

•

••

FOR SERVICE

SEE MR. WINFREY

•

AT

Memphis favorite for
9 straight years....

DARK EYES VODKA

AsthmaFormula Prescribed
i MostBy Doctors—Available
INow Without Prescription ,

Cited

SECURITY MTRS.

695 UNION

JA 5-6393

Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Relax. Enjoy that well-earned vacation next
time. Start now to be sure you'll have enough
money to forget about money. Come in and
open a bank savings account to help take care
of the extra expense. It only takes a moment to
start this lifetime habit that an add so much
enjoyment to your life in so many ways!

TRI•STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts Insured Up To ;10,000.00

••
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Schedule Top
Program At
Olivet Baptist

3

-

Sat., June 14, 1958

1 Woman - Unafraid To
Earn $7,800 Yearly

A business and professional men
and women's program will be held
at the Olivet Baptist church, of
270 East Calhoun ave., Rev E. W.
Williamson, minister, on Sunday.
June 15, beginning at 3 p.m.
An impressive array of personalities have been scheduled to appear representing businesses and
professions. Mistresss of ceremony
is Mrs. Hudson Barber. Chairman
of the program is Mrs. M. Wilson:
co-chairman, Mother Lillian Jones.
Rev. Williamson extended a cordial invitation to the public to
attend.

Bank Assets At
$224 Billion

King,
n the
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Words of the Wise
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e Rock
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d 10-man
•ch 2,601
because
lad been

If you expect perfection
from people, your whole life
tea series of disappointments,
grumbilngs and complaints.
If, on the contrary, you pitch
your expectations low, taking
folks as the efficient creatures they are, you are frequently surprised by having
them perform better than
you had hoped.
—(Bruce Hereon)

a junior biology major has
been selected by the 700 man
No.
Detachment
Al'ROTC
790 to bear the title "Miss
AFROTC" for the next school
Year. Pictured at right is Miss
Margaret Scott. a senior
speech and drama major from
Knox% Me, who bone the title
during the past year.
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MEMPHIS QUEEN — Miss
Otheria McClain, of Memphis,

and the Seven Dwarfs feehw/cotae

Top Career Job Opportunity In Memphis

A top level sales management career job with the largest, most progressive manufacturer of Cosmetics and Toiletries in the Negro Market, is
now open — waiting for the right woman to take it.
The woman we want is unafraid. She knows well that it takes hard work.
enthusiasm, ambition and guts to reach the top. She gets along well
with all kinds of people because she likes them, understands their problems, makes them her friends. She has the quality of leadership. She
ean smile when she gets discouraged — and go on from there.
The woman we want is practical. She has, among all things, common
sense, good .judgment, a sense of value, an eagerness to make a better,
richer life for herself and those around her.
WINS DIAMOND—Mrs. Georgia Peoples (center) won ihe
Prize Registration Contest conducted by the Pere! & Lowtn•
stein Jewelry Stores (thrive
the firm's recent Disit,unt.
House Diamond Liquidation

sale. R. Perel (right), president of the firm, with Bill
Fleece (left), of the diamond
department, are shown making the presentation of the
prize — a 5100 P & 1. Certified Diamond Ring.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Federal Deposit Insurance corporation has reported that U. S com _
mercial banks had assets totalingl
224 billion dollars at the end of
1957. Assets of mutual savings,
banks were put at 35 billion dot-,
lars.
The combined assets represent-I
ed an increase of 3 per cent over I June is the month for wcridings, be in line for sonic special recog1956, but the rise was only slight- i graduations, and fathers, and nition in the days just immediate.
w
ly below the average annual rate Ii and brides, grads and dads will lyitasheaad.
of inerease in recent years.
arm time of the year to

Big Star Specials

She can be of most any age. She can come from any walk of life. :She
may now be selling, or has sold, a product or service. She could be a
manager already, a housewife, a beautician, a recent graduate — most
anything — as long as she has the rare quality we seek in our management people.
The woman we want is in herself, an unusual woman. Because she is,
she is worth a great deal to us, to herself and to her community. And—
she knows it is better to start in the middle and work her way up, than
to start at the top and fall flat down. We will train her, guide her,
advance her as she makes her own progress, to a level of income, prestige and recognition far beyond the ordinary womans dreams.
If you are that %roman, or if you know such a wonuin, don't keep it
secret. NVrite us fully, in complete confidence, about yourself and why
you know you are the woman that meets our requirements. Address
your letter to:

have to go shopping, but there is
ADVERTISING MANAGER
no real reason to be alarmtd at ,
the prospect of having to shop.I
LUCKY HEART COSMETICS
Quality Stamps, available with evBohannon ery purchase at the BigSt a r,
390 Mulberry Street
Memphis 2, Tenn.
'Mr. and Mrs. J. F.. Hightower, non, and Miss Artheiia
all of Lepanto, Ark. Ile WaS the food stores has provided many perof 300 S. 17th at. spent their vacanephew of Mrs Mattie Taylor, o sons with the answer to the gift
tion in Kansas City, Mo. and Chi- 210 N. 14th at. Mrs. Lillie lion°
(in (lass Night awards were
cago, Ill, visiting their children— of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Jessie problem.
given to students for outstanding
And here is good news from the
Mrs. Evelyn Singleton, in Kansas Cambell, of Barnvill, Ga., Mrs
achievements in the Fine Arte
City. and J. E Hightower Jr., in Almedia Polk, of 1484 S. Coope beautiful and new Quality Stamp
a uditoriu m.
Chicago, Ill.
Meenplits, and Mr. and Mrs Redemption store: for a limited
St.,
Among those honored was Rich•••
Luthes McGill, of 1103 S. Orleans time only, luggage, electric raard Jackson, of Knoxville, who- rezors and watches are being reE. Oliver who is English instruc- St.. Memphis.
ceived the "diploma dehonar"
tor and basketball coach of WonHe is also survived by two deemed at a special stamp book
which is offered each year by, the
der High school went with his 10th nieces, three nephews, two broth savings.
Institute of Hispanic Studies of the
No purchase, however, is necesgrade to Sardis Dam on a picnic. er-in-laws. Rev. Johnson officiUniversity of Madrid in Spain.
line for
Everyone had a delightful trip.
Approximately graduating seniors to v a Lu e
KNOXVILLE
ated. Interment was in Marion sary to place yourself in
In order to qualify for the
•••
Mitred
Cemetery. Jones Funeral was in sorn, of the gifts being
2,000 persons were present here on' scholarship important of their award, the student has la' be a
in Big Star's "Shower of Prizes." the campus of Knoxville college on lives.
Rufus Hightower, of 300 S. 17th charge.
There is still time to register May 26, to hear Atty. Isaiah W. This year's baccalaureate speak- Spanish major with a cumnlative
• ••
at. left for the U. S. Navy Sunday,
the fourth and final week of Crippins, deputy attorney general er was Dr. Harvey M. Luce, field average of at least 2 25,
for
son
the
is
Hightower
Mr.
June 8.
Mrs. Delia O'Kelley, of 1242 Sar
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hightower, dis at., Memphis, and Mrs. Ella the gifts.
of Pennsylvania, advise the 53 secretary of the Ohio Synod, of
Housewives in the vicinity of LeSr.
the United Presbyterian church,
Hill, also of Memphis, are spend
conregister
may
Gardens
Moyne
•••
in Detroit. Mich. He ureed the
inc their vacation in Alton, Ill.
s Big
Brother
Pretti
at
veniently
graduates to gain more than "a
The funeral of the late Clemmie They are houseguests of Mrs. Hill,
is now
It
at.
Porter
on
store
Star
worm's eye view" of the world,
C. Bohannon, was held Sunday, son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
customers the high qualiits
giving
June 1, at the First Baptist church Mrs. Curtis Stout.
and advised them to gain a total
ty merchandise at low prices along
•
•
•
perspective through the eyes of
in Lepanto. Ark. Mr. Bohannon
with other stores in the chain.
God.
drowned in Little river.
Melvin Clay, from Kansas City,
Dr. Luce, along with Dr. Vernon
lie was the son of the late John- Mo. was guest of Tommy Parker,
Butler, field secretary of the secnie Bohannon and Mrs. Lillie Mae of 208 N. 14th St. Mr. Clay at- were the guests of their daughter
Mrs.
ond synod of the Presbyterian
Bond, step-son of Nathaniel Bond, tends the Lincoln High school, and son-in-law. Mr. and
Ark.
church received honorary doctor
brother of Mrs. Georgia Mae King and is a junior. Accompanying Louis Armstead, of Marion,
Mr.
Higgen.
of Jericho, Ark., Mrs. Mettle Mr. Clay were his grandparents, and his uncle J. T.
of divinity degrees from the school
of his mother,
this year. The honorary degree of
Jackson, Miss I:Mlle Mae Bohan- Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brown. They Higgen was guest
0 Slice Svelte cheese in thick pieces,
Mrs. Marie Higgen. Mr. Higgen
net thin slices. for table service.
Doctor of Humane Letters was
left for the U. S. Army June 6.
beouglit
is.
should
cheeses
Other
bestowed upon J. Herman Daves,
is the table whole.,
employment policy officer and
See "WEST MEMPHIS," page 5
special assistant to the general
manager of the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
The top students In the Knoxville college class of 1958 were
three women. Knoxville students
at the top of the honors' list were
Mrs. Alva Dotson Fields, valedicTHE SMOOTHER BOURBON
torian; and Mrs. Jamesetta Waters Lewis. Miss Virginia Hard- Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey •6 Yrs. oid
wick, of Boligee, Ala., ranked 90 Proof• AncientAge Dist.Co.,Frankfort,Ky.
third.
NEW YORK — Protesting
against reported efforts of Mississippi officials to brand Professor
Clennon King as mentally incanipetent because he sought admission to the state university at Oxford, Miss., Roy Wilkins, executive
secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of Col,sent the followored People- today
ing telegram to Governor J. P.

West Memphis News

2,000 Attend Finals
At Knoxville (olleue

IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
... BUY IT!

MALCO
NOW

In the Memphis area —
Seven invitations to drive in for

Royal Welcome Service

c-4 qp,

Univ. Of Mississippi
Urged To Admit Kin

Vje

GENERAL ELECTRIC A.C.
SPECIA L!—PACKAGE DEAL

/".

While Wiring Costs Are Low!
Here's What You Get

0)

WILLIAM TAYLOR
Carnes & Marchalneil

0•

JOHN R. WILLIAMS
849-855 Porter

MATTHEW WILLIAMS
849-855 Porter

JOHN ARMOUR
1754 Kansas

10-10 HOUSTON
11th & Polk St.
West Memphis

CORNELL WOLFE
Scott & Broad

HUBERT GUY
Butler & Calhoun

...the kind of service that makes
you feel good all over!
"We're proud of our Royal Welcome Service. We work hard to make it
the best in town.
"So next time you're out driving, stop in at one of our stations, and
pay special attention to the service you get—because that's our
specialty. If our service liver; up to your expectations, we'll appreciate your vote of confidence. It might help one of UR become 'King
of Royal Welcome Service,' a real honor for us. It's always a pleasure
for you when you stop at this sign."

gives ta
Royal

more reasons than ever to

BE SURE WITH PURE

le •

Welcome
Service
'III II

Coleman:
Press Dispatches quote Mississippi officials as stating that
Professsor Clennon King will be
examined on suspicion of men•
tat incompetence because he ap•
plied in person to register for
graduate work in the summer
school of the university of Mis•
sissippi. National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People wishes to enter strong.
eat protest against this proce•
dure. No question was raised as
to Professor King's mentality
when he advocated segregation
and attacked this association
and the.Supreme Court of the
United States in a series of
newspaper articles in Mississippi
which was syndicated to many
southern daily papers. Now that
Professor King has sought to fur.
(her his education at the tax-supported university in his state, an
attempt is reportedly being made
by state officials to have him declared incompetent. We trust
that an chief executive of the
state you will not permit this
obvious injustice to a citizen who
has sought peaceably and legally to enjoy a right declared to
be his by the Supreme Court of
our country. We urge the university to admit him if he still
desires to attend. The summary
action at the Oxford campus
where Professor King was Md.
ily ejected without apparent
cause suggests strongly that
Mississippi has no confidence in
the regulations it has set up to
bar Negro students. The American code of fair play would be
grossly violated by any effort to
attach an official Mississippi
finding of mental impairment to
Professor King's reputation be.
cause he challenged segregation.

• 1958 G-E Air Conditioner

• Normal Installation

• Normal 220 Wiring

• 1 YEAR SERVICE

$25 Down - $12 Mo.
• Full 1 H. P.
satisfaction
complete
your
to
job
complete
Let us do the

AIR CONDITIONERS

FOR

CLEANED AND SERVICED

ONLY $4.00

filters where
We vacuum clean, oil, check and replace
address
name,
your
us
give
and
in
come
Just
needed.

and the make and model number of your unit.
-1111C

"WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL"

MASTER TV APPLIANCES & FURNITURE
2767 .Kimball - Open

'Til 9 - FA 7-4248

FA 3-9922
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NEW CHOIR ROBES — The
New Salem M. B. church, of
955 South Fourth st., held the
dedication of No. One Choir

Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
Gracing the pulpit at the Parkway Gardens Presbyterian church
Sunday, was a very distinguished
speaker, outstanding in the ministery of the Presbyterian church
and a professor of Bible and philosophy at Southwestern. Dr. Danjet D. Rhodes gave to the congregation a message that was indeed
"food for thought".
Vacation Bible School has been
scheduled for June 16-20. All members from 4 to 14 years of age
are eligible.
Rev. A. E. Andrew is the pastor.
Mt. Pisgah CME
Sunday at the Mt. Pisgah CME
church the Gospel Choir will celebrate its 20th anniversary. Guest
choirs appearing on the program
at 3:15 p.m. will be the choirs
of New Era, Beulah, Peace. Mt.
Olive, Progressive, Collins Chapel
and Stinton Chapel churches. The
Harris Singers will participate in
the celebration, also
The Gospel Choir of Mt. Pisgah
signing, inc., of 582 Vance ave. is proud of the progress made
memand
House
II.
C.
Rev.
since its organization 20 years ago.
bers of the Cane Creek W. B•
Many helped the choir to reach
church were guests at the New its present status and many are
Salem ceremony. Mrs. Katie expected and invited to attend the
I,. Williams is president of the observation.
Arlander Sesley is president of
choir. Arthur G. Hudson is di•
rector, and Rev. Chatles J. the choir. L. H. Johnson is the
Patterson, pastor. (Ford Phodirector and Mrs. Mary Johnson
to.)
Is the secretary.

robes recently. The attractive
new garments were designed
and tailored by !Sodden & Co.,
School of Tailoring and De-

the Sunday School and Baptist the morning and evening services. theme of the new four year proTraining Union Congress. Selection Other services will be regular. gram is "Our Baptist Witness in
of delegates to attend the Congress The Sunday School and Bapsist An Emerging Age of Freedom".
will follow the climax of the Pag- Training Union Congress will get Other features will be a variety
eant
under way this year in Omaha. of courses in Christian Education,
Services at the house of worship Neb. beginning and ending June and seminars for the ministers.
Sunday will be regular.
16-22. General headquarters for Local ministers taking an active
Rev. Leon Brookins is the min- the Congress will be the Pilgrim part in the Congress are Rev A.
ister.
Baptist church. Rev. Charles Fa- McEwen William and Rev. Rol
pastor.
vors is the minister.,
Love. Rev. William will be as- Eh
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Summerfield Baptist
Two uplifting sermons will be Highlights of the Congress will sistant Dean and Ref. Love will .
DM.
The Educational Department of heard at the Mt. Moriah Baptist be election of a president to sue, be leader of the Minister's
Joh*
the Summerfield Baptist church is church of 2634 Carnes, Sunday. ceed the late Dr. W. H. Jernagin sion. They are pastors of St.
Bapsponsoring a Flower Pageant, The pastor, Rev. R. W. Nora- of Washington, D. C. and adoption Baptist church and Mt. Nebo
Sunday. The project will benefit worthy, will deliver them during of a new four year program. The tist church, respectively.

Survey Cites
Dual Pay Scale

A long time ago the old sage of psychology for some years now
Old Testament Prophecy admon- and they have moved just like the
ished us "to seek the old paths pendulum of the clock. For a while
and walk therein." How tragic and it moved into an area of extreme
disheartening it is that we live In liberality in dealing with children
a day and generation that every and operating the home. Now for
The glaring discrepancy he conference.
thing old is 'fit for the garbage some apparent unfounded reason tween the pay
of white and NeHighest averages appear most'
can: Yet for the most part men we find the great body of psycholo- gro
teachers in the South has long fiequently in the South Central'
In all walks of life are ready far gists saying that in light or all the
a
fact,
been
publicized
widely
jurisdiction made up of church.
too raady. to always discard some- delinquency and crime among the
however, a similar situation es in the state of Nebraska Kanthing for that which has only one young people we must, and must which has existed in the case of
sas, Missouri. Arkansas, Louisiana,
soon find, some way to rebuff
virtue and that is it is new,
We must seek the old white and Negro ministers through- Oklahoma, Texas and Ness' Mealaction.
such
failing
churches
see
Daily we
out the United States has largely co, while the lowest averages are
paths and walk there in.
their mission because some one
gone unpublicized.
to be found in the Northwestern
wants some one with new ideas We cannot think of man living
A shocking double-standard pay Jurisdiction, made up of churchthat will bring a certain amount or existing in an undisciplined soscale in the field of religion is es in the New England states, New
d consolation to their sinful ways. ciety. There is something about us
disclosed in a survey made by York, New Jersey, Maryland, DelIn the homes the proven pattern that demands that we be disci!).
aware, Pennsylvania and West
the Methodist church.
of discipline has been discarded lined. In the bodies of the more
Although this survey was con- Virginia.
for one that is allowing the child intelligent of us there is a still
small voice that speaks to us and ducted among Methodist ministers, One of the major efforts of conto run the home.
reminds us that we are behaving it can he assumed that a similar ferences in recent years has been
In many of our schools we have
to the will of God and pattern exists in other denomi- to enact legislation raising the salcontrary
of
method
adopted the progressive
aries of their ministers. Of the
voice has so disciplined nations.
this
after
walks
teacher
the
education where
The average Methodist pastor's 81 conferences in the five jurisstop and take a second
we
us
the
starts
and
morning
in each
dictions, 17 now have reached an
five
the
jurisdictions
in
act.
the
salary
committing
before
day by saying. 'How children. what thought
must through training, and of the Methodist church other than average of better than 95,000.
shall we do today?" These are Many
They are: New Mexico, 85,110:
development develop a method the Central (Negro) Jurisdiction
the three big institutions in every
whereby he develops a concern is $4,733. In the Central Juris- North Texas, $5,711; Texas, $5,840:
child's life. If these become weak
Memphis. $5,500; Little Rock,
for the higher and better things diction it is $2,301.
and distorted because they have
of life.
These facts are revealed on a $5,367; Southwest Texas, $5,358;
fallen into the hands of weak peoThese old paths lead men to an map of the United States prepared Central Texas, $5,321; Rock River,
ple we can expect no more than a
of the better things for the special 70-member com- (in Illinois), $5,298: South Caroappreciation
older
the
In
generation.
weak
lina, 5,249; Oklahoma, 95,209;
home where stealing a slice of po. of life and men were Ale to make mission now studying Methodism', Newark, $5,156: Florida, $5.136;
tato pie or an apple jack was a worthwhile contributions to their jurisdictional system and carried North-East Ohio, 5,106; Indiana,
crime we have come to a great day and time. But I beg of you in the June issue of the New Chris. $5,078: Illinois, $5,073; North Georcontrast now where it is only a to look and see what worthwhile tian Advocate, the professional gia, $5,049; and Central Kansas,
childish prank and that disciplin- contributions have these undiscip- journal for pastors put out by 55..013.
house,
ary method used long ago is now lined minds of our day and time the Methodist Publishing
wroueht. When I was a boy the In the five jurisdictions' other For the Central Jurisdiction, the
outmoded and unnecessary.
range average rdrige from $1,396 in CenIn the home of some years ago old principal of my school was a than Central, the averages
Confer. tal Alabama Conference to $3,266
honesty, truth tidiness, and de- firm believer in stiek-to-itiveness. from $3,681 in the Maine
in the Delaware Conference,
pendability were strong forces She believed that if you stock to ence to $35,810 in the New Mexico
but now these things have lost their anything long enough you would
eventually conquer it. Can you conflavor.
ceive of anyone of our young peoIt is too mean to make a child
ple today going through nine bun.
go out and work for his spending
dred and ninetymine experiments
change. The popular trend now is
before discovering an electric light
to set aside a certain amount each like Edison and then coming out
week and give it to the youngster
saying. I learned nine hundred
rit an allowance.
and. ninety-nine ways how not to
I was talking with a man a few
do it. I does not take that many
days ago who has -roccessfully,
failures to stop many people o
reared one of the outsUmding ni our day and generation. But those
lies of Memphis. The conversation who have walked through the val.
drifted naturally into the realm leys and shadows of death. who
of rearing children. Ile was high
NEW YORK — The annual con- leadership." the Thursday night
. have had crosses upon their backs
in praise of making children in.( every day, and have had to walk cave of Lambda Kappa Mu sor- fleeting will feature presentadustrious and self-respecting by in those *old paths have come to ority. to be held in Detroit. Mich., tions by Mrs. Beulah T. Whitby,
being able to do something and do- grips with these fundamental from June 19 - 21, will empha- assistant director. Commission
ing that well. This man and his things in life that will in the final size the leadership responsibilities on Community Relations; Mrs.
Social
thinking represents a trend of
analysis make them able to stand of women in community develop- Eva Sonnenblick, director of
thought and a parent that is slowService, Jewish Home for Aged
up and be something. We need ment.
ly and surely leaving our shores.
Mrs. Violet Lewis, director of.
just such person today.
Program highlights of the three- and
In most instances we find these
school.
meeting include a meeting the Lewis Business
day
nowadays'
words most popular
Ramon S. Scruggs. Community
Thursday evening, June 19, at
ft
don't want My child to go through
Per Cent
Mortgages up
Plymouth Congregational church. Relations Diector of the Michiwhat I went through'"
Saturday gan Bell Telephone company, will
WASHINGTON — !UP!1 — The it leadership seminar
Maybe you don t Maybe you
21, and the for-, chair this session.
have conceived some better way Federal Housing Administration morning, June
evening, both at
Dr. Mel Ravitz of Wayne State
whereby you are going to develop (FHA) reported yesterday that ap- mai banquet that
1n our child the same concern plications for mortgage insurance the Detroit-Leland hotel, Conclave ? university will conduct a leadership seminar for sorority mem
for the basic things of life that on new homes in May climbed 9 headquarters,
you have, maybe so, but I doubt per cent above April and was ? Rased on the theme "Citizen- hers on Saturday morning, under
in
ship Responsibility:: Women
It. I have watched the trend of twice as high as in May, 1957.
the theme of "Leadership Today:
Where Do We Stand?"
The closing banquet of the Conclave will feature Mrs. Clifton Ut
ley, director of the Mid-Western
office of the Institute of Interna•
tional Education and NBC radio
and television commentator. Mrs
Utley will discuss "Living in An
Internationalized World."
Special dais guests will 'include
foreign students from the Uni•
versify of Michigan. and Council
man William T. Patrick of De
trout.
Lambda Kappa Mu sorority is
a business and professional women's organization Mrs. Enid C
Baird of New York City is na
tional president and Mrs Amelia
Kirkland of Detroit is president o
the host chapter.

HERE ARE THE PRIZES TO BE
GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
3rd WEEK OF ...

BIG STAR'S
Shower of Prizes
FIVE BARBECUE GRILLS —
Electric Motor, keeps meat
turning.

ONE WESTINGH9USE
HI.F1 SET

Pri
GETS CERTIFICATE'
vate Curtis Byrd liight.1 01
1291 Hamilton M., Mrinphis
Ii week received his Hig
'.ene,a1 Education 11
.41111
Certifies
s'lopuuienl Test
trout Col. James A. Scott, j

(foreground) at Headquarters
S. Army Garrison (OarMilitar,
Indiantown
'esery anon. AnnsIlle, P a
long with five other mcnber
I the same company. The nth
^r men are SIT Allred Ni
ford.
chola, SEC Walter

Sgt. Edward C. Andrelik, set.
Sylvester Willis. Cpl. Edward
Itifyd and Pvt. Byrd tex•
•reme right.) Pvt. Byrd re.
'eked his basic training at
Chaffee. Ark., with the
'6th Medium Tank battalion-
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ONE RENAULT CAR—So Easy
To Drive, So Easy On Gas

Si*

ONE 858 Gift Certificate to
Youngtown For Fortunate Win.
ner.

ONE RCA PORTABLE TELEVISION—Convenient To Carry

ONE Glorious 5-day AII.Ex.
pense Paid Vacation For Two.

Yes Madame,

Detroit To Host
3-Day Meeting

stuoinoosmusnomuuninnonnunnosmoolisis
,
A GRAND REASON
FOR SEEKING
GOVERNORSHIP
M ANCHESTER, Conn. —(UPD—
Rep. Antord N. Sadiak said today
he hopes he'll win the Republican
nomination and be elected gover
give a rea
nor because it wit
,boost to his son's musical
? "There's no room In a congress
iman's salary for a grand piano.'
Sfdlak said. But there Is one in
the governor's mansion.

EARHART
AMELIA
ONE
BEAUTY TRAVELER — with
cosmetics.

St'
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goPer
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J VS1 C. POR ri.R

Since the controversy is beginning about the hot summer, don't
let anyone get you into one over
flour. Remember these facts: Use
a good grade of blended flour
in your baking and that Jack
Sprat is the best grade of blended flour. The fact remains, you
had better stick to Jack Sprat if
you want your loved ones to
have those extreme vitamins the
Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour
alone can supply.
Jack Sprat is always anxious to
help you stretch your dollar and
still have those succulent breathtaking meals. So try this recipe
using that left over fowl in a delicious Chicken Roll.
3 cups sifted Jack Sprat flour
3 level tam. baking power
1 tsp. salt
5 tlbs shortening
1 cup water
Silt dry ingredients into mixing

TWO Pities of Fifty Gallons of
Famous Pure Premium Gasoline

bowl, blend in shortening and mix
to dough with one-quarter inch
thick and spread with chicken ((iling given below) roll as for 'jellyroll. place in well buttered and
loured pan and bake in moderate
oven for 35 minutes. Serve with
tomato, creole or mushroom sauce.
Mince the giblets fine and Pick
meat (ruin neck and carcass of
fowl, putting the skin through the
food chopper. Place in bowl and
add:
2 grated onions
4 Tlbs. of finely chopped parsley
1 tsp. white pepper
green pepper minced fine
'a cup of bacon diced and niced
browned
Mix thoroughly and spread as
directed upon the dough. So good
served with stringbeans. cold slaw,
peaches with cream, and muffins.
Luck with your leftovers.
Bye for now, .
Jana Porter

OWEN COLLEGE ENTERTAINS BIG STAR AUDIENCE
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THIS FINE GROUP of students from Owen ( ollege delighted the listeners of the
popular Big Star Talent show
when they were presented re
ently. Mrs. Dorothy Graham
is the directress. Eleven-thirty
any Saturday morning means
good listening on W D I A, for
the Big Star parade of youth
*ote

MI talent comes to you every
Saturday without fail, always
new — always different Vow.
friendly Big Star stores are
happy to give this opportunity
to Mid South youngsters. If
your church choir, glee club,
or any other group would like
to appear on a future program, simply notify WDIA

and an audition trv•out will he
arranged. The talented group
pictured above are: First row left to right - Annie Marie
Watkins, Mattie Brown, Susie
Williams, Ethel White, Corinne
Ratliff, Fxnestine Brow n,
Ronelle Bryant, Faye Marie
Gardner, Valedla Smith, Bar.
bars Carter, Jeanette Winfrey,

•

Hattie Skipper, Shirlene McDermott and Mrs. Dorothy T.
Graham. Second row-Arthur
James Eberhardt, Clarence
Steger, Fred McClellon, Eu
gene Pugh. Anthony Gray,
Howard Jones, Willie Cage.
011ie
Talbert and Samuel
Woods.
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'Negro Woman Arrested
'At Integrated Picnic
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ARLINGTON, Va. (NNPA) — laws forbidding racially integrated
A colored woman attending an in- public assemblies. She was not
tegrated church picnic in Aiding- charged with violation of the segton County's Bon Air park was ar- regation laws, however, but with
rested last Sunday and charged disorderly conduct when she dewith disorderly conduct when she clined to leant. .
refused to leave the park,
GETS SUPPORT
Mn, Weston said the h tt r c h
Mrs. Rooert A. Eldridge, jr.,
was released after her congrega- would back Mrs. Eldridge fully.
tion, the Unitarian Church of Ar- and the church's attorney, Karl
lington, posted $16.25 collateral. Sorg, would represent her.
.A hearing w'll be held on June 9 Weston said someone had hadin Arigto Couty Court.
The Rev. Ross Allen Weston,
pastor of the church, said Mrs.
Eldridge wah asked to leave the
public park by Arlington police
because she was disobeying state

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

5

Sot., June 14, 191W
ged a complaint about the picnic,
but police declined to say who
had complained. The minister
praised the "kind and courteous"
conduct of the policeman who an,
rested Mrs. Eldridge.
Mrs. Eldridge wa at the picnic
with her two children, and one
Robert A. Kidridge, WA yr a s
among the seven colored eltIldrell
who applied to admission to white
schools in Arlington last fall. Her
husband a District of Columbia
police robbery squad detective,
was on duty at the time.

Branch Tosses Season's
First No-Hit Thriller

OPENS SECOND STATION —
Grand opening for the Taylor's
Super Shell station was held
last week at the corner of
Vance ave. and South Third
at., and customers received

free lubrications, ice cream,
free car washes, and registered to receive four new tires.
The owner of the Taylor's
station is Clayberne Taylor,
shown in photo at left with

wife, Mrs. Taylor. In photo
at right are shown attendants
and r iew who participated in
opening day services. Seen on
front row, from left, are Miss
Evelyn Richmond, Miss Her-

nice Hightower, Miss Nellie
itridgeforth. Mrs. Marion McFerrin, Miss Curtis I.ee Ilearn,
Miss Bobbye Marlin, Miss
Margin ite Bridgeforth, 3 n it
Miss Essie Bunten. Standing

in rear, same order, are Freeman Burnett. Robert I,, Hopson, Mrs. Taylor, Clayborne,
Abram Taylor. and George
Douglas. Mr. Taylor owns and
operates the Taylor Gulf service station at 1731. Castel's.

WEST
EMPHis
NEWS-

ST. LOUIS. Mo. — (l.1P1) — Po'
lice are trying to unravel t It smystery of a double-slaying by an
unknown assailant in a tavern
here.
The gunman had been sitting In
Bonnie's Tavern which n-as occupied by only three other patrons,
all women, at the time. Ile studdenly jumped to his feet and started "blazing away," according to
a woman witness,
A patrolman said one of the vicdarnaged
d eidhersel
on lfiietosttrheet
died
side the bar. The other woman
never made it out of the booth in
which she was sitting.
Acting chief of homicide Lt.
Frank O'Neil said the gunman was
between 30 and 35 years old and
wore gray shirt, pants and jacket.
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(Centinued from page 3)
Eddie 0. Rodger, principal of Les
' The Memphis Dairy Council wasi ler Elementary school; Mrs. Ru
a gracious host at a press and bye Bulls, Lester High school PTA
adio luncheon held Saturdavi president and Mrs. Lillian Tun.
me 7, at 11 o'clock at the lovely stall, Melrose Elementary P. T. A.
'op Hat. and Tails Clubhouse on vice president, Miss Jewel GenSouth Parkway. The occasion also try, society editor, Memphis
marked the awarding of prizes World
newspaper;
Thaddeus
in the school Milk Contest andl Ssokes, editor, Memphis World;
recognition was given in all schools and Marporie Ulen, Tri-State Dethat have shown an increase tn fender society editor; Miss Joan
per capita milk consumption.
Golden. radio station WLOK,..and
Unique invitations also stated Mrs. Gammon's daughter, Miss
that the prize of better health had Ida Marie Gammon, a Fisk U. co
already been awarded to each in- ed.
dividual who had participated;
Following the formal ceremony,
and that no prize they could give
a delicious buffet luncheon was
could equal that of "Good Health."
served under the supervision of
Mrs. John Gammon, Memphis
Mrs. Ulilla Holmes. well-known caDairy Council nutritionists served
terist .. bringing comments of
as general hostess and mistress of
delight over the beauty of the
ceremonies. After the introduction
attractive service table. The menu
of guests present, Mrs. Gammon
consisted of beef pot. pie, fruit
presented Mrs. Frances CraM,
salad, assorted relishes, h o t
HONORED AT STATE — Picdirector of the Council, who statbreads, milk, coffee, nuts and cantured with Dr. W. S. Davis.
ed the purpose of the organization
dies, topped with June Dairy Depresident of Tennessee A and
ad its functioning in Memphis
I State university, are three
liansbor- light, a heavenly ice-cream cake
chooIs. Miss Lucille
mold, garnished with yellow and
persona for whom buildings at
ough, Elementary Supervisor of
green melon balls.
the school were named and
Instruction of the Memphis Board
dedicated last week. They are
of Education gave the response, as The occasion served to highlight
from left Jim Nance McCord,
did Miss Dorothy Greene, visiting Dairy Week ... and throughout
elate conservation commissionCafeteria Manager of the Feed- the impressive program the beneer and former governor, for
ing Division of the Board of Edu- ficial merits of milk in the diets
whom the engineming building
cation. Mr. J. M. Forbis, president .of children and adults bears fruits
was named; Governor Frank
of the Memphis Dairy Council In good health, good looks, and
Clement, speaker for the ocmade the following awards: Alonzo alert minds . . . and Memphis I
casion It hose name was given
Locke school PTA, $10; Wisconsin City Schools are better by far heto the new men's dormitory,
School PTA, $10; Keel Avenue cause of the work of the Memphis
and Mrs. Edna Rose Hankal.
School for Handicapped Children, Dairy Council and Mrs. Leoda
who served as teacher and
PTA $25 and Lester Elementary Gammon, for the outstanding serdean of women at the instituhomes
given
the
schools,
the
vice
the
Receiving
$250.
school, PTA,
awards were Mrs. Pearl W. Mar- and the entire community.
tin for Wisconsin School PTA; Mrs. Freddie Miller Dowdy and Mrs. Wesley M. Groves of Kansas
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware for Keel her daughter, Barbara Jean Frank- City, Mo. The baby boy was born
School's PTA; Mrs. Warrie L. Dun- tin, are leaving for Los Angeles, Tuesday, May 27. weighing in at
can, Alonzo Locke PTA, each of Calif., to visit her mother. Mrs. 9 pounds 9 ounces. Mrs. Groves is
whom are the presidents of their Bertha Miller and family. Mrs. the former Miss Helen Ann Hayes.
Dowdy will also attend the Unischool's PTA groups.
GET WELL WISHES
Other guests present were Mrs. versity of Southern California to
Prayers and best wishes for the
Rose Marie Davis of Wisconsin work on her M. S. degree in Edurecovery of several Memphians areschool; Mrs. Priscilla Smith, Shel- cation. She is a teacher at Dunn
in order . . . and especially for
by County Training school; Mrs. Avenue school
Mrs. Roslyn Wells Walker, whose
•
•
W.
Ave.
Owen,
Vance
Y.
ddie G.
has beckoned her sister,
. A.; Mrs. Harry Cash, Hamil- Mrs. Pearl M. Oates, supervisor illness
Jim Etta Wells Lee, from
on High school; Mrs. Alma It. of Vance Avenue Branch Library,j Sirs.
university, to her bedBooth, principal of Keel school, will address the Unique Club at Southern
Mr. C. A. Harris, Mount Pisgah Centmary M. E. church, Alston' side.
At E. H. Crump Memorial hosHigh school; Mrs. Wilha Mae War- andMississippi Ave.. Sunday, June
Miss
ren, Lester Elementary School, 15, at 4 p. m. Visitors are welcom- pital Miss Dora E. Todd and
Peyttee Bolden, both Washington
Mrs. Lillie Branscomb, Melrose ed.
underhigh school, Mrs. Edna Parker Tom and Helen Hayes . . . and, High school teachers, have
Keel Avenue School, Mrs. Lula L daughter Tommye Kaye — just gone surgery. . .while their fellowCrump. Hamilton high PTA, Mrs. back from Oakwood Prep school, Washington co-worker. Miss Alzora
Roches6, M. Bumpus, State PTA pres- at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. • . are Haste is at Mayo Clinic at
ident; Mrs. Lucille Price, presi- crowing with delight over the ad-I ter, N. Y.
dent Bluff City PTA; Mrs. Emma vent of their first gradchild and' We join their many friends in
I.ee Wilson, Alonzo Locke school nephew — in the person of Mas- wishing them a speedy recovery
cafeteria manager; Mrs. Maurice ter Wesley Michael Groves, jr., on "The Sunny Side" of health
Taylor, Alonzo Locke PTA, Mrs. whose proud parents are Dr. and add copy on bank bruce

ill
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By ALEXANDER DELO4C11, Jr. , inning. Branch got on base as a
Hello you sports fans, We are result of an error. Shortstop Leon
back again with the big game of Williams Popped out to the second
baseman, and Bennis: Wade got on
the week.
In a whale of a same last week, base through an error.
Lineoln.
Willie McIntyre. the Dist base
700 fans sat and stood at
took the third strike, and IRPark to see Heresy Branch, of;
the Magnolia Eagles, pitch his first ray McClain blasted a duble
no-hitter of the-season against the deep into center field, as two runs
South Memphis Chicks. as hi a team came across the plate. William
Gamble struck out to end the in.
gained A S to 1 victors.
From the very first pitch of
the game, part of the crowd was
the bottom of the third innim;
tense and some were emotional. the Chicks went down in order. In
No one could say from the be- the top of the fourth Dave Clark,
ginning that sharp pitcher Branch the catcher, was issued a pass to
was going to be the hero of the first when lie was struck by 71
game. but everyone knew that the pitched ball. Ile came home one
Chicks were facing a good hurler. out later as Henry Bridefourth hit
Credit is also due Charlie Wal• a double.
4
Well fans, that is just about
ton. the Chick's pitcher, for he was
also tuned to concert pitch. Dut- the story. Perhaps on the next
log his stint on the mound he meeting it will be the other way
faced only 27 batters. He atruck around.
In other games. the Beavers
out five of
.m, and gave up defeated the Dodgers 4 to 1: and
only two altkhse
to the first two innings it was 3 Klondike washed out the Orange
hurlers' duel, and then in the third Mound Tigers 12 to 1.

AIcorn College Dean In
New Post At Tuskegee

Dr, IT. A. Wilson, former dean versity. Be studied public relation,
of Alcorn college, at Alcorn. at Boston university during Mt
MiSs., has been made director of summer of 1950.
During his eleven years at At
WASIIINGTON — (UPI) — The the newly created position of diHouse armed services committee rector of development at Tuskegee corn college Dr. Wilson served s
yesterday tentatively approved institute. His appointment, accord- teacher in the laboratory schoo'
spending 50 million dollars to ing to Dr. L. H. Foster, became instructor of general mathetnatie•
build new facilities for exploring effective as of June I.
director e
The appointment of Dr. Wilson, and plane geometry,
space.
the Tuskegee president said was public relations, and as dean e
Roy Johnson, director
"'s1 made in order to help develon instruction and the college.
advanced research p r o ,je Ct a
His work in the developmen
agency, said most of the instal- campus facilities and to expand
lations would be used to launch the school's program of public re- office will be performed in th.
and track satellites Some will be lations.
areas of alumni and public re's
A native of Cary, Miss., Dr.
used for secret projects,
and fund raising.
(ions,
Wilson earned his bachelor's degree froin Jackson State college,
and his master's degree from
You can get eighteen man-sisc I
Indiana university. In January,
bottle of CognP,
1958, he completed the require- drinks from a
ments for the doctor of education brandy. Don't overpour. Stick ts
degree in college and university measurements. It's proper — ar.'
administration at Columbia uni- economical.
Back Facilities
For Exploring Space

Hon for 23 years prior to her
retirement last year. Dedlea.
lion actIsities included a box

supper, athletic contests, horseback riding, and a square
dance.

Va. Segregation Spoils
Visit For UN Tourists
WASHINGTON, D. C.—(NNPA) hand operates the restaurant, said
— Ten foreigners week ending in inside service was refused 'because of the state law " The VirWashington had their trip dampginia Code requires of public asened when two of them were re- sembly and that includes restaurfused seating in an Alexandria, ants, according to William J. HasVa., restaurant because they were san, Commonwealth's Attorney of
colored.
Arlington County,
Mrs. Griffin said members of the
The incident occurred at the Dixie Pig Barbecue in Alexandria, party were told they could buy
at about 1: Ii p. ni. Friday as the food to eat
outside. Code denied
group of civil servants training at
this.
the United Nations was returning
from a visit to George Washington's home' at Mount Vernen.
David J Code of Ottawa, Canada, a member of the group, identified one as Vilma Ilailu of Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. and the othes
as Yestroub Quartey, a resident
of Ghana.
Code said the group left "partly' By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
from shock and partly from not.
1,001( BEFORE LEAPING
wantine to create an incident."
ALL EMBARRASSED
If folk would simply look ahead
"We were very embarrassed," And
plan like ants and bees,
he added, "particularly bcause one
of our party was a Ukrainian, an Then future years would hold no
openminded fellow who up to then dread,
had been appreciating what he'd We all would master these.
seen in this country They say one If we would only realize
picture is worth a thousand words
That up the road somewhere
and this is the one picture."
The visitors eventually ate In May lie in wait a dark surprise,
Washington where racial segrega- A death accompanied with detion in eating places has been de- spair.
We'd wake up from our sleep
clared unlawful.
Ann Griffin, who with her bus' And look before we leap.

GET GRADUATE DEGREES
— Among the 32 persons to
receive master's degrees during the commencement exercises held last week on the

campus of Tennessee A and I
State university at Nashville
were these three teachers.
They are, from left, William H.

Sweet, of Melrose High school:
Mrs. Gertie Driver Brown, of
Alamo's Central High school;
and Calvin 0. Haliburton, of
Memphis' Carver High school.

'FAREWELL SALUTES were
given to Major Claude M. Dixon, commander of the 7911th
AFROTC Detachment at Tenmesses. A and I State salversity by four of the eight graduating seniors who were coin
missioned second lieutenants

at the school's final exercises
last week. Facing the coin.
mender from left are Marvin
F.. Morris, pilot trainee, who
will go to Lackland AFB,
Tex.. in January. James H.
Stewart, Memphis, who will
report to the communications
school at Scott MB, Ill., in

Nashville, who has been as- I
signed to the school of engin.
eerIng
at Wright Patterson
AFB, Dayton, Ohio. a 5 d
Charles lee Dobson Wasting,
Ion, 1). C., who will go to 111
ing srhool at Lackland AF11,
Tea., in July.

HE TURNED KILLER...
for one day!
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ERTYDDLETON-MARIE WINDSOR
ess EDGAR BUO4ANAN EDUARD FRANZ S1OP HOMER

IN STARLIGHT REVUE —
Among the nation's greatest
recording stars acheduled iii
appear in the thitd annual
Starlight Revue sponsored he
Radio Station WDIA are the

Dells, sensational rock 'n' roll
group whose current hits include "The Springer," "What
Do You Say?" and "Time
Makes You Change." A crowd

of approximately 12,000 per.
eons are expected to Jam Martin Stadium on Friday night for
the show given for the benefit of needy %coo children
in the Mid South.

COMING WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
Charlton Heston - Janet Leigh in
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very Stuart Street, Denver, Colo.
•••
lonesome patient in a sanitarium
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
and I would like very much to
have pen pals. Letters would he a to meet a man with intentions of
great consolation to me. I will marriage. Size or color does not
answer all letters promptly. I am matter. He doesn't have to have a
sure that hearing from nice peo- lot of money — just a gocd job.
pie would help to speed up my re • I am 41, heavy and I like to
covery. I am 32, 5 feet 7 inches dress. I have a six year old son.
tall, weigh 130 lbs., complexion I like ball games, boxing, fishing
brown. I am looking forward to and traveling. I have a nice per
hearing from some lonely person. sonality and meet people canMiss Mary Glasco, P. 0. Box 123, ily. I would like to meet somc
one Wu) enjoys the same things as
Alexander, Ark,
•••
I do. I will answer all letters
VJIFE 'DECIDED INAI Ise CAR SWJUL.1)
SNE GEIS Ise. CAR.)
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very Wanda Lax, 1252 S. Central Park,
114E PAqiNAENIS.>
SE ON A F1Fr'1-FIFIN BASIS...
lonely widow who could like to Chicago, Ill.
•••
correspond with gentlemen. I own
my own home. I'm about 5 feet tall Dear Mine. Chante: I am a man
with light complexion. I would of 32. tan, five feet, ten inches
like a good husband. Would iike tall. 160 lbs , and not bad to look
to hear from men between 55 and at. I have a very good job as a
00. I will answer all letters and postal clerk and plan to go into
exchange photos. Mrs. Ville Pen- business very soon. I would like to
non. 363 Cedar Street, Muskegon, hear from a nice young lady between IA and 35 who wants a
Mich.
* ••
good husband. Will answer all let•
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a ters promptly. Wilbur Powell, 7741
reader of the Defender and.look- Champlain, Chicago. III.
am.
ing for a wife. You have helped
so many people so now I am ask- Dear Mme. Chante: I was Ining for your help. I am 5 feet, 7 formed of your pen pal club and
inches tall, 161 lbs.. brown skin, I am desirous of having my name
black hair and eyes. Do not reply placed in your column. I am a
if not sincere. Wilt answer a II West Indian lady, 32 years old, 5
letters. Mr. Charles R. Allen, 952 feet, 1 inch tall, 100 lbs. I have
had three years of high school
training. Willing to exchange snapshots. Pauline Miller, c-o 34 FallIngbrook Crescent, Toronto 13.
Canada.
•••
Dear :Wm,. Chante: I sun a very
lonely man as my wife passed
away a few years ago. I have
heard that you have really helped
people like myself. I weuld like
Adiobum Aloha, the editor of the Third Infantry', one of the
very much to meet and yule to
the Nigerian Times. spent a busy most thoreughly integrated units
nice young ladies who might want ACCRA, Ghana — I have dia. French areas in Africa, thousands
week in Washington as guest of of the Army.
In find a good husband. T. baye a covered that one sure way to de- of African Negro minors toll long
various press units. On Saturday, Actress Shirley Shawn, star of
good job but my home is not termine the extent African Ne- hours in gold and diamond
be participated in the Press In- the "Burden of Truth" flew in
happy. I would like to meet some- groes really govern themselves in mines under simply disgraceful
stitute en ''How to Implement De- from Los Angeles with her mothone between the ages of 20 and any African area is to determine conditions.
isegregation.•' sponsored by the er-inlaw and her three year old
50. I will answer all who care to their share in the gold and min- In some areas the so-c a I led
Capital Press Club, and that eve- daughter to attend graduation certerms of employment is nothing,
write. T. Braggs, 4108 South Park- ing businesses.
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But in areas and countries
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Al: ca. but so it:I this
Wednesday he attended the Presi- MRS. MOSS
where the Africans have either
Dear Mme. Chante: Since read- iniportant difference.
Mrs. Annie Lee Meow the Penbet's White House Press Conferprrticulsr won self-government or soon will
If whites govern
ing your interesting column and
tagon cipher clerk who was thrust
tane,.
am convinced that you have helped country, they see to it that Only do so, the situation is radicahy
into
limelight
obscurity
tragic
from
Of the 225 reporters each week
many people, I think you could whites are allowed to "develop" different. In Ghana, Liberia, Sierwho are squeezed into the old back in 1954 when the late Senahelp me. I am a widow with five the gold and diamond properties. ra Leone for example, thousands
Treaty Room of the former State tor Joseph McCarthy used her as
children — 2 of which I am re- Of course, Negroes work for them of prospecting Negro miners rosin
Department where the President a target of Communist spy chargsponaible. My problem ha that I at almost starvation wages, but over vast areas digging gold and
e erts with the press, about 25 or es in his running battle with the
would like to meet a man who has quite often some distant European diamonds as they see fit.
news
the
in
back
was
are visiting newsmen from Army,
HALTS MONOPOLY
no marital ties, does not drink and investor reaps the profits.
again,
foreign countries.
This unlicensed, uncontrolled
is able to take care of things. I FORCED LABOR
Before being admitted to the This lime, her name figures In
am 42, 4 feet, 8 inches tall, brown- Thus in the Belgian Congo, the digging has proved very harmful
FBI
of
over
documents
turning
the
conference room, both the Secret
skin and said to be good-looking. Rhodesias, tie Union of South Af- to the operations of the ConsolidatService and the White House po. to lawyers for the Communist
He should be 5 feet, 9 inches to IS rica, Tanganyika, Portuguese and ed African Selection Trust and to
sworn
the
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Involved
Party.
the Central Selling Organization of
lice carefully scrutinize each face
feet tall weighing between 160 and
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Everythe Oppenheimer syndicate in the
and examine credentials
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for
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one is in the room by
Union of South Africa.
_
well as return them on request.
the heavy doors are closed and government who had declared that
This latter organization et he r.
There's hoping that I will hear
stranglers have to go up to the Mrs. Moss was a dues paying
wise
a
Lahave
Rose
would
from someone Soon. Mrs.
virtual monobalcony which is like a Turkish member of the Communist party.
poly on the world supply of indusnier, 475 Pacific Ave., Jersey
Mrs. Markward, in 1954, was
bath on a warm day because nf
trial diamonds.
City, N. J.
•••
the heavy Kleig lights mounted never able to substantiate h e r
But here in West Africa, Necharges, nor was she able to idesthere,
Dear Mme. Chante' I would like
gro politicians who control local
per.
the
alleged
to correspond with pen pals in
governments have either insisted
: Just before the buzzer sounds to tify Mrs. Moss as
the United States and foreign counthat individual Africans be given
notify that the President is cross- son. There was considerable conof
spell.ng
correct
the
over
fusion
tries — race doesn't matter, be- ' TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE. Ala. the right to mine diamonds in
ing the street from his office,
tween ages of 25 and 38. I am in — Dr. Edward G. Trigg, Profes- their own countries or they have
V. E. Baughman, the head of the the name and the address of the
wcman.
Moss
so-called
the
twenties. My hobbies are writ- sor and chairman, Department refused to use the native police to
my
scans
in.
comes
Secret Service
Mra
ing, reading, music, ball games, of Bacteriology and Public Health, prevent Africans from poaching
room with an eagle eye and takes Subsequently. after a year.
was finally cleared of a II
boxing, cooking and picture tak- also Radiologist in the Clinical on the mining concessions held by
s chair by the side entrance Moss
ing. I also like to danre. I prom- area of the Tuskegee Institute foreign companies.
which the President uses, Ile is charges and restored to work aftMOSS can
1951 before the con_iressional
monist activities in the ()SALEE
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ise to answer all letters and will school of Veterinary Medicine, has As a result of this entrance of
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committee investigating com•
be seen as she appeared in
send photo, I am 5 feet. 3 inches been granted a two.year leave of so many Africans, diamond winthe press secretary and Anne support of some powerful senators,
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His skills will be used in a pro- as wild as the old West during
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Weaver who recently resigned complaint is that a Negro girl is
year.
rently made the President hop- ings of Karl Marx?"
ject sponsored by the Internation- the gold rush.
Turning bewilderedly to her at- The Communist party enters the from the civil rights staff of the being knocked out of a job.
Dear Mme, Chante: T am a al Cooperation Administration, and And nearly 60 million dollars
ping mad. was hack at her old
young man 26 — would like to the Government of Northern Ni- worth of "unofficial" diamonds are
stance of firing questions a n d torney. George F.. C. Hayes who picture at this point because of a AFL-CIO to become an assistant
hear from pen pals all over the geria.
changing papers getting presiden- was sitting besides her in t h e ruling by the Court of Appeals to James B. Carey, president of
smuggled out of these three areas,
world. I am a professional model,
tint recognition. This time she an- crowded senate Hearing room. that if testimony of Mrs. Mark- the International Electrical Workentails a study in spite of licensing, and police
assignment
The
by
recommended
was
Union,
the
"Sher- Annie Lee Moss completely capti ward about the party is to stay ers
light complexion. weigh 147 lbs.,
notinced herself as from
contagious Pleuropneumonia watching, to be sold eventually. in
5 feet, 11 inches tall. Please send of
man Democrat- (shade; of Sher- vated the entire press corps when in the record of the government's George Nteany, president of t h e
among cattle, its transmission Russia, Germany, t he United
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one area to another, its States, and Israel.
10417 Ostend Avenue, Cleveland 8, from
to know how the President got this. Sen. Symington. said. "Mrs duce secret records she made to fifth such assignment.
means of spread within a herd RARELY GET RICH
A. Philip Randolph, president of
Ohio.
Iwo Democratic Texans from the Masa. I may he sticking my neck the FBI.
and methods of control. Recent But diamond winners rarely get
0 ••
Twice, the Subversive Activities the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
opposition. House Speaker S a ni out, but I think you're telling the
DURHAM, N. C — Barbara La
losses from this disease has caus- rich. Since many of the miners
Rayburn and Senate Majority truth. If you don't get your job Control Board has declared the Porters has thrown his full union Verne Crockett, 20-year-old North
Dear Mme. Chant,: I am inter- ed staggering losses among the try to avoid selling their diamLeader Lyndon Johnson to agree hack, you come see me and I'll C.P. an action organization which support to Adam Powell in his Carolina college senior from Ra- ested in corresponding with lonely
onds through the government diaNorthern Nigeria.
leigh. N. C., has been awarded people of all races between 25 and herds in
must register and open its recor& campaign for re-election.
get you one."
with him on no tax cut,
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mail. I will answer all letters and
of diamond underground.
was norn and one of them repre- men throwing down their pencils the right to examine the Moss doc- the Capital Press club annual dinMiss Crockett, daughter of Mr. exchange pictures My hobbies are
Here the Lebanese arid Syrian
sents the district I came from." and joining in the thunder of ap- uments which are still barred to ner last week introduced a bill to and Mrs. Manuel H. Crockett, Sr., picture taking, sports and travelmiddlemen wax fat. Few Africans
extend the life of the Choi Rights Raleigh, will continue her stud- ing. I will give more details to
Which may be the answer to why plause that followed spontaneous- the general public
have the international connections
The government wants to prove Commission from Sept., 1459 to ies in French at Atlanta univer- those who write. I prefer people
In spite of her raising his blood ly. Even dour-faced Sen. John
to enable them to dispose of a
pressure. Sarah got cff with nnlv McClellan of Arkansas (not noted Mrs Markward's testimony that Sept. 1960. thus restoring the val- sity, Atlanta, during the 1958-59 from other cities. L. Johnson, 57:1
large supply of industrial diama week's silent treatment and for his liberal attitude on racial Mrs. Moss was a dues paying C.P. uable time lost in getting started school year.
W. State Street, New Castle. Pa.
ARGO. Ill, — Funeral services onds to advantage.
resumed getting the presidential prejudice got a hand when he member in ord(r to back up its on its mission. Whether it will
•• •
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week.
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year
rasped at Committee
seven
nod
where she spent three years on
Dear Mine. (-hank: I aro an pastor of Shiloh M. B. church of when the miner is poaching on
The honor guard units which Cohn (the brains) that he was tir- ty register with the Justice De- ical.
a Ford Foundation scholarship, ardent reader of your column and Argo, Ill., were held recently at private property, he is likely to
William Nix, the new Congress• Miss Crockett is scheduled to enformed the escort to the Capitol ed of hearing Mrs. Moss a.ctined partment.
I really do think it is a wonder- Greater
Mt. Vernon Baptist be shot by company police, wayman from Philadelphia already
and from there to Arlington ceine- without being able to face her ar- GEORGE %YEAS ER
university in Septem- ful way to meet people. I am 35, church, 5449 S. Wells st., in Chi- laid and robbed, and in some inGeorge L. P. N'erver was nam- has raised eyebrows and grumbl- ter Atlanta
tery for burial for the two new cusers and see the records against
a hard worker, have a good job. cago.
stances beaten to death by predaed a member of the r S dole inn because he announced h. wai ber. 1955.
Unknown seldiers was made sip or her
brown skin and I don't drink,
The Rev. William McDowell. pas- tory gangs and buried on a dark
smoke or gamble Would like to
tor of Greater Mt. Vernon, officiat- night.
meet a Japanese, Spanish or Ined. Interment was at Burr Oak CURBS NEEDED
1 Plrf A PES114.4 114 14CR.E..!s'
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But recently a diamond strike in
bored Shiloh for approximately 4
Liberia caused a disruptive rush
years and was held in great esBank Assets At
of labor from Firestone and other
teem by members of the conless renumerative employments.
gregation.
$224 Billion
All the governments are trying
A capacity crowd of members, to get rid of the lawlessness in the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The friends. and spiritual leaders fillfields. They are trying to
diamond
Federal Deposit Insurance corporthe church to pay their last re- license miners, to require them to
ation has reported that U. S com- ed
miniswhose
man
the
to
sell their diamonds to a governmercial banks had assets totaling spects
and life had revered him to ment-owned market or to licensed
224 billion dollars at the end of try
many.
so
buyers.
1957. Assets of mutual savings
Death from a heart attack came Only through these methods can
hanks were put at 35 billion dol
height
the
at
Slater
Rev.
the
to
tars
the governments collect the taxes
The combined assets represent- of his ministerial career.
levied according to the value of
ed an increase of 3 per cent over He is survived by his widow, the diamonds found. Many miners
1956, but the rise was only slight- Anna Mae Slater; one son, Har- still believe they can get a better
ly below the average annual rate vey; four grand children; other price by smuggling di a m on els
of increase in recent years.
relatives and many friends.
across the border.
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1011.11UNTING "KNOW-HOW"

almost the same preliminary
work that gangsters use in casing
Wonder how many edults have
a business they intind to work
$310. i2-yiter spacial Subscription reek $10)
had occasion to tell a kid how to
Subscription rotes: One Year, $b; tie swaths,
over. The idea is to know some'find a job' Wonder if Negro
thing of what's happening before
The Tri-State Defender Does Nei Take Resin. sibiltty for rsasilicitita Menuscepts is Photos.
adults should give Negro kids specgoing in cold to ask to become
ial instruction about job-hunting? part of the staff. There's the bare
to
be
told
kids
the
What
phould
Second
as
Intend
Co,
Pablishino
Defender
TrI•Stste
the
by
possibility some prospective emPublished Seery Thursday
do? How? When' Where?
ployer might want to know just
little 011
11171
2,
March
of
Act
Those are some mighty import• why an applicant wants to work
Cl... Metter et the Memphis Post Office March 20, 1952. Voile,
rnt questions to answer correctly. for him. It's good to have an
honestly, a n d wisely. And yet, answer . . . one that will help
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
young people need some answers "sell'' the applicant.
. and right now
Then kids should be told to use
This might he as good a place common sense . . and go to a
as any for most any amateur place of business to ask for a job
counsellor to horn in on the act looking and actually being clean
Particular emphasis here will be and neat They snouts! never overon what to tell the Negro Young- . . . and never extreme. Most
ster . . . of high echool or college prospective employers might be a
caliber . . . looking for either little slow to hire a gal dressed
temporary or permanent employ- in a sack, or a guy garbed in
ment. So many strikes are already pleated drapes. He would want a
We are glad the Awards Committee of national recognition for her fearless, intelli- called
on him in front.
in the affair. It is difficult
worker, not a fashion islate. Too
the NAACP came around as soon as it did gent activities
be told to start
much make-up hurts a girl's lob
how the committee could First he should
understand
to
been
actually
have
a
.
.
for
job
looking
out
to the correction of what could
. nobody respectible
chances .
make such a blunder.
the
of
hieOne
work.
to
wanting
advertisements on
a serious blunder. The Committee was
It was not until the nine children them- gest drawbacks to job-finding is wants walking
the job. A conked hairsjob messes
about to overlook Mrs. L. C. Bates in rec- selves reached the point of refusing t h e starting out on a job hunt, not up many a Negro boy's job chancAirmending the famed Spingarn Medal for medal for themselves until Mrs. Bates was really minting a job. Too many es . . the prospective employer
that
grme of the Negro principals in the Little similarly recognized that action was taken kids go job-hunting because
no doubt has some verv definite
to be expected of them
ideas about punks and hoodlums.
to avoid the blunder. The NAACP is to be seems
Rock school integration furore.
A lot of prospective employers can
The Committee had included recommen- commended for being "big" enough to refute tell at once when an applicant . . the type that uses a sleek
of hair as a sign of their
dations of the award for the nine Negro t h e old saying about "A prophet's being really wants a job . . and not head
class and tastes.
children who endured the ordeal of Little without honor in hia own country" . . . . just needs one. There's a lot of
And very, very imnortant tell
Rock. But somehow it failed to recommend and correcting what could have led to the difference between needing a job
the youngster looking for a job
Most
employjob.
a
wanting
and
of
day.
who
the
goof
intergained
biggest
the name of the woman
ers prefer the guf who wants the to open his or her mouth and talk
job . . . over and beyond the need. so the person doing the hiring can
The youngster should be told to hear and understand the answers
have In mind the places where he being given during the interview
three
forty
Political soothsayers and crystal - ball States Senator, a Governor and
intends to apply for work . . and of applying for a job. Too many
be ready to tell the person who Negro kids, especially, have the
gazers are having a field day with their pre- members of Congress.
inaudibly wher
While local conditions may vary from does the hiring what he (the ap- habit of talkingtalk
dictions about the Negro vote. Subject of
like they had
plicant) thinks he can do on the spoken to. They
vote
this
samplings,
the
the
to
basic
opinion
issues
affecting
state,
state
many public
grumb•
job where he is applying. It smacks a mouthful of mush .
as
power
of
he
same of a kind of dumbness to tell
broad sweep of Negro interest are
may not represent the balance
ling and grunting, and mumbling
it,did in 1948, nor is it likely to tip the scale almost everywhere. They are: civil rights, prospective employer, "I can do and moaning in a manner that
on the side of an unpopular candidate. That housing and unemployment. These, unques- anything," when he inquires about dress. . .and never extreme. Most
it will swfll the margin of victory to land- tionably, will be crucial facts-irs influencing what the applicant can do. The would make even their parents
knows at once that that want to scream for help or run
slide proportions seems to be a certainty, the Negro's political attitude in the fall elec- questioner
covers too much ground. for relief. Tell 'em to open their
answer
hot sweat of work, the sweat of
be
THE TIAN OF THE YEAR for YEAR for 1936.
will
by
affected
not
tions. The attitude
come November.
Of course. sometimes a kid doesn't mouths
And in that diploma of Ernest all those early teachers, Negro
is
Such an achievement is not to be scoffed party or geographical line. At the moment, know just what kind of work he Also tell them to make sure not 1958 is a 16-year•old boy. He to
Green Pre the hopes and dreams and white, who braved physical
Green, the first Negro
. never to use the Ernest
At. It represents the difference between a unemployment has thrust in the background would be expected to do at a given to use
graduate from Central High school of millions of Negroes long dead danger and did physical labor lay• didate whose crushing victory commands housing and civil rights. It is safe to say establishment. Well, in that case, dumbest teen-age expressions of in Little Rock, Ark.
who never got en education. The ing bricks and sawing logs to
Ugh, Uh,"
ional interest as against that of a candi- that unemployment will be the decisive issue he ought to ask if anything can all , . . "uh-hunh,"
Negro to do dim wonder of "hook learning" in build schools, all this sweat, too,
first
the
being
Just
a
in
found there for a person of his and "Hunh?" while -engaged
something, does not necessarily the minds of countless slaves who is rolled into Ernest Green's dite who barely squeaked through or de- with Negro voters whose homes have been be
age, schooling, desire and willing- conversation with a prospective make a person great, or ever. dared not touch a book for fear ploma. The sweat of Booker T.
feated. The former may loom as a Presiden- hard hit by the business slump.
expressions
are
Those
employer.
ness.
Washington, of General Armstrong,
are still so of flogging lies in that diploma.
The other factors paled into insignifi- And speaking of places to look which have got more Negroes' famous. But there that
tial possibility, while the latter may be concolored
The blood of young black men of Lucy Laney, of Ida B. Wells.
"first things"
cance. When a man is jobless and unable to for work . . it would seem smart heads beaten by policemen . . . tmany
sidered a liability to his party.
Unitedbeen permit. and women beaten lay overseers
people dhaven note yet
And if there is a ribbon about
So, while the Negro vote may not have feed his family unless he stands in a long for a fellow who is going on a job and mere Negroes kicked off of
until their backs were raw foe the diploma - which Ernest Greesi
rated
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and
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.
to
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.
.
.
jobs
hunt.
in
soakis
line for a dole, he ceases to think of civil
the strategic strength to sway the forces
just the achieving of any one daring to study in secret
received at Little Rock, It is the
a list of the places where he feels low in department in school than that
the coming Congressional battle, it will help rights or commodious housing. The Negro qualified to work, and would like any five others. They sound so of them usually has about It some ed into the paper of that diplo- ribbon of prayer, the prayers of
mothers
slave
of
tears
requiring
The
ma.
merit
thousands of little-Negro churches
extraordinary
to catapult into the lime-light those candi- voter is not too happy over the outlook for to work lie should list the plac- vacant . . . to presumptuous .
who desperately wanted their chil- whose pennies and nickels and
dates who have received its blessings and the future. The memory of Roosevelt who es In order of preference. Then no over familiar . . . so shoddy, more than ordinary grit, ability, dren
to learn moisten all the letstick-to-ittiveness.
end dollars for so long a
who may be marked for higher stations in rescued him from the bread lines is more he should seek out in advance to impolite, messy, and careless. The orIn some parts of our country ters on Ernest Green's diploma. dimes
time were a major part of the
no
is
them
the
use
about
others
ask
to
that
see
to
fact
learn
who
in
his mind than the memory of Linfresh
the political field.
Ills diploma Is no ordinary dip- support of Negro education in the
day-to-day living
job. That can be done fairly easi- excuse. Maybe the others already just average
A preview of the direction and strength coln. And the Democrats are merrily rub- ly
more courage loma. No! It is the diploma of South.
with a little adroit questioning. have a job. And please tell 'ern not needs from Negroes
of the Negro vote may be seen in the Aug- bing salt in the raw wounds open by the The next logical step is to seek to use slang . . such as, "What's and determination than it does all the people who remember And if there is' a golden seal
ust primary in New York. With its large economic crisis. It shouldn't be necessary to see this proper person at the happenin'. Man' Thought I'd bail from whites. When something a grandfathers and grandniothers
on Ernest Green's diploma, it is
ordinary is done, who did not know how to read the seal of song, that song In the
Negro population, the Empire state has al- for the grand wizards of both major parties proper time. This too can be done in and sec if you cats could drop little out of the heroics.
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hearts of black congregations as
ways been a key area for testing the nation- to consult the Delphic Oracle to learn which . . . if the job hunter will do for somethin' on the line for the hr. it Inmaymycall
book 16-year-old Ernest a chance to learn, for whom the they raised the offerings for edual trend. Besides scores of relatively minor way the Negro vote will go in the Novem- the place where he is to apply ord." Ugh-h-h!
Green is a hero. In his hands is barriers to learning were too high, cation, that song in the hearts ol
local offices,
high school diploma becomes a or the terrors in the way too the first Fisk Jubilee Singers as
- New York will elect a United ber Congressional elections.
great.
banner of singular glory, a n
they sang up the money to build
When, after the Civil War, the their college, that song of many
something of which all the Neand
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groes in the world can be proud.
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The People Speak
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Jerry Lee And

Bride

A SERIOUS rock and roll star Jerry Lee Lewis and schoolgirlish 43year-old Myra, his wife, answer newsmens' questions at Memphis airport
after cancellation of Lcmdon tour over his marital life. "I'd marry her
100 times if necessary," Lewis told newsmen. He doesn't appear concerned over possible bigamy trouble in marrying Myra before getting a divorce
from latest of three previous wives. UPI Telephoto

under the leadership of the late Dr. Mary McCleod BeTHIS IS A PORTION of Bethune Beach, in the world
thune, founder of Bethune-Cookman college. It fronts for
famous Daytona Beach area. Several years ago it was
just a tract of bare oceanfront property but now, as . 21/2 miles on the Atlantic ocean and 2 1-2 miles on the
one may easily see, it is fully developed in all respects.
Indian river north. A spacious motel is adjoining.
Tract was bought several years age b.v a group of citizens

lates members of the group followiwng ceremonies in
Washington. From left, they are, Rogers Thompson,
James P. Bourke, Jr., John T. G. Carpenter, George
Mack and William S. Weir. Not shown: Roger Shumate.

240 Years Of Service
EMPLOYES of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
receive Length of Service awards for completing 40
years or more in government work. Administrative Assistant Secretary Ralph S. Roberts (center) congratu-

Another
HonorHonor
For
DuBois
DR. W. E. B. DUBOIS, educator and scholar, receives
congratulations following his
initiation into Fisk university chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa. DuBois, who received
citation from Fisk at 84th
commencement, returned to
Fisk campus, Nashville, on
7 0 1 h anniversary of his
graduation from the institution. With him: Theodore S.
Currier, history and government department chairman,
and Dr. Bernard Spivack,
English and humanities department chairman.

Is
This
The
Key

Wedded
Bliss?

COULD BE! Tables are turned on private patrolman
James Dobbins. Instead of
putting the cuffs on someone
else, he finds himself in
chains, complete with ball.
Actually, Dobbins is shov‘n
with his bride, the former
Gloria Jean Staple who's
holding the key to the ball
and chains. Couple was wed
by Rev. Clarence H. Cobbs
at the First Church of Deliverance, Chicago. Photo by
Reddas

'Little Rock 9' Frolic At Sengstacke Farm To End 'Perfect' Chi Visit
• A PERFECT ENDING to a chaotic year of tension and
racial bitterness came for the celebrated "Little Rock
Nine" last weekend following their historic presentation
to some 600 Chicagoans. They were honorees at the
Robert S. Abbott Memorial Award Dinner in the Morrison hotel, and like typical teenagers, what could be
more perfectly enjoyed teen fun — than a frolic in the
open, hayrides, horseback riding, boating, dancing and
theatre parties? As guests of the Chicago Defender's
editor - publisher John II. Sengstacke, his gracious wife
and their sons, John jr., and Robert, the "Little Rock
Nine," with their champion and counsellor, Mrs. Daisy
Bates spent Memorial Day at Yellow Lake, Mich., at
the summer home of their hosts. An impromptu gettogether in the Sengstacke home in Chicago following
the Memorial Day outing and a theatre party ended the
"perfect" visit for the valiant group of students of Little Rock's Central high.

•

• RECIPIENTS OF the famed'Robert S. Abbott Memorial award for their contribution to democracy and first
class citizenship, the young honorees tossed the arduous
and trying months behind them from the moment they,
accompanied by Mra, Bates, who also received one of the
coveted awards, arrived at Midway Airport in Chicago.
PHOTO LEFT: There they are met by Publisher Sengstacke who greets Mrs. Bates. Others in photo are Minniejean Brown, Elizabeth Eckford, Martha Mothershed,
Ernest Green, first Negro graduate of Central High;
Gloria Ray, Melba Pettit°, Carlotta Walls, Terrence Roberts and Jefferson Thomas.

I .

• SIGNING THE guest book at the Sengstacke farni,
(photo right). Elizabeth Eckford'S big day begins. Looking on are her father, who with two other parents. accompanied the youth to Chicago, and their genial host.
To add enjoyment to an already perfect day (photo
right, below) was a ride around the spacious and beautiful acres atop a pile of sweet smelling hay. Sharing
their pleasure were teen-age reporters and honor 'students from Chicago high schools.

S

•

I.
•

•

• HAYRIDE ENDED a thrilled and happy group, with
their parents and Chi teens flash the smiles and obligingly pose for Photographer Robert Black. During the
all day outing the Little Rock students were presented

Russwurm awards (photo above right) by their host,
Publisher Sengstacke (right). The awards are given by
the National Newspaper Publishers Association in....recog-

nition of their courage in the field of race relations. The
perfect day, like all pleasant experiences, must come to
an end. Waiting for the chartered bus (photo above)
which returned them to Chicago, the frolickers with

accompanying parents and Mrs. Bates take one last look
around them from the vantage point of the guest house
overlooking beautiful Yellow Lake.
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McCann Reid at Collins Chapel lanta. where she'll look in on the dent
secretary,
Folsome,
CME church. Last Saturday eve- Al Thompson's and their lovely Miss Marvelle
McAfee. treasurning a shower for the bride-elect family . . . Marion and Bee being and Miss Naomi
was held at the home of Mrs. .1. J., close friends from "way back er.
Plans were made for an outing
Taylor, at the corner of • Jean- when!"
to be held at the Sardia Dan cabin
nette and Orleans, given ty the
More folks on the go includes ',dr.
Stewart on June
young matrons of Mississippi Blvd. and Mrs. Leon Foster who motored of Mrs. Carlotta
GOOD NEWS — The Office of
guests
Seventh-Day Adventist church. By to Washington, D. C.. to see daugh- 14. Sorors, pledgees, and
Information Serviees of lack'
the way — it was a miscellt neous ter. Lois. receive her masters .. . will attend.
land kir Force Base, San AnCongratulations are being exshower.
and Lena Larkin Miller will leave
tonio. Texas announced last
tended to eraduating sorors Wilma
THE PICNIC SCHEDULE
for California with her daughter,
week that Airman Henry M.
Mosley, Dorothy Sawyer, JeralEach year the Memphis chapter Karen, to spend the summer i.vith
Gladney, 18, son of Rev. and
dine Taylor, and Johnella
of Jack and Jill of America — as her husband, Enrique Miller. and
Mrs. Alexander Gladney, of
and the Alpha Eta Zeta chapter
throughout the city — hold a J accomnanyine her will be Zernia
1517 Willis st., has completed
is expecting their affiliations next
& J Family day, when children Peacock and 0. P. Lowe.
the first phase and entered the
year.
•
and mothers and fathers get tosecond phase of basic military
A calendar check of their acgether for a day of fun. This year
Maxine Louise Warren and Mrs.
training in the 3703rd Basic
tivities for the past four mnnths
their gala of galas will be held Roby Taylor are heading to Parmilitary squadron at the in'
reveals that the popular Twelve
at Gammon Farm. the lovely es- is, France, to be the guest of
stallation. Airman Gladney's
Matrons Social club has blended
tate of Mr. and Mrs. John Gam- Captain Earl Whitfield. Maxine'r
father is president of the Mein'
a harmonious mixture of ton and
. mon, at Marion. Ark. There'll be the sister of Lena Larkin Miller,
phis and Shelby County Counserious business during that per
all sorts of activities to make the who now lives in Cleveland.
cil of Civic clubs.
Md.
day a full one — including the
Mrs. Hazel Bell Binford. a formTwo new members have been
usual softball — but with fishing, er Memphian now residing in L. A.
added to the roster in the persons
horseshoes, a mother-daughter is visiting her parents here . .
of well-known Mrs. Rosie Halo
fashion show and many other novAnd more about those heading and Mrs. Earnesline Russell. Both
elty plans to make the day a me- out of town concerns . . . Miss,
holders of reputations for be
morable one. We'll be hearing Mignonette Morris who'll attend are
hostesses and bon
more about this picnic — for the the National Baptist Sunday School log gracious
vivant.
members of the group and their' convention in Omaha . .
and
All past meetings of the Twelve
children are eager to go!
Mrs. Charles R. Fletcher and her, Matrons have been thoroughly enTHREE CS CHOOSE
her niece will go to New Yorka joyable for members and guests
FULLER PARK
Mount Vernon, N. Y. and BridgeAll members have joined in
Members and escorts of the 3 port. Conn,
prayers and solicitations for tha
C's Bridge Club will trek out to
Mrs. Jesse H. Bishop and her
of thett
Fuller Stele park come June 15 husband and son, James are head- speedy recovery of two
members, Mrs. Ellen Knight and
This is also an annual event with ing to
Chicago, .to see her par. Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett.
this club, and
the activity al- ents, and later to Cleveland to
Friends and patrons of the
ways concludes their year's pro- visit her daileirtrrand
Twelve Matrons are warned to be
THE MILDER BOURBON
gram. Members anticipating the
Mrs. Bertha C. Price will attend on the lookout for the announcepicnic are Martha Anderson, the Summer school at Jackson college.
Kentucky Strelitht Bourbon Whiskey•6 Yrs Old
ment of a gala project planned 90
Proof• Ancient Age Dist. Co.,Frankfort, Ky.
president of the club, who will be at Jackson, Miss. . . Mrs. Lee
leaving for Chicago. Washington Ella Smith, accompanied by her by the club for the near future.
and New York afterwards; Pau•
husband, Rev. Samuel Smith and
line Bowden — who heads for St
daughter Barbara, will visit M. DoLouis tc, spend the summer with troit
with Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Pather husband, J. W. Bowden, who
terson, her parents, former atem•
is a district manager with the
phians.
Supreme Liberty Life Insurance
California is beckoning Deareth
Quick and easy to fix ...a delicious,economical frozen dessert
co.; Meryl Glover; Ann Hall . . . E. Davis . . . and Fresno. Sanwho will be leaving for a family Francisco, Berkeley and Los Anmade with Carnation Evaporated Milk and "Junket"Freezing Mix.
reunion in New York City and geles will claim her interest.
To make,!imply follow the "Junket" Freezing Mix label
Westchester County; Mattie Hunt,
•••
Helen Sawyer — who will be re•
directions — and in 3 short minutes your dessert is ready for the
Hearty congratulations go to
Look for special"Junket"
presenting Memphis Links at the Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish jr . on his
offer at your grocer's
freezing
tray.
What's
more
you
have
your
choice
of
called
her
"Nigger,
soup
on
Links General Assembly in New election as the new president of
nigger" and spilled hot
4 delicious "Junket" Freezing Mix flavors — chocolate, vanilla,
her while her school mates cheered. Minnijean Brown was
York; Laveria Watkins, and Helen Collins Chapel hospital . , . and
Tarpley.
kicked, cursed and pushed. Yet she couldn't tight back.
of course, his power, be,hind the
strawberry,or black raspberry.
Tuesday week, 3 C's members throne, Mrs. lsh, the former Sue
Now, safely at school in the North, Minnijean tells her
went out to Kennedy V. A. hos- Barnett. is due just praise for
The secret of smoother frozen desserts is Carnation. Its special
dramatic story in the new issue of LOOK Magazine. What
pital where they sponsored a ward her husband's accomplishments
is it like to have an armed soldier for your bodyguard at
blending qualities just naturally make desserts richer, more
party for the patients in Four EL . . Malty deserved after his niany
school? And how does it feel to be told: "Nigger. . you'll
delicious—no other form of milk will do for comparable results!
There games were gawked with year
, of post-graduate
study
have to kill me or walk around the room"? Read a 16-yeargay and witty comments coming which prepared him to be a specold girl's story of loneliness, hurt and frustration in the
Why not mix "Junket" Freezing Mix and Carnation together
from Ann Hall . . . prizes were laiist in his field — surgery.
new issue of LOOK.
given . . . and delicious frappe
today...and enjoy delicious frozen dessert tonight. '
The lone awaited Zeta Probation
was served by Mrs. M. Riley for Week finally arrived last week
the Pet ?Rik Company'. The Par- for four outstanding professional
ty was arranged by Helen Saw- women of the commenity. T h e
Today...get
ver who Is a Gray Lady at the mambers who came in off of the
'Worn ContentPd Cowe
•
hospital and has been awarded a burning sands into the realm of

No Woman Wants To Hide CurvesIn
Chemise Swimsuit, Says Designer

WANTED

IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER BOURBON
... BUY IT!

tint

\Re

What they did to me
in Little Rock

DELICIOUS NEW FROZEN DESSERT!
Only 3 minutes to make!Just 4st per serving!
So much smoother, too,
with Better-Blending CARNATION!
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Chi Epsilon

THE

TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11

Members Meet

ACKSON
, SC ENE

Sot., June 14, fl

In Oakland

NC College
Entertains
Lady Chief

The Chi Epsilon chapter of Alpha Chi Pi Omega sorority met recently at the home
one of the
members, Mrs. Odessa Person. at
Oakland. Tenn., and delegates who
attended the cenvention held in
Boston earlier in the Spring gave
very interesting reports,
Following the meeting, a very
tasty- menu was served by the
hostess.
Among those who went from
Memphis to attend the meeting
were Mrs. Harlem n Franklin, Mrs
Lucille Perry, Mrs Bertha Herrod and Mrs. Evelyn Fears.
ChM reporter is Mrs. Josephine,
Smith,

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

Summer has just about made its made on Tuesday afternoon when
debut and vacationers have be- 30 youngsters chaperoned by moth.
gun to get away already as well era got the thrill of seeing bread
as some who will be spending va- they eat daily corning right from
cation time studying.
the oven. They were all given
Mrs. Devernice Bryant is vaca- balloons, pencils, and hot bread
tMning in Los Angeles, Calif. Her by the company.
husband.
Mrs. Daisy Shaw, mother of
Frank, accompanied
her as far as Chicago. Dr. and three lovely little girls, has been
Mrs. W. R. Bell have returned named delegate to the National
from Chicago where they attended Jack and Jill meeting hich cona series of affairs given be the yenes in St. Louis during the lat.
noted "Chicagoans" at some of er part of June. The Jackson
the exclusive downtown hotele. chapter of the Jack and Jill MothClimaxing the affairs was the ers, inc. will be host to the TeenGrand Ball with Count Basic and Age Regional which will be held
his orchestra furnishing the mu- during the first week in August.
'
sic. The Bells were guest of NIGHT
OF SONG
Dr. and Mrs. D. L. Clairborne. The Interdenominational
Feder!
Mrs. W. E. McKissack is at- ated Choir Union under the direc:- _ tending the commencement at the tion of Miss Hornora Hardy ap',.• University of Michigan in Ann Ar• peared in a night of song at the
JUNE WEDDING tio be held
Joynet, sr.. of 1465 Rayner
' bor where Dr. McKissack is get- Lane College Health on last MonIs her parents home will unite
Mrs. Lottie Lusk. ot 124 Nichat. Mr. Joyner was recently
'
• ,ting his master's degree in Public day night. A record-breaking auMiss M. Laverne Druniwricht
olas at., gave a tea at her home
discharged from military serv;. Health. They plan to spend sex- thence was on hand to witness to Philip Andrew Joyner, the
recently
to honor her nephew, Herice.
eral dayt in Detroit, Mich., and this very unusual progrran which
son ol Mr. and atm James
man Lusk, jr. who was graduated
other points before returning home. was written and directed by Miss
fronf Grigg's Business college
',I
Leaving for New York Sunday Hardy who is well-known for
Among those present were Miss
' was Mrs. Arva Lee Robinson her musical ability. It consisted of la
Elise Martin Miss Helen Town
.
who will be enrolled in Columbia four stages of music from the linsend. Mrs. Ann Falls Monroe
university for the summer.
ed hymn to the gospel songs and .
Woods, Miss Modena Minion, and
Mrs. Cyril Porter, Ler (laugh- members portrayed such noted
G. B. Holman.
ter. Fontella and little son, Bryon singers as "The Ward Singers,'
Also Miss Charles E. Hurt, Stiss,;
Jerry left for Cleveland, Ohio, Iasi Mahalia Jackson "Wings Over JorWEDDING DATE SET — Miss
Bernice Strong, Miss Margaret
week to spend the summer with dan," and many other. Two specSmith. Charles: Smiley, Freddie: Annie Belle German will beMrs. Porter's husband, James. 0th. tat numbers that were enjoyed
Hunt. N. Sanders, and several
come the bride of .10e David
Miss M. LaVerne Drumwright, Princess of the Cotton Makers' Ju- friends.
Wilson, of Huntsville, Alas in
er city teachers spending the greatly were "Give Me Wings"
the
daughter
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Ilem bilee. She is employed as a seere
Assisting the hostess in the serv•1
a ceremony at the mt. Pisgah
summer with their better halves done by the composer. Rev. HarCNIE church. She Is a junior
are Mrs. Bernice Lucas and con, dy, father of Miss Hardy. and ry L. Wilderson, of 459 W brooks tary with the Veteran's Benefit trig were Mrs. Clemente Howard,
Mrs. Vivia Burnside, and Mrs.'
Verlin Jerry in St. Louis, Mo., "Just A Little Talk with Jesus'I rd., will become the bride of Phil- Association.
and Mrs. Gracie Hurst and son, composed and aung by Rev. C. lip Andrew Joyner in a home
A graduate of Booker T. Wash- Marie Bailey.
Buford Grayson, in Chicago, Ill. Derricks. Rev. P. L. Bigby was ceremony on Sunday afternoon, ington High
school, Mr. Joyner
Messers Ozell Byrd and .1. T. the narrator and Prof. T. R. White June 29. Rev. W. Herbert Brew
THIS OLD BAG
studied tailoring abroad. lie re
ster will officiate.
Beck- witnessed the Memorial Day was master of ceremonies.
WAS WORTH
Mr. Joyner is the son of Mr. turned here recently from San
double header in St. Louis v hen
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw was guest
LOOKING INTO
the Cards met the Giants in two speaker on last Sunday evening and Mrs. James II. Joyner. Sr., Francisco after basing spent five
thrilling games.
when the Matrons of Christ Tern- of 1465 Rayner st.
years in military service.
FORT WORTIL Tex. — I. I'll —
Miss Drumwright is a graduate
COUNCIL MEETS
pie church observed their day with
James H. Joyner jr.. will serve Mrs. C. Ray Comptoo,
45, looked
Mr and Mrs. I.eon A. German,
The Semper Fidelis Codncll met a program. Introducing Mrs Shaw of Manassas High school and the as his brother's best man.
in
an old paper bag and found a
of 547 Baltimore st., have anwith Mrs. Florine Jones at her was Mrs. Nye Curry. Both ara Henderson Business college where
A reception will be held for the amp album.
nt
the
um was a flounced the engagement of their
home in Bemis, Tenn., on last members of Macedonia Baptist she maintained a high scholastic couple immediately after the cerewill. In the will, for Mrs. Comp- daughter,
Friday with the following mem- church. Miss Ruth Dennis, repre- average.
Miss Annie Belle Germony. They plan to make their
ton,
was
5145,000.
bers present: Miss lairline Savage, senting Salem Baptist church, The bride-elect via! the 1959 home in Memphis.
man to Joe David Wilson.
Mr. Wilson is the son of Mr.
president; Mesdames Grace Hurst, read the scripture and prayer was
1 Lucille Davis, Beatrice Davis. Dai given by Mrs. Lillie Bell Colt of
and Mrs. Buford Wilson of 523
ay Shaw, and Misses Juanita Westley Chapel. Music was furOak st.. Ifuntaville, Ala.
Peoples, Claudine Bledsoe and ished by a duet eoinsisting of Miss
The wedding will take place on
Darlene Hutson. Guests at the es Helen Porter aid Esther
June 29 at the Mt. Pisgah CME
_
meeting were Miss Jessie Lee Taylor of First Baptist church,
By MARJORIE ULEN
Miss Carol Jamison, Nliss Carolyn Alex Wilson, Mrs. Marjorie
Wen.
Brooks, Mrs. Kaye Bledsoe Reed accompanied by Mrs. Margaret SaRhodes,
Visa Beverly McDaniels, Dr. and Mrs. B. F. NicCleave,
In a lovely June wedding comand Mrs. Mary F. Stone.
rage. Mrs. Gilstrap of Liberty C.
Mtsp Sandra McDaniels, and Miss Mrs A. A. Nicholson and Mrs
At this meeting a handkerchief M. E. church served as mistress bining traditional dignity, floral Alfreda MeDaniels, the latter three
W. 9. McKissack, Mrs. H. E.
beauty and solemnity, Miss Ntonice
shower was given for Miss Hut- of ceremonies.
Williams became the bride of sisters of the groom. Miss Alfreda Smith and Miss A. Howard. Mr.
son who is to be employed at HERE AND THERE
MeDaniefs
came
from
New
York
and
Mrs. B. T. Laws, Mrs. Harry
James A. McDaniel. jr., in an
Tennessee State university thie
A lovely trip was reported by
City, where she is employed at Cash, Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mr
fall. A very Impressive presen- Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hughes who impessiye double-ring ceremony Columbia university,
for
the
and
wedMrs. R. L. Littlejohn. Mr
NEN' YORK — The latest in
" tation speech was delivered by spent the week end in French Lick. at Second Congregational church, ding.
and Mrs. L. H. Falls, George [s- fsbrics is woven wood,
Miss Savage as she presented the spent the week end in French Lick, Sunday, June 1, at 4 p.
Among (he relatives of the bride able and daughter, Miss Josephine
Officiating
at
the
ceremony
witwoven wood products can
The
gifts. The guests also received Ind., visiting the parents of Mr.
nessed by members of the Wil present were her auntr, Mrs. Re- Isabel, Mrs. Doris Jackson, Mrs. be used as draw draperies, roller
gifts.
Hughes. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes.
becca
Birstm and Mrs Sarah Louise Johnson, Mrs. Georgia Car- shades, rollup blinds, room
hams and McDaniel families and
dividThe members and guests enjoyJackson city teachers closed the
Brown; her grandmother, Mrs. G. men, Miss Grace Collins, sirs. Eu- ers,
slide-and-fold doors or shoji
ed a very delicious repast served school year with a social affair a few close friends, were the F. Pinkston of
Cordova.
whose
gene Moore, Mrs. Ann Hall, Miss screen panels.
by the hostess,
in the Merry High school gymuas- groom's father, Rev. J. A. Mc. husband, the bride's grandfather, Mae I. Davenport,
William FitzThe woven wood products are
The Jack and .Iill Mother's club non on last Friday night. After Daniel and Rev, J. C. Mickle,
Dr.
G.
F.
Pinkston.
was
unable
gerald. Calvin Boyce, Mrs. Es- particularly suited to decorating a
met with Mrs. Margaret savage on; a good hard year's work it was pastor of the Congregational to attend. Also, her uncles and
famtelle
Cash,
Mrs.
Cecil
Goodloe.
church.
Rey.
McDaniel
is the pos
man's bedroom or den, indoorInstitute at., on last Monday ev-1 quite relaxing to dance and enjoy
ilies.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Miss Annie Bell German, Miss
outdoor areas and play - rooms.
ening. Plans were completed tof the music of Phillip Reynolds and, tor of Bethel Presbyterian church Pinkston, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Marilyn Watkins, Mr. and Mrs
the
The
Miss
Williams
former
is
Take for example a window
take the children to visit Colonial his orchestra and feast on the
daughter ef Mr. and Mrs. J. D Pinkston, and her cousins, Atty. °Terrell Nelson, Mrs. W. II. Jones shade of this material. Its simple
Baking Company. The visit was delicious repast.
and
Mrs.
Z.
A.
Looby
of Nashville. Mrs. Dorothy
Graham, Mrs. styling makes it fine for a room
%Williams:d
McDaniel the
an SIr.s
Walter Guy, jr., Mrs. Minerva with an outdoors view.
son of Rev, and Mrs. J. C. Me. Tenn.
Other
guests
were
Hancock,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs. F.lias HutDaniels, bcth prominent Memphis
The rows of woven wood are
T. If Watkins. Miss Julia Lane, cherson, Rev. E. Houston, and
families.
interspersed with boucle yarns
Dr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Gibson,
W.
I..
0.
many
others.
DECORATIONS
and metallics for a touch of glitFan shaped arrangements of Swingler, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hayes, AKA SOROR
ter.
The new Mrs MeDanlels is a
white .stock and white candles es, Miss Julia Lane and Mrs. NaAnother wood fabric uses nubby
candlelabra formed the altar de- omi Ross el Chattanooga. Tenn,: member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
corations. A program of nuptial Mrs. J. W. McKinney and daugh- sorority, and was an exchange stu•
Members of the Alpha Eta Zeta in the area were made possible by
music was played by Mrs. A. E. ter, Vera Jane, Mr. and Mrs. L. dent at Oberlin university while
sorority went to Covington, Tenn., the -Holiday on Ice" program givF. Briscoe and daughters the Miss- attending Fisk. She was named
Hargraves.
last week So award a 5100 scholar- en earlier in the year.
The lovely bride, escorted to the es Julenne and Dianna. Miss Pa- in Who's Who in Colleges and Uniship to Miss Rohha Dyson. of FraAfter the presentation, members altar by her father. who gave tricia Walker and her houseguest yersitiee and as active in the
zier High school. The studious and of the organization went to the
her i n marriage, was resplendent from Fisk university and Los An- Fisk U. TV workshop.
attracti‘e graduate plans to at• home of Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Haley, in a wedding gown of white Chan- geles, Calif., Miss Phillips Fos Mr. McDaniel is a graduate
tend Tuskegee institute nextsyear. where they enjoyed a
very delic- tilly lace over white satin. The long nandes, W. L. Williamson. Mrs. of McCormick college! and Is a
According to Miss Gloria Cal- ious repast. Mrs. Haley is
a Zeta torso basque bodice was fashion Annie Littlejohn. Mrs. Clemmie staff member of the Chicago and
lian, the sorority's scholarship sorer.
ed of a low neckline of self-scat Bosley, Mrs. David B. Phillips,, Cook County Department of Wet'
couple
motored to
chairman' the grant is only One GROUP FROM MEMPHIS
lops, the back adorned with lace Mr. and Mrs. Leo Jeffrey, Misslfare. The
V several which will be made
. . .
. . Evelyn Jones, Rev. and Mrs. .I.1 Chicago where they will reside;
There for the scholarship presen- covered buttons, icalliring snort
this year. Funds for the scholar
C. Miekle, Airs. Margaret Walk-1 and both of them will enter the
Mildred P sleeves: and the full ballerina
ships given to graduating seniors tation were Mrs.
er, Mrs. A. K. Smith, Mrs. L.1 University of Illinois this Fall.
Horne. basileuss Mesdames'Man- length skirt was poised over full
ee Stanhaela Mauddean Seward. Petticoats. Her fingertip veil fell
e
Maggie Jordan. Nfisses Hazel Pyl from an exquisite jewelled crown
es, Utoka Quarles, Jean Smith, that WEIS made by her aunt. Mrs
Rebecca Biram. and was worn at
and Florence Bryant,
•
Miss Hazel Pyles and Sirs. Ber- the weddi" of her cousin. Mrs.
nice A. E. Callaway were the Sandra Rhinehart of Detroit. the
sorority's delegates at a recent datiehler of Dr. and tr. Shen- Cl
state meeting for the South Cen. herd of Baltimore, Md. Mrs bhep
A lawn party was given recently tie Evans, Alexander Mitchell, .1.
tral region which was held in herd of Baltimore. Md. Mrs. ShepNashville to eliminate some- state Hiram of Memphis. Her houceiet, by the members of the Southside T. Lynn, Eustis Clark, John Brenson, Cassell Green, and J. W.
was of white and purple orchids.: Sweethearts Social club
problems which had arisen,
at the
Wright.
Presiding over the two-sessionj The bride's only attendant wasi home of Mrs. Louise Parker. of
Clarence Jones and Calvin Washmeeting held in Memorial library Misa• Jane Fort of Nashville. al 232 Madder Ms and four prizes
ington of the 598 Socialite club
at Tennessee A and I State uni- I classmate of the bride at Fisk' were given to those present.
were also among the guests.
versity was Mrs. Mabel Scruggs, university, from which thee were
Cash prizes were won by Eli- From the Debonette Social club
he
of Chattanooga, who tisits Mem- graduated the same week
Brad.
Gregory
and
Goodwin
hue
Louise Brown,
Bernice
phis often. Regional director is wore a short formal frock of lime ford. A prize !ci the .person wear- were
Mrs. Julia Polk. of Jackson, Miss, green chantilly lace. and matching ing the prettiest shirt was won Broomfield and Catherine Stewart.
Other guests were Cuba Pegues,
Hostesses for the luncheon sere- headband. Serving the groom as
Melvin Bonds: Mrs. Mildred Joe Flimon, Clyde Cody, John
ed in the university cafeteria were best man was John Williams. the hY
Simmons won the prize for the
Dixon, Hershel
Miss Tommie Allen, Pi Zeta Basil- bride's brother. The bride's mother woman wearing the prettiest White, Emma
Dickerson, Christine Smith, LuPUS, Miss Myra Hill. Epsilon Alpha Mrs. J. D. Williams was lovely
'blouse.
Martie Allen,
cille Matthews,
basileus: and
other sorority in a pink Chantilly lace short for
Women can actually tell the dif•
Guests from the Key 12 Sociat Ernest Winston, Willie Jones, C.
bdide's brother.
members.
ference between "Lysol" and
MarButler,
included
Roy
club
C.
Walton and Iverson Jones.
Members of the Amicae, a Zeta The tiride'm mother Mrs. J. D.
vinegar in the douche.
Also George Price, Helen Johnauxiliary, were entertained at the Williams was lovely in a pink
son, Oscar Newsom Claudette Lee,
They can actually sense the
annual Mother's Day meeting held Chantilly lace short formal, fah.
A. L. Terrell, Lynch l Woods, Abe
this year at the home of Mrs. Ce- weed of tiers of scalloped lace,
difference in freshness, in just
Toals, Lena Kindrigs. Joe Allen,
ha Chapman. The am Hilary pres- Mrs. MeDaniels, the groom's moth.
plain cleanliness!
frock
short
er
ofl
formal
chose
a
C. Toney and Esau Hamm
ident, Mrs. Annie Higgins gave the
They know vinegar can't do
All members of the club were
sorority a $50 donation for its eye- hyacinth blue lace. Both mothedsl
present.
the job the way "Lysol" can.
glass project, and it was acknowl- wore corsages of white roses.
edged by Mrs. Horne. Afterward, RECEPTION FOLLOWS
NEW YORK — The Fontana
"Lysol" stops odor, kills germs
the members exchanged lovely Mr. and Mrs. Williams enter- sisters of Rome have just figured ,
... the very germs that cause
gifts with the 7,etas. Mrs. Shirley tained the newly-wedded couple out a way to make one pair of
odor!
Somerville is the Amicae sponsor. at a lovely reception at their home shoes match two sets of clothes.
on Boston st., immediately follow"Lysol" brand disinfectant is
llow? By making the shoes 1,
ing the ceremony. The living and black with brown trim or brown
mild, gentle. Try it
dining rooms of the lovely home, with black trim.
and see.
and the lovely back garden were
Brown and black, explain the
filled with guests, many in family famous Italian designing trio, are
For free booklet
groups and intimate gatherings of the two basic wardrobe colors, By
on how to douche.
the scores of friends of both putting just a bit of one color as
write to: "Lysol,"
families, who toasted the couple trim on the other — one pair of
Dept. N 312, Linwith champagne.
shoes "matches more clothing."
Illinois.
eoln,
The bride's table was adorned
One of the prettiest examples of
with a threetierred wedding cake, the brown-black shoe is a black
CALL
its lovely cloth decorated with gar- suede sandal with a T-strap of
lands of gardenias and greenery. brown kid.
Assisting in pouring bridal punch
The Fontana shoes also include
was lovely Miss Myrna Williams, a coffee suede pump with a black
Protect Ifteteltor against mildew by
the young sister of the bride, who calf toe, a rusty brown kid pump
sponging ;I with
on* pes Cent
eceloicei el poronitrophenet its oleo•5A50 PIIIINFICTANT
wore a party frock of pale blue with a black leather "collar," and
het. You toe bey it at drug stones.
• ...Pe • PINK •nnn ,
organdy
a very dressy dark brown suede
Teo teethe, et unobtrusive 1004 SO
Also assisting were Mrs. Lucille theater pump whose toe carries
Ise roe is wee', thongs the totet.
Bond, Mrs. Marie Pinkston, and a stitched ''X' of black patent.

Grigg's Grad
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Tuskegee Coed To Be
Wed Here On June 29
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Williams-McDaniel Nuptials

Wood Fabrics

Ideal For Den
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t necesaddresa

at Tuskegee institute, and is
majoring in social scienceMr. Wilson plans to attend
ntedital school alter tie has
served two years in the artny.

church.
Miss German is a junior at
Tuskegee Institute, and is majoring in Social Science. She has
served as president of the Rockefeller Hall dormitory, and is on
the executive staff of the Associated Women's club.
She is a aoloist with the Intlboucle yarn lashed across handhewn wood. a combination that
makes a strikingly smart set of
drapes.
Another similar fabric combines
wood staves with strong bands of
silky cording for a close
knit
basketweave.

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — The
Fayettesille State Teachers college, assisted by officials of the
City of Fayetteville, professional
leaders and community agencies
were host to Madam Ella Koblo
Culama, paramount chief of the
Kaiyarnba chiefdom and member
of the parliament of &cora I.eone
West Africa) and her priyee secretary. Elizabeth Mina.
She recently began a visit of
the colleee and of the Fayetteville community.
An elaborate three-day round of
social and educational activities
were held. These were open by an
ailernoon tea followed by the
guest's television appearance and
by a reception at the home of
President and Mrs. Jones.
In the receiving line were Dr
and Mrs. Jones, Dr. and Mrs. J.
Ward Seabrook, Madame Gulama,
tier secretary and Dean of Women
Geneva J. Holmes who met the
guests when she was in Sierra Leone on a Fulbright Fellowship.
Mr following day, the noted
visitor made a tour of the earn.
pus and of near by public schools,
spoke at a special assembly gathering and met at an informal ev•
ening chit-chat session with members of the college faculty.
She pi,id a visit to the Board
ef Education and Health Department offices, to two county schools
and to Fort Bragg,
The Paramount Chief is travelling and speaking in the United
Sates under the auspice; of the
U. S. Department of Sate, the
Phelps Stekes Fund of N e
York. and the Women's society
of World Service of the Evanngeheal and United
Brethren
of
Christ, Dayton, Ohio.
Jute choir and the male chorus.
Mr. Wilson a graduate of the
same school, and has been commissioned a Second Lieutenant in
the U. S. Army Field Artillery.
Ile majored in research chemistry at Tuskegee, and was listed
in "Who's Who Among students
in American colleges and universities.''
The future bridegroom was an
honor student and served as a
laboratory assistant in bacteriology.
After serving for two years in
the arniy, Mr. Wilson plans to
attend medical school. The couple
will live in Huntsville, Ala.

IF YOU CAN FIND A
BETTER BOURBON ... BUY IT!
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Zeta Scholarship Goes
To Covington Student

Millions who douche
with "Lysol"

V

Southside Sweethearts
Gives Lawn Party

line*
THE Cr4
LIGHTER BOURBON
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey •6 Si's. Old 50 Proof • Ancient Ato Dlot.Co.,Frankfortay.

RICELAND
RICE cooks
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every time!

I

wouldn't dream of
going back to vinegar!
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One Set Of Shoes
Match 2 Outfits
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Riceland Rice Is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectIy every
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By AL MONROE
BARBARA McNAIR who starred
in the Broadwayer "Body Beautiful" is not only talented hut rates
raves on the look-see side. BARBARA WHO has performed spectacularly on telcvision as well as
on Broadway admitted while in
Chicago for Urbanaides fashion
show that SHE IS SOON to invade
Hollywood for "tests" that could
give her a break in movies —LITTLE FRANKIE LYMON of Teenagers fame may get an important
role in a "juvenile" picture to be
made with Tommy Sands as star.
—A TALENTED Chicago youngster, Jerry Scott is also being contacted for role in the film, reports Hollywood columnists.
• ••
THE CANADIAN cafe circuit is
offering engagements to U.S. Se•
pia stars with chances for optional dates at the nation's annual festival.—DIZZY GILLESPIE and
many others are set for the festival date. — ERROI,L GARNER
was booked but cancelled out when
previous engagements in the U.S.
could not be cancelled. — DUKE
ELLINGTON who opens in London
Oct. 1 will be appearing in a sort
of belated concert since he was
expected over there In mid -August
—WORK ON THE score for his
Broadway play, "Saturday Laughter" caused the Duke to delay his
trip abroad.
•••
SWINGING'S MAIL box contains
a letter ''from a reader" who
wishes to know when, and if, Di-

nah Shore presented Nat King Cole
and Count Basic on her television
show as was claimed by her manager.—CLAIM WAS MADE, the
letter says, in answer to complaints
from viewers that no Sepians has
appeared on the program.—IN ANSWER all we can say is those two
programs must have slipped the
attention of this columnist. — A
SMALL TOWN columnist in Mississippi wrote as it he was truly
mad at seeing and hearing Pearl
Bailey get "too friendly" Nilo Perry Como on latter's program several Saturdays past.—SAYS HE'LL
never again tune In a Como program.
•••
CAB CALLOWAY, best known
for his hi de he singing and as
°rioter IS DEAD SET on a career
In acting (the drama, thank soul
if the roles come oftea enough.—
"I LIKE ACTING," the hi de ho
prince told reporters recently,
"much better than singing popular
tunes and directing a bano."—
CAB PROVED in his portrayal of
"Sportin' Life' in stage version of
"Porgy and Bess." now being tilmed, that he can "act" when the
occasion arises.—"THE OLD CALIFORNIANS," an organization in
Los Angeles was formed to aid the
earlier movie folk who are na long.
Cr actii e in films--MAIN PLAN
IS to make certain that the members have largely attended funerals when they pass, it seems. — A
SORT OF remembering the "neglected" it seems.

Hot Spots Here And Abroad Give
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Duke Ellington,
Dizzy, Hibbler,
Others All Set
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Jazz,People And
Records,Satchmo
Birthday Theme

DOROTIIY DANDRIDGE who Is
much sought after for cafe and
hotel engagements may well be an
exponent of the scene here, "have
transportation. will travel — in
other direction" since she s already indicated plans to return to
Europe when picture assignment
is completed. Dorothy who has
made severaal pictures aboard is
reading script or another which
French producers hope she will
accept. As a result it is unlikely
she'll accept any of several offers
that nould keep her in the U. S.
after picture Is completed.

NEW YORK — Louts "Satchmo", Stadium in a joint jazz concert
Garner and George
Armstrong, kingpin of all jazz'with Erroll
Shearing. Satchmo broke every extrumpet players, will celebrate his isting attendance record with 21,birthday again this year by ap- 780 net paid.
pearing with his famous All-Stars
Armstrong will be supported this
In a Gala Jazz Jamboree at Lewis. year by lionel Hampton and orohn Stadium on Saturday night, chestra of 18 musicians and enterJuly 5.
and Anita 0 Day, singer,
the tainer.
4 Last year Armstrong began
d by her trio.
accompanie
eelebration of his birthday at the
Early interest shown by request
Jazz Festival at fashionable Newindicate an all time mark
port. R. I., on July 4, and culmi- of tickets
net for the stadium, breaknated it two nights later with a will be
own mark set last searecord-breaking appearance at the ing Louis'

I.ENA HORNE whose current
Broadway hit, "Jamaica'
close for summer will hardly

Europe that begins with an Oct. 1
By HILD ASEE
In meantime,
With summer replacement time concert in London.
will be busy setwith us there are a lot of "names" of course, Duke
the Broadway play
taking over television shows for ting music to
'due s o m e•
the Perry Comos, Dinah Shores "Saturday Laughter"
Martha Davis
and others but, as is usually the time this winter.
fresh from tour of the
case, no Sepia artists are includ- and Spouse,
east will open a limited stay a%
ed on the agenda.
in San Fran.
There will be a few appearing the Blackhawk cafe
Sand Earl "Fatha"
as guest stars of course. But none cisco June 20.
trombonist,
his
that
have been signed for the top spot Dines, now
Archey is bark is set for
on any of the shows. There were Jimmy
dates that will
rumors of luck coming to Sammy several West Coast
a cross-country
Davis, Nat Cole and a few others be climaxed with
but nothing happened. The same tour.
Roy Hamilton following a teleold argument "southerners won't
the cafe scene
buy such shows," was advance at vision stint will hit
spots about the
every discussion of replacements- with "dates" in
recoverThere will, however be no shor- country. Roy, completely
his terrific self
tage of work for the deserving Se- ed from illness is
by
after
sought
plans. Night clubs and hotels here again and much
and abroad are booking the top promoters everywhere.
Sammy Davis, jr., Eartha Kitt,
ones. Lionel Hampton, back
and others
from tour abroad will enjoy sev- Dorothy Dandridge
up with film shooteral spot bookings including Chi- currently tied
awaiting that
cago's Blue Note where he is ing have bookings
through most
booked for Aug. 27. The engage- will keep them busy
Lone exception
ment follows a special stint at the of the summer.
who plans anRavine Festival on City's extreme is Miss Dandridge
when she finnorthside. The "festival" is a other jaunt abroad
Lucasta" shoot.
summer spectacular that attracts ishes with "Anna
ing.
the Windy City elite.
The most famous clubs in the
Canadian spots also offer sumNat
nation, Chicago's Chez Pares.
mer work to the top artists.
Cope and a trio o
King Cole appears for briefer in New York's
Hollywood "strip'
Vancouver and will be followed by spots along the
for most of the
Al Hibbler who invades the comn. will be location
Sepians during the
try for an indefinite stay, that "top name"
summer so far as this country
will include 4th of July.
at
is concerned. Others will hie oft
currently
Ellington,
Duke
continabroad for engagements in conwill
Chicago
in
Note
Blue
late cert halls of Europe where t h e
until
spots
nation's
of
tour
ue
take on night club or hotel
freely in numerSeptember. Following this stint money is flowing
chores during the interim.
for U. S. talent.
the Duke leaves for a tour of ous bids

Leigh Whipper Latest
For 'Porgy, Bess' Cast
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and Hall Johnson choirs
son. Yes, it Is jazz, people and
Leigh Whipper, veteran actor Eva Jessy
By LAWRENCE LaIVIAR
respectively. Moses LaMarr, last
new attendance records whenever
EARL BOSTIC NOW
Samuel Gold- and president of the Negro Actors
—
D
HOLLYWOO
seen on Broadway in the play
Louis Satchmo appears and is honCOLLECTS RARE,
wyn. producer of the screen ver- Guild of America, Inc., will play "Shinbone Alley," will enact the
ored.
EXPENSIVE COINS
sion of the celebrated light opera the coveted role of The Crab Man. role of Nelson, a crony of PorI II M U gl'E 1111 -111'111WM11
Earl Bostic, world famous "Porgy and Bess," at his studio He is no stranger to Hollywood. gy's.
tenor saxophone stylist, and one here last week announced that
George
films here to his credit "Porgy and Bess." the
By HELD ADANIELS
of the few numismatics in the the casting of roles for the film Notable
role of Haile Selassie Gershwin-DuBose Heywood clasmusical world, has been offered to be shot during the month, with include the
Doroend
Poitier
NEW YORK—Clarence Palmer's
to Moscow" and the sic, stars Sidney
$37,500 for his collection of rare the signing of two remainder ac- in "Mission
thy Dandridge, in the respective "JIVE BOMBERS" are an amazIncident."
Bow
"Ox
Moses
with
and
consulting
after
coins but
tors, Leigh Whipper
Olive Ball, is a veteran actress title roles. Reuben Mamoulian, ing
Instrumental
and
Vocal
his wife, Hildergarde, the offer LaMarr in New York.
for Sama charming voice. She h a s will direct the musical
with
w
e
N
other
refused because she said it had
join
will
a history that goes
The two
with
Quartet,
Goldwyn.
been recently appraised for over Yorkers, already here which in- been a member of the noted uel
back to the Terrific Thirties, and
5.50,000. Bostic has been col- cludes. Earl Jackson and his wife,
continues right up to the latest
lecting rare coins for many years Helen Thigpen, who will partray
and he sold seseral valuable the roles of Mingo and the Strawlists of Best Selling Records.
persented pieces two years ago when he berry Woman; Ivan Dixon, 27Is Jazz" is
This
broadcast of
31st
May
the
On
EpiSextet
California
a
in
Goodman
invested 875,000
The Benny
year-old singing actor, who will
In the late thirties there was a
each week by CBS-radio Public Aftimizes the "swing era" in Jazz. "This Is Jazz," Merriam pro- fairs in cooperation with North- Motel.
be seen in the role of Jim, the
glamorous little spot in Harlem a
Alan
g
of
111111111111iiiiiiliiil
of
contention
1111111111111111111111t
highlights
the
is
01111111111111111111111
This
vided listeners with
fisherman and Oliv't Ball.
(Landmark) called "CONNIE'S
western university.
Merriam, Northwestern university this period of recording by the
INN", it was in its way a Temple
anthropologist and regular host of
dedicated to "HEP" music. In the
sextet, which featured, in addition
CBS-radio's "This Is Jazz" (SaturNormal course of events a vocal
to Coodman, such noted artists
ON
JOHNS
days. 8:05 - 8:30 p. m.)
GY
group known as the "PALMER.
Lionel Hampton, Charlie ChrisIn fact, says Merriam, the de- as
BROTHERS", were booked into
Count Basie, Cootie Williams
velopment of "swing" can be best tian,
.
DETROIT — MUSICIANS' REP- Quintet will be the headliner "CONNIE'S INN-, for a one
Auld.
illustrated by following the history and Georgie
Co
Negro
United
the
to
a
prince
Taylor
Proceeds
RESENTATIVE Al
week engagement. This Trio front
of the Goodman Sextet, especially Included in the program "Fly... Myrtle Gaskill a real Georgia lege Fund.
Rhode Island, ClarPawtucket.
'What'
With
"Gone
Home,"
in
ing
from the sextet's first recording
t ence a Polio victim since chilli
Models convention coming Is
,
peach . .. The Bob Manns trying
"Royal
Butterfly,'
"Poor
conWind."
Merriam
1939 through what
again. Will make it this time. A Detroit .. . "Meeting of the Little hood 1 Ernest and Dick Palmeffli,
Alamo,"
The
"On
"
Blues
recording
Garden
great
siders its last
boy! . . . The Phylos Civic and Foxes" on the shores of the Surf
and "Good Enough to Keep."
do not enjoy such and request
made in 1941.
EDITOR'S NOTE. — Checking Westerns next.
Social Society presenting its sec- Club in St. Joachim, Ont., Canada
can
who
someone
get
they
that
over critics' reviews of television
. . Our town's Seven Clemon
The only reason that I can
ond annual musical extravaganza
really perform. If enough of us
shows we ran across the follow.
of is now Mrs. Owen Reginald Jackbeing on the wrote in we might get some re- at the Lucy Thurman Branch
for
Negroes
reach
of
News
4-County
quip
from
ing
the YWCA Sunday, June 8 at 7:30 son and will reside with her hubby
Picking, Miss, which we'se de- TV programs is that scmeone with sults, especially if we said that p. m... . Organist Don Rapheal, in Houston, Tex,
rided to pass on to our readers. a big name has written a nice we were going to quit watching singers Sonny Carter, Hazel Mar. Lee's Club Sensation offering
changes were made.
Here is the "review."
friendly letter o Mr. Como or unless some
tin, Doris Jean Berry, the victo- four big nights besides their reguS
and asked to see HITS TEENAGER
to
Mr.
Sullivan
rettes and the Afro-Cuban Calypso lar weekend show. I like Thurs"By PERRY C. TATE
It is disgusting to know that so
so-and-so on his program. Since
day night. it's •'office girls' night
flipare
the teenagers
NEW YORK—Evelyn Ellis. one
And the man said to the little
PICKINS, Miss. — Ila‘e you it was a big name, the show com- many of
that over
saying
in
safe
be
ably
Neby
recorded
plied. And what should we do? We ping over songs
on the ra- lady, "What can I say, after I say of New York's best known actresplayed
songs
been watching television lately? I
the
half
can
you
(if
artists
should write a business (not gro recording
I'm sorry." .. . Cotillion's "White ses via the Broadway route who
have. but I have juSt about de- friendly) letter and state that we call them artists). I would prob- dios and coin machines are sung'Sox" finally won one and Hettche's appeared in role of "Bess" in
by Negroes. The white teenagers
cided to quit watching. Almost
Al Merritt paid off like slot ma- "Porgy" back in 1927 is dead at
are buying the records of the Neevery program has at least one
chine. "Or, yes, the losing pitcher 64. She was also seen in other hits
providing
therefore
are
and
groes
Killer Johnson's Archway Supper Morris trio and th( singing star Negro to mar its entertainment
was Attonney Damon Keith. Thank including "Green Pastures." She
them with easy money with which
had been in a hospital since last
Club moves in on the entertain- Jewel Rhymes carrying on musiyou, Bill MatneY.
most
that
for
think
Como
Perry
you
seen
don't
I
Have
big.
act
to
ment kick as part of its new pro- cally and vocally.
All Bob Floyd had to say about December,
that
realize
has
Pearl
He
few
months'
last
people
the
young
the
of
gram launched during the last Su- The Archway, txpular as a
fly he missed was, "The
Bailey (the one who sounds like
no many of their idols are Ne- that high
gar Ray Robinson fight.
sun got in my eyes." And just for sons of the Rev. Ernest Palmer
place for bar drinks as well as something fresh from cuter space)
groes.
To continue the socksational pro- entertainment offers about t h e on his program just about every
the record, baseball is not my an Ordained Minister. and Mrs.
I can't understand why the disc
grams at Archway, owner JohnI'm a golfer. The "White Fannie Palmer, a pianist, came,
best in food to be found any- other week. Then, in addition to
the records by the game.
plug
Jockeys
son and spot's manager, Mimi
to go to the rescue of sang and conquered; that one
is her trying to sing for about half
And it is disg isting Sox" had
so.
course,
of
Negroes
Specialty,
where.
umpire James Del Rio when lam- week's engagement was extended
Roberts are now bringing in top
of the show, she has to flirt
and sickening to know that so
Broadway and one-nighter names steaks but there are other com- around with Perry honey. I hope
ager Tommy Nance of the other for three years. Their fame sprea.ill
many white people pre buying,
to entertain, This week they have' plete dinners available afternoons he enjoys it, for I surely do not.
Sox was twisting his arm because beyond the music loving precinct,.
over
swooning
and
to.
listening
the combined talents of the Floyd and evenings.
a decision he made.
of Harlem.
It is right disgusting. I don't
the Negro records. What is wrong of
••
Four Tops didn't have to go to
watch his program now. hut I
with this world anyway?
lady
little
that
Now
army.
the
so
called
his
of
It was known among Profeshear the names
And what about the songs? They
to make that jump sional musicians that such big
performers aired ahead of time
consist of some unintelligible gib- won't have
bridge „ . . From Jet name vocal groups as THE BOSbish and some weird music that from that
"I am afraid to use thy' products
goes to the WELL SISTERS, THE MERRY
anyone could make with a few old mag: "The chemise
that he advertises — afraid that
heath." I'd like to hear Allan MACKS. THE PIED PIPERS,
I will be helping to pay one of his
cans and a cow bell or two.
. Long - tall THE
And to beat it all, I saw a group Drew say that . .
Negro guests. And, the American
MODERNA1RES, T H E
NEW YORK — When rock and' right laws should be changed so an
pay
other day that Larry Dean in town . . . Casa- PICKENS SISTERS and many
helps
the
who
television
Association,
Dairy
on
0.
roll became a popular musical fad' artist's material couldn't be lifted
June
birthday
blanca's
Mr. Como and his guests, gets
was composed of about five or six
others came to "CONNIE'S INN"
•• $
five years ago it created a prob- by others without some protection.
Negroes and one white man. Ile
some of its dollars from the dairy
clam to "DIG" the originals style of
lem for the up and coming artists He looked up the Congressional
wife,
Millinder's
Lacky
must be crazy.
farmers in this area.
what was then acclaimed Any
As soon as their records hit the laws and had to agree.
EDITOR'S FOOTNOTE: Mr. expects her final divorce papers'
'erica's Top Sepia Vocal Group
"Mr. Como's show isn't the only
Today the situation is as It
street, big name performers on
ruthe
and
now,
day
any
most
asking
by
column
his
starts
Tate
though.
CABBrotchm
eisi4OWIA
at:"
the major labels would duplicate should be. When Sam Cooke, Clyde show that has Negroes,
sympathy for his own health and mars are that she will marry Bob opened horizons, when they became
the Fl Sultheir words and music and receive McPhatter or Chuck Berry makes They are regulars on
Thurner staffer on the S. S. Unithay•
not
his
for
reason
reporting
Allen
'how,
Steve
the first Harmony Group to sing
a hit tune they're the ones the pub- livan show. the
credit for a hit record.
ed States,
Ing "written column last week
the Big Record, the Ted Mack
But when Georgia Gibbs copied lic pays to see in person.
Ruth Brown, a solid-sendor ati with the big hands. They begaa
Says he (and maybe someone
numand
Hour,
Amateur
Original
with EARL (FATHER, HINES.
Lavern Baker's version of "Tweecares). "The reason there was the Howard Theater in WashingNEW YORK — (UPI) — Perry erous other programs. Someone
Then in succession were featured
die-Dee." Lavern wasn't one to
no column in last week's paper ton during the past week . . Tim saw
that
they
ago
long
said
not
about
sit by and watch someone else Como. and no sense heating
with COUNT BASLE, DUKE EL.
this columnist was sick with sue Rogers at the Blue Angel in
on the Lawrssnce
Palamnd
er
make a mint of money. She hol- the antenna, is this pillar's clear a Negro perform
measles Measles not only maaes London and he's writing his New LINGeTON
television
tion's viewers hut at same
They're
off
everywhere
Show,
COMO,
Welk
PERRY
of
1958.
as
for
choice
Mr.
her
Television
long
homeloud
and
lered
one sick hut" (to which we insert: York friends that he would like They were billed as THE CABAL..
time irritated at least one Dixonly shows they haven't
on summer vacation and Pearl
town Congressman from Detroit. There are lots of reasons for this: About the
must make one write ridiculous to stay in Europe for at least six ERS, when they sang with Cab
ie TV editor. ("or further in.
Bailey are shown in characterPerry first of all owns a voice entered are the Weskit's, hut we
Charles Diggs
Columbia Records.
months.
reviews).
Formation read story below).
bilk poses that have awed naI shall probably be seeing Negro
She informed him that thc copy- of purest cream serene.

Expert Calls Old Goodman
Sextet TopJazz Exponents

One Dixie TV Critic Won't Look
At Shows; Senseless Recon Told
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EIelyn Ellis,
'Bess' of 1927,
Is Dead At 64

Floyd Morris Trio,
Jewel Rhymes Solid
Senders At Archway

Lavern Baker's Squawk
Nixes Old 'Style Theft'
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Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE

SALISBURY, N. C. — Bishop
W. J. Walls, presiding prelate,
first episcopal district, A. M. E.
speaker for the dedication of new
pews at the Southern City A. H.
Zion Church, was the guest
pews at the Southern City A. M.
E. Zion church at East Spencer
on Sunday.
The church is pastored y the
Rev. P. E. McGuire and the dedication of the pews is part of an
extensive program, promoted by
the church for a wider service to
the community.

The Chicago Music Association
concluded its annual music testifal which included three distincTUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Alasbe rescinded, no sttps have been
tive concerts held at Monument—The first anniversary celebration announced by these officials to
al Baptist church on Monday evof weekly mass meetings, spoil- bring this about. In fact, as far
ening, June 2, with its 'Night of
sored by the Tuskegee Civic Asso- as is known to date none of these
Stars.'
dation since June 25, 1957, will communications have been answerin the spiritual music of the race
be held at the Greenwood Mission- ed; no conference has been held
It maybe well stated that this and present it with dignity, honor
ary Baptist church, of which the with public officials and represenyear's festival was the most out- and enjoyment.
Rev. Raymond F. Harvey is the tatives of the TCA: no cornprostanding from the point of par•
She said that at no place throughpastor, Tuesday evening, June 24. mise has been offered.
ticipation and musical excellence
out her tour of the world did she
that the association has presented
"There has been no two-way
The principle message will be
find people who did not want to
in a number of years, and that
brought by C. G. Gomillion, pres- communication — which is a rehear her songs, and especially the
had
themselves
participants
the
ident of the Tuskegee Civic Asso- quisite if our differences are to be
''Spiritual."
contributions
musical
arranged
said.
'
resolved,t
Gomillior
ciation. Sharing the program will
Before the noted musician took
of variety and range enough to
be the Revs. S. T. Martin, nastor Tuskegee's voteless Negroes were
suit all tastes and types of the her seat she led the large conof the Mt. Olive Baptist church soon to learn that the merchants
large number of music lovers who gregation in singing an old song,
(and the first mass meeting speak- on the Square of the Town of
"Amen, Amen," and another song
attended.
er). K. L. Buford, pastor of the of Tukegee would receive proteeStarting on a high note of ex- with a combination of African diButler Chapel AME Zion church, tion from the long arms of the ofpectancy with the Young People's alect and English.
nd C. W. Kelly, pastor emeritus fice of the state attorney general,
At the close of the program Dr.
program which was presented by
ef the Greenwood Missionary Bap-from what that office called a
students of teacher-members of Welch led the group in singing
1-boycott" by Negroes against
church.
the association, Saturday, May 31, "Ile's Got the Whole World In Hie
The weekly mass gatherings: white merchants.
Hands."
at 2:30 p.
which began one year ago at the The Attorney and a corp of asChoirs contributing to the festiAppearing as guest performButler Chapel church, tl,e hirthsite sistants encamped in the Macon
val were those of Woodlawn Youth
Cartthe
of
members
were
ers
of Tuskegee Institute, grew out of county courthouse fod 3 or more
Clarksmann School Children's band di- A. M. E. church, Muriel
requests by scores of local Negro'weeks and carried on an investiton, director; Ebenezer Senior
rected by Shirley C. Riley.
citizens to the TCA, who sought gation in an effort to determine
directThe Teachers of the students choir, Calvin B. Williams,
direction and leadership front the if the Negroes here who were abappearing on this program were or; Woodlawn AME church senior
20-year-old organization,
staining from trading in Tuskegee,
Monty Roberts, Leroy Gentry, An- choir, Magga Johnson, director;
The meetings have been an in. were violating Alabama's antiAdult
na Brown, Robbie S. Terry, Nan- the Greater Bethesda Young
strument through which the ag- boycott statute,
nie M. Strayhorn-Reid, Jeanne choir, Lois B. Winrow, director
grieved citizens could discuss theiri As a result of this investigation
choir,
Waters, Eleanor Pascha, and and the Goodwill Spiritual
plight and harness their efforts in and after two raids on the office
Arthur Logan, director.
Blanche Smith Walton.
their attempts to cause the Tus- iof the Tuskegee Civic AssociaThe Choral Silhouettes, Berwhole the young peoples
a
On
kegee, Ala., gerrymandering act,' tion, the Attorney general prayed
Club at Howard; Mrs. Muna
poetry readings. The program
HOWARD UNIVERSITV —
nales of the Department; Miss
exceedingly well nard Adams, director; the Cons.
was
program
which was directed against Ne- for and obtained a temporary inLee of the State Department;
porary Spanish and American
Miss Gloria Arjona, noted
Rafaela, a student from Puerto
presented and showed consider- munity Arts Guild, Maurice Coopernes voting in Tuskegee City elec-ljunrtion on Sept. 12. 1957. against
Englewood
Miss Ileama Nisei**, a guest
was sponsored by the UnissrRico; Mrs. Ferrer•Canales; or.
Puerto Rican aotress and re-set-able improvement over previous er, pianist-coach; the
or
repealed.,; the officers,
tions. to be rescinded
of the Department; and Miss
•••
sity's department of Romance
cc (center,) is shown followHigh school chorus, Irving BunV. B. Spratlin. Department
members, agents and
TCAs
the
through
citizens
The
Clotilde Linares, secretary of
Languages. Shown together are
ton, director; the Melodians Chohead; Miss Arjona; Norman
ing her recent visit to Howard
followers of the TCA — restrainfestival programs.
and as individuals, have called '. ng them front carrying on, con
the Spanish Club.
McEw•
university where she was tea'
(I to r) Dr. Jose FerrerCaWhite, president of the Spanish
Setting a new high for choral ral Ensemble, Theodore
upon local and state officials fori ducting, and-or advocating a boychoir
tured in a program of contentsinging in this community the pro- ing, director and the Senior
relief from what they construe to colt.
Baptist church, Edgram heard Sunday when some of Monumental
be a wrongful act against a seg- When queried about the injuncgreatadded
director
11 choral groups and choirs ap- ward Moore,
ment of Tuskegee's population. tion, Gomillion said:
of listening.
peared was a genuine triumph ly to the pleasure
The weekly meetings have serv- "We have done business with
All of these groups were heard
some
disclosed
group
each
and
the
of
d to dramatize the cause
and none of
them (local white merchants).
worthwhile results as to fine cho- in two selections
Negroes in Tuskegee, and to keep
them was found to be without
them who and what they
ral music.
Asso- made
the citizenry informed of the about
in their sto
are in business. Suddenly, either
PICKENS
—
With the guest appearance of interest and contrast
HOLLY SPRINGS
elation's efforts to tiring
perchance or others ise, they have
Welch, internation- lection.
Page
Rosa
De.
S71GLER
B.
GRACE
some relief. They have been used lined up against its. We think our
By
becommencement
Rust college
During the offertory, William
also to encourage registration and
Mrs. Linnie Henderson of Chi
Best, organist played several segan Wednesday evening with the
feelings and thoughts are inocierintelligent, effective voting; to enher
visiting
lections and was quite appreciate
ate, fair and honest. — We are
class day exercises. Thursday ev- cago is in the city
courage the establishment of new simply tending our own affairs and
ed by the audience.
nine works of contemporary mu- ening the musical was conducted mother, Mrs. Maria Ford.
By REBECCA TAYLOR
and the expansion of existing busideem
we
as
This program was brought to a
resources
using our
sic, three of which were composed by Miss N. Doxey. Friday ear•
Mr. Willie E. Jones of East St
nesses whoce proprietors will use
Hi, there! How is everything, by Mr. Latimer,
close with the audience raising Its
hest."
af
home
returned
Inthe resources of their establishhas
Saturday,
ening the banquet;
Louis, Ill.,
did you pass' The exams are over
voices in Johnson's "Lift Every
Tennessee State university's dustrial day; Sunday, June 1, bacment for the total growth and The weekly meetings continued and it is time for all to relax
ter visiting here with his sun
Voice and Sing" and this was a
development of the community. to he held, featuring outstanding , after nine months of hard work 46th annual Commencement Mon
thrill to hear.
calaureate sermon delivered by and other relatives and friends.
headed by C. G. Gomillion — leaders in the field of civil rights. What are your plans for summer? day morning graduated the larg•••
Dr, Charles F. Golden of PhilaMiss Bird Ella Phillips of Delong time an advocate of the doe- Among the speakers during t h e Work, vacation, travel?
est class i history, including nine
climax to the most
fitting
a
As
gradu195
were
such
were
as:
There
delphia.
personalities
year
with
sis.
her
troit is visiting here
trine of equal rights and responsisuccessful opus of these annual
Whatever you may do, here's students from Illinois. Class includ- ates at Rust and 110 at M. I.
bilities for all, the first TCA mass Patrick M. Malin, executive direcEthel
Simpson.
Mrs.
ter,
Imogene
Bell
city
ed
hometowners
presentations which have become
hoping it will be a wondi rful excollege. M. I. had 13 high school
meeting drew a crowd in excess tor American Civil Liberties Un•••
and Muriel 0. Jackson, Herbert
perience and loads of fun.
a yearly highlight in the musie
graduates; Rosenwald had 30. Tho
of 5,000 people. Gomillion an. ion, N. Y.; Emory 0. Jackson,
S. Brown, Richard L. Mitchell, jr.,
Betty
BATESVILLE
at
Plogsted,
junior
Lin.
world, this night of stars brought
summer session at M. I. and Rust
flounced to this hand -clapping, managing editor The Birmingham
eon university (Jefferson City, Sondra Jean Morris, Nathaniel B. colleges has begun. For informaforward artists and performing
By CLEY W. JOINER
foot stomping crowd that. "We World: Glenn E Smiley, field di.
Smith. Willie Glenn Swoope, Betmembers of the association, a
Fellowship of Reconciliation Mo.) was presented three awards
tion write Dr. E. E. Rankin at Mother's Day and Memorial day
willby goods and services from rector
and a university medal for out- ty Jean Bass, Mt. Vernon — Ma- Rust and Dr. Earnest Smith at
branch of the National Associa•
program were both very fine with
nly those who will recognize us N. Y.; James and Wilma Stokely,
of
man
M.
head
Claude
Dixon.
jor
standing scholarship last week
tion of Negro Musicians, Inc., ia
Rosenwald and about Rosenwald's
as first-class citizens and who will co-authors of the book "Neither
the university's 700 manned A. F.
Rev. J. M. Rudd bringing the
a program which was richly var.
summer session, Fred H. Moore,
Black Nor White,•' Newport, Tenn.; at an Honors Day convocation prohelp rather than oppress us."
790,
predetachment
Mother's
T.
0.
R.
on
message
morning
gram in Page auditorium,
ied and well arranged.
principal.
While the president expressed W. C. Patton, President ACARV,
sented 8 second lientenant comMabrey
This was a brilliant concert and
Other honors were won by DaThe city was shocked when Ros- day and Rev. Josehp
the opinions of the 3.000 Negroes Birmingham. Alabama; Rev. Conmissions to Charles L, Dobson, AlROSA PAGE WELCH
the audience was enthusiastic and
who had been gerrymandered out rad 'Brown of the Kenonia Farms, vid Prichett, Robert Schroer, Mrs. len L. Johnson, Lewis E. Jones, enwald High school burned down. the Memorial sermon. Mrs. Mabel
the perof the city limits of Tuskegee Americus, Ga.; The Rev. F. L. Illa M. Herbert, Richard Gruner, Dymus N. Lawrence, Marvin E. All books and furniture were de- McFarling was mistress of cere- ally famotts singer, lecturer and responsive throughout
mubecause of fear that Negroes Shuttlesworth, Birmingham, Ala- 1 Thomas Coppin, Doris L. Jones, Morris, Rubin Perry. James H. stroyed, Origin of fire unknown. monies; Alener Webb delivered musician, this program was a formance, with many artists,
sicians and distinguished persork
"would someday elect a Negro to barna. and Dr. H. L. King, Mont' Regina Vaughn, Benjamin Lump. Stewart, Church Watkins.
The upper Mississippi Conference the welcome address. Bluff real treat and highlight of the
alities attending.
kin, Marian Eryard, George L.
Harrisonville, three events.
public office." it was Rev. S. T. gomery, Ala.
Beat interviewed OLIVIA ROSE of the Methodist church at Rosen- Spring, Sand Spring,
In addition, many local minis- Williams, Shirley Boyd. 'William
Dr. Welch. during lief talk, The association's citations of apMartin. pastor. Mt. Olive Baptist
Pilgrim Rest and other churches
Sunday
closed
Asbury
and
wald
church, who pleaded with the crowd ters and laymen have participat- Handley. Saul McNeal and Donald EVANS, a visiting stident from after five days of services. Bishop participated. Mrs. D. Robinson, which was presented in the form preciation were presented to Dr.
Lincoln university, Jefferson City,
the Welch, Prof. Isaac T. Yarbrough,
to use their resources to "do ed in these civic-religious meet Gene Marsh.
Willis J. King presiding bishop pianist; the Friendly Gates rend- of an interview, conducted by
The honor convocation is an an- Mo., where she is a sophomore. of the New Orleans area delivered ered songs.
which have been designated
something for yourself" and 'sop. in
association's president, Dr. Welch, director of music at Berean Bapdinual affair at Lincoln held to rec- Her major is English. Her main
in your own damn gravy."
1"Crusade for Citizenship."
The Church of Cod in Christ told of her travels around the tist church; Arthur S. Logan,
a powerful sermon Sunday to a
Amid T. V. kleg lights, cons While C. G Gomillion serves ognize students who excel in scho- ambition is to be a copy-writer large audience. After the sermon had wonderful services the first world and of her unique experience rector of the Goodwill Spiritual
for a newspaper. She is a memstantly clicking cameras and rep-as head of the TCA he is stir- larship.
through and by music in China, choir; Mrs. Blanche Smith WalRust college choir furnished the Sunday. Rev. Mack is pastor.
resentatives from every major rounded and supported by equally
JACKSON STATE COLLEGE in ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority music. The appointments were
A lovely program was rendered Japan, Thialand, Syria, and In- ton, music Instructor at Lincoln
with
the
majorette
a
Lincoln
and
Center and Mrs. Nannie Mae
news service, the hundreds w h o dedicated members of his cabinet, Jackson. Miss., honored its athread and Rev. I. L. Rucker was at Brassel Chapel AME church on dia.
filled the church three hours beThe famous singer also called Strayhorn Reid, Was the co-chairFrank J. Toland serves as first letes recently at a special assem- university band. Olivia would like sent back to Asbury. Rev. Smith, the first Sunday. The Heaven
the
hear
fellow
to
from
collegians,
fore the announced starting time. vice president and chairman of bly held in appreciation for memsuperintendent of the Holly Springs Bound Singers sang. Rev. An- upon the musicians and laymen man with Alethea F. Baham, as
and the thousands who stood out- the Political Action committee; bers of the athletic teams spon- address is 925 Jackson at., Jeffer- District.
to re-discover the power inherent the assistant.
derson, pastor.
son City, Mo.
side, gave their "amens" to) the Rev. S. T. Martin, vice president sored by the college.
t
a
activities
speakers.
Commencement
CommuniSpeaker for the 1958 athletic
of the Rockefeller Pill
Compelled by a real desire to ty: Rev. K. L. Buford, vice presi• Honors Day program was A. A. West Virginia State college includspend their money "wisely," edg- dent of the Zion Hill Commanity: Alexander, a former athlete of the ed baccalaureate services on Suned on each Tuesday night by the I. V. Billis is vice president of college who is assistant supervis- day June 1, with Rev. H. C. Rice,
singing of the Negro Folk song, the Greenfork Commtinity; W. P. or of Secondary schools for the pastor of the Fifth Avenue Church
of God, South Charleston, as the
Don't You Let Nobody Turn You Mitchell doubles as secretary and State Department of Education.
ound," Negsoes formed motor chairman of the Voter Franchise
Athletic awards were given to: main speaker. On Monday, June
Dr. Frank M. Snowden, jr.,
2,
pools and did, and are continuing Committee: Mrs. A. M. Higgins
Hylon Adams, Herman Leach,
to do their shopping in nearby cit- is Assistant Secretary:
Willie Davis, William Murray, dean of the College of Liberal
ies in instances where local NeAlso Lyman B. Jeffriea is the Walter Clark, Readers Jordan, Arts, Howard university, delivergro merchants cannot supply their treasurer — assisted by Frank Cornelius Addison, Lewis Slater, ed the main address.
Forty three senior letter men
needs.
Bentley; D. Is Beasley serves as Archie Cooley, Henry Cotton, Er.
The president made it clear. chairman of the Education Com- cellButler,. Curtis Starling, Wil- who have concluded then* college
however, that the program of the mittee; James A. Johnson is liam Conner, Vernon Powe, Mel- athletic careers at Northwestern
TCA is a positive one. This was chairman of the Community Wel- vin Pete, Henry Edam!, Elliott university were inducted into the
further punctuated by a statement fare Committee; Mrs. Della D. Gilbert, Hubert Smith, Ray Self, N. Men's Club, graduate letter
by Dr. M. L. King, president of Sullins is chairman of the Mem- William Spencer, Ben Robinson, men's organization at the annual
the Montgomery Improvement As- bership Committee; Mrs. Laurs Frank Dorsey, James Williams, ceremony in McGraw Hall. Among
sociation, who stated at the FCC- B. McCray serves as chairman Ardis Andrews, Willie Dismuke, the graduating letter men are a
ond mass meeting that, "You are of the Finance Committee; L y n- Aaron Jones, Adrian Lewis, Willie number who turned in outstandnot seeking to put stores downtown wood T. Dorsey is chairman of Neal, Maxelle Spriggs, Earnest ing performances during the
Williams, Luther Williams, James last three years. Included among
out of business, but seeking to the Economic Committee;
William
Dennis, Will the 14 departing football letterAnd Otis Pinkard is the chair- Miller.
put democracy into business."
Bob
man of the Legal Redress Com- Jackson, Jack Powell, Charles men were such standouts as
put democracy into business."
Despite scores of appeals by mittee. Mrs. Beulah C. Johnson Culver, David Johnson, Guy 01. McKeiver, Ed Quinn, Al Viola and
aggrieved Negroes to city, county and Dr. Stanley H. Smith are linger, Wallace Downey, George Chuck Jerasa.
Until next week this is thirty,
and state officials to cause the members-at-large of the executive Smith, Jesse Downey, Al Weybrich.
Ben Napolski and Cliff Peart, all so long.
Tuskegee gersymandering act to cabinet.
first stringers. Others in the group
who have distinguished themselves
are Tom Seheuerman, Ron Smith,
Dave Pemberton, Paul Schutt,
Tom Granack, Andy Shillinglaw
Jack Egan, Jay Kramer, Ed
NEWBERN
Sunday to unite with the members Rood. Guy Osborn and Kent OarTRUSSVILLE
By ARCHIA WOODS
anniver19th
who
the
cy.
celebrated
By L. R. MEYERS
Miss Birdie A. Douglas, daughThe vocational-Technical InstiFuneral rites for Mrs. Catherine! sary of their pastor, Rev. M. L.
tute of Florida A and M univer- ter of Mr. Ralph Douglas is in
Gunn, wife of Rev. H. F. Gunn delivered the final sermon
Mrs. Tresie Williams of Mar- sity is planning an intensefied In- Newbern for th summer. She is
who died last week after a prolonged illness were held Sunday gret was overnight guest of Mrs. Service Teachers Traning Pro- a junior at A&I State university,
gram this summer — Ten students Nashville, Tenn.
at the Mt. Canaan Baptist church. Annie Harris Saturday.
Rev. and Mrs. M. A. Edding,
Rev. T. C. Williams officiated; inMarie Gee, Lester Madary, Mar- of history at Florida A and IM
terment held at the Community tha Hammond and Robert Na- university gave a detail discussion and Mrs. Aussie Wiggins were
Cemetery with Poole Funeral Di- thaniel Hunter were graduates of of the constitution here re- dinner guests of Mrs. Mary Elizacently. Gloria Tweedy was rood- beth Thomason.
rectors in charge. Other survivors Moten High in Leeds.
Miss Charlene Hamilton, stubesides her husband are threel Rev. 'I'. C. Williams accompa- erator and discussants were I.emdaughters. Mrs. Betty Jean Book- nied by several of his members mie Delliforch, Eva Williams, Lo- dent at Lane college, has returnslimmer
cr. Mrs. Nellie Mae 11111 and Mrs. motored to Springville in the after- retha Brown. Norchon Sledge, ed home to spend the
Mrs
Hattie Lee; one son, Leon Hugh, noon last Sunday where he offi- Claudette Jordan, Allene Folk, with her parents, Mr. and
Al- Isaac Hamilton.
a sister and stepsister, Mrs Annie ciated at the funeral of an old Bernice Carey. Katie human,
Rev. B. W. Kirk of South Bend.
P Files and Miss Louise PoseyS citizen and a member of the Mt. vin Frtelle, and Miss C. L. Love,
Ensem- Ind., preached at St. Paul C
two brothers, Leonard and Eugene Zion Baptist church of which he sponsor — the percussion
ble of Florida A and M univer- M. E. church Sunday.
are
N. Y, Bernard Battle, Washcommittee
rangement
Reynolds and several grandchil- is also pastor.
Christ World Wide, Inc , July
THE NATION'S CAPITAL will
St Paul CME missionary SoImam O. C., Bishop W. A.
Mesdames Dora Washington and sity, recently made Its first miblic
left to right, Elders Ilenry
dren.
lush'
presiding
with
Shown
deleof
9.20.
thousands
to
host
be
audi- ciety met in the home of Mrs.
Showell, Maryland, and Elder
C•; J.
The New Bethel Baptist church' Anna Jimmerson have returned appearance in the university
Brown. Washinstnn,
op Stnallw ,t^d E. Waiting,
gates to the First General ('onot Eula Mai Smith
John E. Johnson, Washington,
was host to a throng of in end outj from Meridian. Miss, where they torium, under the direction
, I. Clark, N. Y., Odell Lyerly,
the Ai
Way
comprising
Bible
the
center,
of
sm
at
preached
Gray
C.
C.
Rev.
intitructor ot
D. Cof town visitors who came here attended the funeral of their sis- James H. Latimer,
Jesus
Lord
Our
of
Church
Sunday.
church
Baptist
John
music, the ensemble performed St.
atoms The Rev. T. C. Williams i ter, Mrs. Jossie Mosley.
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Beauticians To
, Give Program
At East Trigg
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Beauticians' Day will be oh
served at the East Trigg Ave.
Baptist church on Sunday, June
15, and a special program devoted
to the profession will be given
during the afternoon starting at
3:30 p. m.
Participating In the program
sponsored by Chapters 2, 3, 5 and
7 of the Tennessee State Progressive Beautician Association, Inc.,
will be the cosmetology class of
High
T. Washington
Booker
school, of which Mrs. Myrtle
White is the instructor.
Al! beauticians and the general
public is invited to attend the
services. An all-day free beauty
clinic will be givea on Monday
between the hours of 10:00 a.m.
and 4.00 p.m. at the Mt. Olive
CME cathedral.
Mrs. Rubye Bankhead is chairman of the special program.

cA04'.40r-

as
GRAIWATES
1.111.0.

Rinse your ice before using it.
Bad ice at a party is as popular
as a doctor at a mortician's con
vention.

plomas were awarded by Rev.
W. N. Gray, after the presen•
tattoo of the Class. Mrs. Emma
Brooks and Mrs. Rubenstein
Thomas. teacher, expressed

YOUNG GRADS — Graduallog exercises were held last
week for students of Brooks
Kindergarten at Magnolia Bap.
tist church with Rev. C. T.
Nelson as the spe.,ker. The di-

t
KINDERGARTEN 0 R A J.
EATES — Pictured above in
their first caps and gowns are
the graduates of the Le Moyne

appreciation. Receiving diplomas were: G. Richmond,
Venice Fisher, Ernestine Hussy, R. Ward, Linda J• Smith,
Glenn J. Cleveland and We,
Ingram. (Ford Photo.)

Walker Homes Area To
Get Recreation Program

The Citisens Committee of the, ty upon the invitation of 111.West Junction ComWalker Homes-West Junction Corn-I Walker Homes
mittee if which Prof. Alonzo Weavmunities, the YWCA and the. er is chairman.
YMCA and the Red Cross will ccm-i THE WORKERS
bine their efforts to provide a
Working with Prof. Weaver are
program of swimming and other! the following: Prof. Isaiah Goodrecreational activities for the boys, rich, jr.. co-chairman: Mrs. Luefor the small fry (lass WAS
cipal of the school is Hosea
Gardens Kindergarten school,
Learn- ly confronted by children whoge and gills of Walker Homes-West verne Wilson, recorder: Elder G.
and
Emotion
MUSING:
Gardens
held in the LeMoyne
C. Bridges. Seen In inset are
how to read is
with Mrs. S. M. Purdy, PTA
A. Evans, Rev. Joseph Gardner,
ing. Some teachers who deal with inability to learn
auditorium before a packed
block. Junction communities.
the younger members of the
president: and Mrs. 0. R.
Mrs. Susie Smith, Mrs. Beta Jones,
reading problems are frequent- associated with an emotional
the
exercises
house.
school. Graduation
The series of program activities chairman. Summer program comCampbell, Instructor.'The prinThere are instances where the
child is afraid of what he will see will begin June 17 and continue mittee; Mrs. Warren Jackson. Sirs.
unconsciously and refuses to learn1 through July 23, each Tuesday and James Strong, Mrs. M. L. Brazan,
to read. There is also the possi- Wednesday from 8 a. m. until 12 Mrs. Mary Wrushen, Mrs. C. C.
bility that young persons do poor- noon at Fuller State Park. Boys1 Gardner, Mrs, Henry Lewis. Mrs,
ly in this area of learning be- and girls between the ages of lel Ruth Odell, Robert C. Hewitt ilk
cause they are emotionally un-i and 17 years are urged to partici- J. Butler, Fred Harris, Harold
lowny, Mrs. Catherine Tappan,
equal or unready for the task, pate.
Mrs. Mettle
of for example, studying lessons
Included in the activities are Mrs. Crettie Adeir.
in reproduction in biology or in free learn-to-swim classes, dra- Adams, Mrs. Johnnie Mae Petters
president, Civic
physiology.
matics, music, softball, volleyball,' Felton J. Earls,
Ardena Gooch,
Dear Carlotta:
treasure hunts, hikes, sing songs, Club; and Mrs.
Council.
County
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — The to live and to enjoy one4elf is The other evening my husband nature study, meditation and oth- president, Shelby
Parent-Teachers.
to
host
ia
area
The
undeniable.
quiet
er
couples
games.
per
two
has
zooming State of Florida
and I, along with
Agency personnel assisting in
thousands of people from all over went out to dinner. After the din- BUS TRANSPORTATION
ed another famous beach to its rosthe program leadership are: Mrs.
the country throughout the winter ner was over, the nun started a
The
will
children
be picked up Addle O‘ven, executive director,
ter of famous beaches. Several. months and the summertime, too.
long-winded discussion about the by bus each Tuesday and WedVallee Avenue Branch YWCk. Mrs.
years ago, under the leadership of 1 Being in the sub-tropical zone. waitress. They even began to com- nesday morning at
eight o'clock
it boasts one of the best climates pare her with us wives. I felt per- at the Ford Road School and David Phillips director, "Y" Teens
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Thomas of A daughter, Carolyn Rochelle, to Dr, Mary McLeod Bethune,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wade of 3341 group of public spirited citizens' in the world — warmer in the sonally insulted, even though ev• carriel to the park. They will be.. and Younger girls work. Vance Av1314 Ridgeway St. June 1, 1958.
enue Branch YWCA: Miss Elizawinter — cooler in summer.
A son, Harold Dewayne, to Mr. Dixie Mall.
eryone laughted at the conversa- returned to the school by 12:30, ebieith.T:
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Some of these lots ate the finest from the company's office which
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in the entire development. There is located at £05 Second ave.,
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
are also scme outstanding ocean- Daytona Beach. Fla , telephone —
A GYPSY
front lots with private beaches,, Clinto 2-5022, or by writing to Be.
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
riverfront lots directly on the In- thune-Volut.ia Beach, Inc , P. 0.
dian_Myer North and business Box 805, Daytona Beach, Fla.
State Line. MADAM BELL is ba(k after a
long time of being awsy and at last she is
vu
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
•i
von lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
VF h
In had health? Are you discouraged! If any of these are your
...EN,.
I
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
Finds Healing Substa nce That Relieves Pain,
‘"
Goodr°177 Your
,.
jvill
will read life to you just as she would read an open hook.
Stops Itching as it Shrinks Hemorrhoids
"uvert/searlion
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
New York, N. Y. (Special) — a problem!" And among these
For
the first time science has sufferers were a very wide vafailed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
found a new healing substance
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Miasixelppi State
with the astonishing ability to some of 10 to 20 years'standing.
"11111•181111110
shrink hemorrhoids. stop itchAll this, without the use of
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
ing, and relieve pain—without narcotics, anesthetics or astrinwhere she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
surgery.
of any kind. The secret is
fronts
MN.
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her
In one hemorrhoid case after a new healing substance (Rioanother,"very striking improve- Dyne.) — the discovery of a
at all times. (She never had an offi,":: in West Memphis.)
ment" was reported and veri- world-famous
VIII
rch instituCatch yellow bus marked Whltehaven State Line and get
fied by doctors' observations.
tion. Already, Bio-Dyne is in
Pain
wide
was
for
use
relieved
injured
healing
promptly.
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
And, while gently relieving tissue on all parts of the body.
SIGN.
HAND
pain,
actual reduction or reThis new healing substance
min
traction (shrinking) took place. Is offered in suppository or °intMEMPHIS
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
merit form called Preparation
And most amazing of all —
aline
this improvement was main- 11.• Ask for individually sealed
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
tained in cases where doctors' convenient Preparation H sup1070 on your dial
observations
were continued
positories or Preparation H
.41•111111111•1
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m
over a period of many months! ointment with special erMliIn fact, results were so thor- eator. Preparation H is sold at
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
eugh that sufferers were able all drug counters. Satisfaction
040
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to make such astonishing state- guarant eed or money refunded.
OERTEL IIIISEINING COMPANY, INC. LOUISIVILLL Ky.
ments as"Piles have ceased to be
to look for the right sign and the right name.
*Reg I' SI Pat otr.

Citizens Develop
Bethune Beach

1..Born At John Gaslim Hospital..
I A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Carter of 1766 Grand
Opera St.
I A daughter, Melanie. to Mr. and
Urs. Edward Harding of 1893
Keltner Cir.
I A daughter, Mona Victoria, to
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THE MILDER BOURBON
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey •6 Yrs. Old
Proof •aAnctent Age Di4t. Co.,Frankfort, Ky.
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AUTO.FURNITURE
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Nights Until 8.00 P.M.
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Mrs. Pfieffer entertained Mrs
'Tis a busy time for the farmBeck, assisted by Mrs, James Harers of this area s.,d since they ris In Mrs. Pfieffers' home on Satmake up the mijor population of urday night, Both affairs were
this area, 'tis also a lonesome pleasant ones that sent t h e
family
Ulysses Gooch and his
honorees home with the our ci
time.
Wichita,
flew from their home in
vacation wanting to return again.
on
already
mothare
Many
his
visit
Kans , last week to
some REPEAT VOWS
er, Mrs Lula Reid. After arriving away from this area and
Speaking of Mrs. Pfieffer. let us
airport,
l
WImunicipa
Mrs.
s
and
Mr.
at the Meniphi
have returned.
use the name well as it will be our
came
and
car
a
rented
Gooches
spent
the
and children
last opportunity to do so, for on
was lace Burnett
to Ripley The entire trip
a week in St. Louis, Mo. visiting Sunday last she became the bride
made in less than five hours
.
friends and relatives
of Lynn McGee. a populgr young
Mr. Gooch has both private and
Mrs. Hollis Skinner Jordan is man of our town. Their only atermercial pilot's licenses with
fa•
her
tendants were Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Chicago visiting with
single and multi-engine and instru- In
Grover Skinner. Mrs. Harris. They visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
ther,
pilot's
attended
Ile
ment ratings.
is resting before entering S. N. Lovette in Jackson where
school while a student at the Fisk Jordan
University of Tennessee in they were served refreshments.
university M Nashville. and is pres- the
Knoxville where she will matricu- Mrs. Lovette is Mr. McGee's sig.
ently attending a school for pilots
ter.
late this summer.
at the Municipal airport in Kansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Corley are
Miss Dorothy Wynne Is home
He is an instructor for foar flyis from Gary, Ind., where she work- being made happy this week by
ing clubs at Wichita, a n d
education, She children and grandchildren.
employed as a flight line instruct- ed in the field of
ate at Lane colBoth daughters are visiting.
or at the Boeing Aircraft factory. plans to matricul
ball and other outdoor games
this simFrom Philadelphia, Pa. comes
Mrs. Gooch is a teacher at the lege, her Alma Mater,
which call for open space can
moved
has
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic° Talley and
have two mer. Herbert O'Daniel
They
school.
re
SimpMr
L'Overtu
Contact
be played.
Rev. and A darling young son, and from
daughters, Camelia. A. and Butte, to St. Louis to live with
son at the above address or
make prep- Jackson. Tenn. comes Mrs. LOWS.
2. who are looking forward to the Mrs. F. H. Dickey to
call EX-7.4348have arations to enter Harris' Teachers T. Brantley with two lovely childay when their father will
dren.
college.
his own plane.
You can Imagine all the mother
Home from college are Rose MORE VACATIONERS
talk and chit chat that
Braden, Miss Juanita Greer, Billy
Others vacationing include Mr. daughter
,
family for they
Nelson. Miss Elaine Perham and Mrs. E. L Nolan and son Is going on in that
often.
John Eisom, and Miss Isabelle George. who made a tour of the don't see each other too
Talleys are visiting everyone
Nelson.
Midwest states stopping in Indian- The
of. and
Miss Wanda Jean Brown is va- apolis, Gary, Detroit, anti Fort that Lelia Faye can think
•
cationing in Detroit. Mich., with Wayne. Accompanying them on they are being happily received
her sister Joan. She expects to the trip were Terry and Annette by all.
The former MIAs Pauline Lanspend
enter cellege this fall.
Nolan who have gone to
Tren.
Little Master Wayne Reddick, of the summer with their father Mr. ders is visiting relatives in
haven't receivWaddell, Mo., was here to visit James Nolan in Indianapolis. ton this week. We
don't
his grandmother, Mrs. Ganelle 0. Messrs. Haywood and Grover Skin- ed all the Trenton news, but
will
Nelson last week. Before returning ner spent a few dsys with their feel let down, Trentonlans, it
to Waddell, he will visit his other parents last week, Mr. and Mrs. be published.
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grandmother, who lives in Peor- Robert Skinner.
The lovely home of Mr. and
ia, Ill.
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s
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ready
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When
chill.
Neighborhood club on Wednesday
Murray.
Annette Beck of St. Louis
your elegant pie, top it with whole
night. Six members were present
and Mrs. Johnny Goad aro Mrs.
Mr.
and
Pfieffer
Mae
fresh strawberries and whipped here from Kansas to visit her par- with Mrs. Ida
and a lovely salad plate was servon.
Henders
Jack
pie
Mr. and Mrs.
cream. And there you have a
ed with ice box lemon pie for des.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert TemL. B. Phillips of InMrs.
which will make any meal a spec- ple. Also here for a visit are Mr. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and sort. Gaines were played and
of
guests
as
is
dianepol
first prize
ial occasion.
and Mrs. Calvin Williams, visiting
On Friday C. B. Seat ceptured
Phillips.
Samuel
Mrs.
.
and your scribe walked off with
Just a note of caution: Cream Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McBride
night, May 30, Mrs. E. L. Wynn consolation.
Out of town on vacation are
pies are perishable. If you have
a small group of
with
ned
entertai
Lenand
Mr. and Mrs. John Larue are
Ossie B. Temple
and on Saturday night
a leftover piece which you are Miss
in Kansas City, Mo , close friends
the proud parents of a new baby
Taylor
ford
with
along
it
ned
store
is In they were entertai
row's lunch, be sure to
and Miss Louise Taylor, who
Prof. boy born this morning.
Dr. and Mrs, J. T. Seat and
carefully guarding for tomor- St. Louis.
The sick include Mr. Tom Moore
Trenof
Radford
L.
R.
Mrs.
in the refrigerator.
Home from college are Misses and
Dyer who has had influenza and isn't
of
group
small
a
and
ton
feeling too good at t h 1 a writing,
Mary F. and Lucille karter from
friends.
Mrs, Lue Featherspoon, Walter
Halls, Tenn.
Belmont.
Returning home lo Tiptonville
today was Miss Joyfre Nelson who
has been on an extensive visit
with her uncle Mr. and Mrs. James
Williams. Little Wanda Fisher and
brother Donald Ray are living
in Indianapolis with their mother,
Mrs. Tyree !vie. Stewardess Board
at No. 2 of the CME church sponsorfound
was
lighted
and
attached
GASTONIA, N. C. — (UPI) —
at the
door of the Synagogue. The ed an impromptu program
Detectives working on an unsolved the
been extinguish- church Sunday night. That was enw
someho
had
fuse
Jewish
a
attempt to dynamite
Music was furnished
ed less than two inches from the joyed by all.
synagogue here last winter have
by Mrs. Lola Penn Copeland. Mrs.
e.
dynamit
d
confesse
who
man
arrested a
s was crowned
Detectives sald Campbell, 33, a Drucilla Douglas
making threatening telephone calls
by the first
textile worker, admitted making "Mother of the Year"
to Jewish residents.
lady of our church, Mrs. W. C.
threatening phone calls over
they
,
howe‘er
said,
Detectives
period of several weeks. He was Rogers.
A very close runner-up was Mre.
were convinced the man, Joseph arrested shortly after phoning
Edward Campbell, had nothing to Teenple Emanuel and cursing a Florine Mayfield, while Mrs. Hilda
do with the attempt to bomb Tem- rabbi who answered.
Fisher, substituting for Mrs. Al.
We salute
ple Emanuel Synagogue last Feb.
Earlier, detectives said, he had berta Nolan was third.
ly the winBlend honey, salt and scalded 9.
telephoned the Synagogue and told all the mothers, especial
milk. Cook over hot water, stirCampbell was arrested Saturday a policeman on duty that a hand ner.
The time on the clock says maM
ring constantly, until smooth and night and released after he signed grenade would be thrown at the
and
thickened. Beat eggs slightly,
a statement admitting the phone Temple. No grenade was thrown. time. So, see you next week.
stir in hot milk mixtere. Cook over calls. Warrants were issued later
hot water three minutes, stirring charging him with disturbing a
constantly. Cool: add vanilla ex- religious worship and breach of
tract. Pour into baked pastry shell. the peace, both misdemeanors.
Chill thoroughly.
The bombing attempt at the synGarnish with whole strawberries agogue here is one of the terrorist
and whipped cream before serv- incidents being investigated by a
ing. Makes 6-8 servings.
South-wide cooperative law enforcement set-up with headquarters
at Jacksonville, Fla.
A lady's train case containing
30 sticks of dynamite with fuse
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the farm owned by 0. L. Simpson. at 5239 Horn Lake Road.
Shown at left is the shelter
where food can be served,
prizes awarded and games
played. In photo at right

READY FOR PICNICS -Don't worry any longer about
where to hold a picnic or
where to go for an enjoyable
outing. An IDEAL area for
private picnics is located en

able for small children. Thin
feature iv a delight to faintlies and organizations sponsoring outings for children. There
Is a large area where soft•

where food can be served, Mr
Smipson Is sleawn standing
beside the sceened - in building on the grounds which home
es spacious barbecue pits Recreation facilities are avail-

Forrest City & Madison Briefs Tuskegee Prof
To Nigerid For
Cattle Study

Several Forresi Citians will attend the University, of Arkansas
at Fayetteville, Ark. They are,
B. C. William, Overtis Wilson,
Victor Starlard, Mrs. John Clark,
Mrs. Elna P. Shannon and Miss
Lucille McCall.
Dr. Edward G. Trigg, chairMr. and Mrs. Edward Norman man of the department of bacand daughter attended the com- teriology and public health and
A perfect pie can be the high-I
mencement exerciees Tuesday radiologist in the clinical area at
one
morning, at A. M. & N. college, the Tuskegee institute School of light of any meal. lierc's
which is guaranteed to make a
Pine Bluff, Ark.
ry Medicine, has been
Veterina
Miss Mary E. Lofton, a former granted a two-year leave of ab- hit. Fancy as this strawberry
Lincoln High school graduate, re- sence to fill an assignment with cream pie looks, it needn't be
STEWART ELEMENTARY
ceived her bachelor's degree in the International Development reserved for a special occasion
SCHOOL
The preparation is quite simple,
the field of Elementary education, Service, inc.
Stewart Elementary school held
and can he done in easy stages.
college.
N.
&
A.
M.
Irons
graduation last Tuesday night ine
The professor will make a study first you'll need a baked pie shell.
Munn also anothHerbert
Mrs.
Mrs
the Lincoln gymnatorium.
of pleuropneumonia among cattle, And to save time why not make
er Lincoln High school graduate,
Emma Davis, Principal nf t h• e
its transmission from one area to two, so you'll have an extra on
received her bachelor's degree in
school
ary
to check hand for another pie.
Element
P.
Strong
M.
A.
education, from another, and find ways
Music
of
field
the
of Marianna, Ark., gave the adits spread among herds in the
The cream filling is made like
A. M. & N. college
cs have caus- any simple pudding; this one is
dress.
also graduated area. Recent epidemi
was
Munn
Mrs.
One hundred and twenty elemena staggering loss to herds in sweetened with honey to give it an
laude, she is the former Miss ed
tary children received certificates. cum
Northern Nigeria.
Battles.
Brooxine
,
Mrs. A P. Suggs is principal
Dr. Trigg will be one of a team
Mrs. Clyde Moore has as her
Mrs. T. W. Moorehead, and Mrs.
guest her sister, Miss Ma- of 16 persons who will ettempt
house
.
sponsors
class
V. T. Bond are
s economy
•
ble Euwing of St. Louis, Mo.. to to stabilize the country'
•
scientific re.
spend Memorial Day. Miss Euwing through technical and
CUM LAUDE GRADUATE
search and its practical applicaa former Forrest Citian.
Miss Laurita Dean of Forrest is
Mrs. C. T. Cobb will study this tion.
City, Ark., a graduate of Lincoln
He will he located at alaldugerl
summer at Rust college, in Holly
High school of this city, received
regional headquarters of the MinSprings, Miss.
her bachelor's degree from Stillh for tee area,
W. N. Moorehead left Saturday istry of Researc
man College, Tuscaloosa, Ala. Miss
university in a high plateau country suitable
Southern
Texas
for
and
Mr.
of
r
Dean is the daughte
where he will for the production of both crops
Mrs. Percy Dean, was graduated Houston, Texas,
and animals.
.
summer
this
study
"first
named
was
and
Cum Laude
in class" She was given an award
. .
for holding the highest academic
record for four years, as well as
a twenty-five dollar 325) award
for having the highest scholastic
record in English which was hcr
NEW YORK — J. Ernest Wilmajor.
Those attending her commence- kins, jr., nuclear scientist of White
ment exercises were, Rev. Cooley, Plans, N. Y., has accepted chairMrs. Zelna Brown le ft here
her pastor, Mrs. Percy Dean, Mrs.
manship of the National Techni- last week en route to Detroit. BeIda Christmas, and Mrs. Alice
this city she STRAWBERRY CREAM PIE
cal Advisory committee for the fore returning to
Flemmings.
her sister and brothvisit
to
plans
• ••
inyouth
s
National Urban League'
ers in Akron, Ohio, and St. Louis. 1-3 cup honey
centives program.
ROUND 'n' BOUT
Mrs. Brown said that she would 1-8 cup flour
HEAD
with
MOORE
ed
R
Mrs. WALTE
Dr. Wilkins is associat
return in time to accompany Miss 1-8 teaspoon salt
N.
M.
&
A.
for
Monday
will leave
the Nuclear Development corp. of Ruth Vaughn to the Goodwill Re- 2 cups scalded milk
college, Pine Bluff, Ark. Mrs.
3 eggs
America as assistant manager of vue on July 3
Moorehead is one of the teachers
teaspoons vanilla extract
ment.
Accompanying Mrs. Brown on 1 1-3
in the Stewart Elementary school. research and develop
baked pastry shell
the trip were Mrs. Leta B. Davis 9 inch
1 pint strawberries, washed and
Delois.
,
daughter
her
and
PAINT SALE
hulled
Mrs. Blondell Johnagrn left here 1 cup heavy cream, whipped
Only 5.35
House Paint, Reg. $735
Mexico
and
Texas
visit
to
recently
Only 3.95
Rubber lase, Reg. 5.95
Mrs. Bennie Ruth McCorkle left
Only 4.95
Floor Enamel, Reg. 615
here recently to visit and care
for a sick cousin.
WALLPAPER . 50"s OFF
A fishing trip and picnic were
given, recently by the Progressive
Women's club.
Paint Headquarters Since 1871
Rev. R. T. Weeden observed his
anniversary recently at the St
Walter Streuli
Herbert Streuli
Luke M. B. church. A group of
344 Cayoso at Wellington Ph. IA 3-1626
Governer Averell Harrimen will
singers came to the church recentfree
1263 N. Hollywood at Chelsea
ly. and they were accompanied join in ceremonies here honoring
Clty
by Mrs. Ella Clark Williams and the nine Negro students of Central
Ph. FA 7-3201
Delivery
Mrs. Queen C. Anderson. T h e High school, Little Rock, Ark., and
will
program was f.-.r uueuwnwy onwlu Mayor Robert F. Wagner
organizing an educational pro- greet them officially in New York
at City Hall when they come to
gram.
New York this week to receive
Relations Award
Before pouring, rub the edges the Better Race
Club Emof the bottle with waxed paper. of Local 6, Hotel and
10.)
Prevents dripping. More important ployees Union (AFL-C
The award is given annuslly to
it makes every drop coml.

LINCOLN MGM SCHOOL
Ninty-nine Seniors received their
diplomas Thursday night at the annual commencement program.
This was the largest class in the
school's history.
The speaker for the evening was
W. A. Higgins, director of Negro
education, from Clarksdale, Miss.
C. T. Cobb, principal, Mrs. C. T.
Cobb and Mr. John Isom, class
sponsors.
•••

Wilkins Accepts
League Position

H. A. CARROLL & CO.

EARLE, ARK.

•

SALE
On
A. T. "QUICK CASH" JONES

Loans Arranged
FROM

50 To 500
ON

SIGNATURE - AUTO. FURNITURE
Everything
No Waiting - No Red Tape - We Arrange

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
• •

JA 6-5088

317 BEALE

By

Men's Shoes
• NUNN BUSH
• TAYLOR-MADE
$14.95 Values To $25.95

IZZY ROSEN'S
109 Madison
Memphis, Tennessee

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

0•••••

Gov. Harriman To Join
In Honoring L.R. Nine

DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?

••

Nab New Suspect
In Dixie Bombing

Organizer Betty Bentz, chairman
of the Local 6 Civil Rights Committee, at cerentonies at Local 6
headquarters, 305 W. 44th st.,
y night, June 12, at 8:30
the group or individual which dur- Thursda
ing the previous year has done the p. m.
The following noontime, Friday,
equal rights for all Americans. It
13, the Little Rock students
June
Little
to
the
d
is being presente
will be greeted at City Hall by
t
6
Presiden
Local
,
Rock students
Mayor Wagner. Then the union
Carl Schutt announced, "for their
will be host to the children for
dignity and unfailing courage dura week end "on the town."
ing the tense school year just ended."
Governor Harriman will be
among the speakers, representing
labor, the government and civil
liberties groups, when formal presentation of the Better Race Belelions Award is made by General

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. :4
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• The one gin that tastes great
mixed...9 "chased:1 or st

IRONS REPAIRED

drink?
Feel like a straight or a mixed
either
Gilbey's ia the one gin that's great,
up the
way. Just enough flavor to spark
and mellow,
mixed drinks, yet so snumth
why
That's
t
straigh
great
is
the taste
the world,
it's the great favorite, an around

LAMPS
TOASTERS
FANS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Avo.-PA. 34507
OPOO 144.1144

Ins Porkiwo

lamiummo

IN, I0
GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.114
DRY GIN 911 PROOF ion%
TS CC
,CILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUC
BY
UTED
DISTRIB
OHIO.
GILBET, LTD., CINCINNATI.

.
BaptistSchool Family
Service Helps
Honors Owen
College Prezy Man With Job Problem

Tat]3Ertronti
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Mrs. A. Davis,
Pastor's Wife,
Dies At Marion

19

Funeral services for Mrs. Artudia Akins Davis, wife of Rev.
C. S. Davis, were held recently
at the Rising Sun Baptist church
In Marion. Ark., recently. She
died at her home in Marion on
May 14.
An active church worker, Mrs.
Davis was president of the Mission
Band, one of the mothers, and
served on committees. She was
vice president of the PTA, and
it member of the Edna chapter of
OES.
Aside from her husband, Mrs.
Davis is surrived by four daughtars, Mrs. Francis Southall, of
Cincinnati; Mrs. Ruth Tucker,
Mrs. Natrie Whitehead, and Mrs.
Lavern Carrot, of Gary, Indiana;
and four sons, Clyde, jr., and
Clarence, of Buffalo, N. Y.; Mike
R., of Marion, Ark., and Hosea,
student at Arkansas A M and N
'college, Pine Bluff.
Central Funeral home of Marion
was in charge of arrangements.
'If you're partying on Sunday, re.
member — package stores are
closed that day. Stock up the night
before. Don't count on your neighbor's generosity when it comes
to wines and spirits. That only
applies to a cup of sugar and a
half dozen eggs.

places I might try, and
"Driving along, I looked at the of other
making the rounds. One
traffic signs. Did you ever notice started
sure about - Madge
that a STOP sign has eight thing I was
to be the bread-Aik
sides, the RailRoad sign is round, was not going
family.
and SLOW is a square turned side- winner in our
while, but finally AP
way? To go slow may be "square," "It took a
didn't pay as much
but believe me, it can be the best found a job. It
as the old one, but it's work I
policy.
like and we can get by. Mrs.
"Take what happened a month Cobb and Madge have put their
or two ago to me, Pete Milton. heads together and found several
My boss said, 'Sorry, Pete, we're ways to.cut back and econmize
closing down. All of us will have at our liouse. How glad I am that
to make changes. Good luck.' Madge. can be there • with the
Good luck! I'd need it. Over fortykids-to welcome me when I get
in one job for so long-a nice home home."
obligationsnot paid for-other
As Mr. Milton says, it pays to
well, it knocked the props from stop, look, and listen in en imunder me.
portant family decision which af"My wife Madge was mad . . . fects every member of the fruity.
ex-emmy
at
at our bad break,
It pays to use skilled counselling
ployer, and at me too. 'Some- to regain morale, weigh alternabody's got to do something! I'm tives, and reach the decision that
going out and get a job!' she an- is best for each individual family.
nounced. I said 'What about the
kids?' and she told me she'd
heard about a place-Family Service. They'd help her find some
The members of the Memphis place to take care of them while
will hold she worked. We just couldn't keep
Baptist Brotherhood
their regular monthly meeting on on living up our savings, Madge
Friday night, June 13, at Owens said. Going to work was the only
college, beginning at 8:00 p. m., thing for her to do.
and all members are expected to "But at Family Service, thank
be present.
goodness, they put or, the brakes,
Brotherhood organizations which
and got Madge to stop and think
contribureport
to
were unable
It over. This was a big family
tions at the First Sunday meeting decision, Mrs. Cobb, the caseA banquet sponsored by the IL
are expected to report at Owen worker there, said, and she want- A. Foster Civic club will be given
college. .
ed to talk me. I hated for Madge at the Lelia Walker Club House
James is the principal of the
Plans for the July program to
to get a job, I told Mrs. Cobb. on Saturday, June 14, and the
school.
be given at the Mt. Nebo Baptist We needed her at home. I told her proceeds will be used to help
church on July 5 will be com- how I'd applied at selieral places. needy children and elderly perpleted at the meeting.
sonsNothing doing.
The speaker for the occasion
"Mrs. Cobb was interested. She
BARTENDERS
understood how scarce jobs were will be 0. Z. Evers, who revealed
baikyarrl
For ycur summer time
and how hard it was for a man recently that he planned to run
bar, you ought to have: shaker
not so young any more to make for a seat on the City Commistongs
.
.
bucket
ice
.
stirrer ..
a new start. I talked with her sion when election is held next
.. sharp knife . .. cork screw .. several times I thought of a lot year.
strainer . . lime and lemon
The public is invited to atend
. and lots of patience.
squeezer
Cognac brandy is an all purpose the banquet, and donations of 75
summertime pleasure, cents per person will be required.
You can get eighteen man-sized drink. For
Mrs. Bessie Lee Forrest is presiof Cognac it can be enjoyed in soda as a
scholarship to Lane college; and drinks from a bottle
Catherine Jackson,
and in a dent; Mrs.
rocks
the
on
highball,
to
Stick
overpour.
Don't
John Jones received a full scholar- brandy.
011ie Williams
It's proper — and glass filled with crushed ice. Real secretary; and Mrs.
measurements.
ship to Kentucky State.
reporter for the club.
cooling,
economical.
Scholarship to the Gorine College of Cosmetology were given to
DEVILLED CRAB MEAT. Combine canned crab meat with soft
Mary Louise Harper and Carolyn
bread crumbs, dry mustard. Season, moisten with milk—sprinkle
Marie Harris.
with
buttered bread crumbs, bake. Serve with ice-cold Coca-Cola-Football awards were made to
the drink with such universal acceptance it is acclaimed in over
Robert Atkins, John Jones, Bev100 countries.
erly Woods, and Frank Martin.
Dr. Levi Watkins, president of
Owen Junior college, received the
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws
during the seventy-fourth commencement exercises held at the
Arkansas Baptist college in Little
Rock, on May 28.
Dr. Watkins was cited for "outstanding educational servieces to
our youth through the development of Owen college."
A graduate of Tennessee A and
1 State university where he received his bachelor's degree, Dr.
Watkins, first president of the
school in Memphis, studied for his
master's degree at Northwseterti
university.
Dr. Oscar A. Rogers, jr., is president of the Arkansas Baptist college.

Baptist Men To
Meet At Owen

•
FATHER BERTRAND HIGH
school had 39 students' in its
first graduating class pictured
above. Class officers were Robert Atkins, president; Robert

Smith, vice president; Bev.
erly Woods. parliamentarian;
Miss Barbara Swanson, secretary and Miss Olivia Slone,
treasurer. School is named in

"Luckies are my cigarette," says
TV producer George Norford
GEORGE NORFORD is a man
with ideas. One of them is
"The Subject Is Jazz," the
hit TV show he produces for
NBC.Mr.Norford putsideas
in print, too—he's written
short stories and plays. His
idea bf a good cigarette is
Lucky Strike. "Taste makes
all the difference," he says.
"Luckies taste better!"

honor of Father Bertrand
Kock, founder of St. Augustine
parish and school. Sister Mary

1

0.1. Evers To
Speak At Civic •
Club's Banquet

39 In First Class At
Father Bertrand High

Father Bertrand Kock, of the
Franciscan Order of Priests, delivered the commencement address for the first graduating
class of the high school named in
his honor here recently, and later
assisted in presenting diplomas to
the 39 graduating seniors.
The school was named for
Father Bertrand by the Rev. William L. Adrian, bishop of the
diocese of Nashville. Father Bertrand spent 18 years of his life in
founding the parish and high
,
school of St. Augustine.
Along with Father Cosmas
Mrs. Lois Patigo, mother of
Herndel, Father Bertrand presentone of the Little Rock children
ed diplomas to Ann H. Lockhart, integrated into Little Rock's CenMary J. Taylor, Joslyn Kiner, tral High school, said that her
Hazel Jones, Grace Bruce, Marva teaching contract for next year
L. Barnes, Mary C. Taylor, Ray has been renewed.
Louise Parker, and Toledo Neal.
Mrs. Patillo, the mother of
Also to Mary L. Harper, Cora Melba Patillo, said that her conCain, Charles Alexander, Robert tract had been approved by
J. Smith, Barbara Jean Swanson, Byron R. Bogard, president of
Shirley C. Neely, Bonita Lang, the North Little Rock school
Fannie Stegall, Olivia Stone, John board.
Jones. and Jerry X. Frazier.
Her contract was one of several
Others who received diplomas which were being held up by
were Maurice Brown, Beatrix School Superintendent F. B.
Richmond, Jo Anne Mayo, Barbara Wright, and she said that it was
Donohue, Yvonne Mitchell, Beverly because her daughter was attendM. Woods, Robert Hines, jr. ,Ber- ing the previously all-white school.
Mrs. Patin° teaches English at
nice Blade, and Eloise Brewster.
Diplomas also went to Vivian K. the Scipio Jones High school in
Barker, Andrew Cummings, Frank North Little Rock.
M. Warren, Noble Boyd, Fred
King, Rdbert Atkins, and Carolyn
Harris.
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
Students who received scholarships to Le Moyne college were
Grover Hall, a former student
Ann Lockhart, Frank Warren, at Booker T. Washington High
Hazen Jones, Barbara Donahue, school of Memphis, was slated to
and Janet Lewis.
graduate from Berkeley High
Three of the graduates were of- school, of Berkeley. Calif. on June
fered scholarships to Xavier uni- 13.
In his reort to the Tri-State Deversity in New Orleans. They
were Robert Atkins, Olivia Stone, fender, Mr. Hall said: "I send
greetings
to my former principals
and Donald Weddington.
Yvonne Mithcell was awarded a and teachers of Memphis."

Mrs. Pattilo To
Teach Next Year

With COKE and these
quick-fix foods
you're ready to give

See the display at your grocer's now... A well-stocked pantry is a

good wife's pride and joy. From it she can produce a family meal ... a company
dish ... a midnight treat. You'll find all kinds of interesting foods at your grocer's
from which you can whip up impromptu meals. Pile your shopping basket high, and
lay in plenty of Coke. Coke will welcome guests ... brighten meals ...brighten you
when you want refreshment.
..ealea••
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Graduates From
Berkeley High
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America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is Olderew

EXCITING as television is to him, Mr. Norford is
just as intrigued by books. He has a library full
of them (above). For enjoyment, George Norford
picks Lucky Strike.

GLAZED HAM AND YAMS. Spread canned ham with orange marmalade, stud with
cloves, hake until glazed. Put canned yams in same pan, bete with drippings. With
this "thirsty" dish you'll want ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has the dean sparkling taste
that livens up every bite of foodt

Light, mild,
magnificent
Old Crow
bz far
outsells
any bourbon
in the land

Luckrs taste comes from fine tobacco—rich,
good-tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even
better. Says George Norford, "Luckies are the
best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!"

The best-tasting cigarette
you ever smoked!
e6-,
,
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THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY.90 PROOF
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SIGN OF GOODIASTE

(Se
Tenn.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis,

SOUTHLAND Greyhound Park
proudly announces the 1958 season
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Acres of Free Parking
•
On Highway 61
West Memphis, Ark.
•

(No Minors)

DOG RACING Nightly_starting FRIDAY NICHT, JUNE 27
•
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